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on their range in the summ e r of 193 1 and, toget her
with deer and sagehen on the prese rve, came in b rge
numbers to drink at water ho les de1·eloped nea r th e
headqu arters ran ch hou se. Because th ese wary an imal s are con stantly mo ving, an accurate count of

Part of the nati ve herd of pronghorn antelope
on the Sheldon Wi l d L ife R efuge in northwestern
Ne vada.
These proverbially timid animal s, prote cted for seve ral years from hunting on their sanctuary, became embol dened by the sca rcity of water
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their num be r on th e refuge cmno t be mad e, but th e
tota l is known to be between I 5 00 and 2000 , th e
l a> t large herd of Antilorapra Amerirana remainin g
in exis tence . l n thi s iss ue, Mr. Ernest Greenwalt
desc ribes th e refu ge and hab its of th e ante lope.
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and wholly exclusive contribution
to its columns.
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One of the most beautiful mountain lakes of the whole Sierra region is Barney
Lake, situated five miles above Upper Twin Lake in Mono county, California.
Like many others of the small lakes at high elevation in this section, Barney
Lake has been gene1·ously stocked with trout, but so isolated is its position and
so few are the anglers who fish its waters that it may be relied upon always to
provide the best of sport.
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OUTDOOR WEST-

LAST STAND

ofthe

"PRONGHORN"

Swift, wary, elusive, beautiful in form , graceful in action, of prime food value, peer of the bighorn as quarry f or the huntsman, the American Antelope has found its last haven of safety f rom extermination in a ,wide preserve where it may range
and increase without fear of molestation by man.
By ERNEST J . GREENWALT
Warden of Charles Sheldon Wild Life Refuge

and every animal is off in a swirl of tan and white. If the
breeze brings no taint, they drop some of their caution.
The fawns sway and weave as they race for the water;
TAND ON A MOUNTAIN TOP at sunset in extreme
does follow leisurely with the younger bucks; and lastly
northwestern Nevada and watch faint white specks come the lordly old sires, still mightily suspicious, with
twinkle far out on the great, grey sweep of tableland. frequent pauses to smell, look and listen.
Strengthen the eyes with binoculars and the twinkChill fall mornings freeze a thick layer of ice on the
ling dots grow into groups of pronghorned antelope
pools
on which the unsophisticated fawns slither and skid
- fleetest of America's big game animals and, next to the as their
wet, black noses search the st range. frozen surface.
vanishing bighorn sheep, the most wary and the rarest.
Not so ignorant are the older does and bucks. The air
To gain a closer view of these unique animals, move resounds with hammer-like t huds as the hoofs of the wise
down the mountain and hide near one of the scattered ones shatter the ice so that all may drink.
waterholes on the antelope range. Autumn is the more
In order that scenes such as this may be perpetuated,
spectacular season, since it is then the groups have gathered there has been established in northern Washoe county,
into herds in preparation for the trek to the winter range,
Nevada-in the heart of the summer range of .the antelope
and the folltunate observer may see from a hundred to of that region-the Charles Sheldon Wild Life Refuge.
several hundred antelope of all ages wind in to drink.
A cooperative project fostered by the United states
Half-year-old! fawns, ignorant a nd thirsty, heedless Biological survey, the National Association of Audubon
of danger break for the water. only •
Societies and the Boone & Crocket t
Club of New York City, this sanctuary
to ·b e driven back by the wise and
ANTELOPE - THEN AND NOW
wary bucks. Now the loose lines close
represents the first organized at tempt
to provide a maximum not only of
up; the herd becomes a compact mass
(Editor's Note)
protection but also of forage and
of animals. Always alert for danger
TRIK ING I NDEED is the con trast seen
In our treatm ent of w ild game, a n d
water for fast disappearing herds of
when congregating at the waterholes,
n otably of our on ce abundant a ntelope,
the beautiful American pronghorn.
they mill and watch and wait.
a s portrayed In a rticles by Mr . Gr een walt and Mr. H argr ov e In t his Issue.
In
Establishment of the present
A hundred h eads are up, ears the b r ief span of a gen eration w e have seen
are stiff and alert ; a hundred pairs this s plendid d en izen of the wilds a p pr oach refuge is due to the initiative of
th e brin k of extinction , t h e remnan ts of
one man, E. R. Sans, leader of bioof eyes may find no dangerous object former
v ast number s bela t edly salvaged
on the landscape, but a hundred throu gh th e persisten t a nd unselfish effort logical survey work in Nevada, who
In dividua l a n d organ ized lovers of wild
for a dozen years sought to enlist
noses needs must sift the wind before of
life. Mr . Gr een walt tells in ter estingly of th e
a single antelope will venture to drink. a ntelope's fin a l salvation ; Mr. Hargrove of public and private aid in the project.
After being on the verge of success
activities that, h owever b la m eless, wer e fast
Let a vagrant whiff of human leadin g t o Its an n ihilation . Mor e of u n ited several times, only to see plans fail
effort In th e cau se of w ild life pr eservation
scent reach those sensitive nostrils
to mature at the last moment, Mr.
surely would m eet w ith rich reward.
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Eighty-four species of birds, exSans finally interested Dr. T. Gilbert
Pearson, president of the National clusive of waterfowl and shorebirds,
Audubon Societies, in the proposal to have been observed on the Sheldon
provide an inviolate sanctuary among refuge. The uncoill!IIlon Townsend
the largest of America's remaining solitaire winters there in large numbers
and many of the comparatively little
antelope herds.
Dr. Pearson in turn secured ad- • known birds of the Great Basin region
nest there in summer.
mirable support from the Boone &
Among the mammals also are
Crockett Club and almost all privately
owned land in the refuge limits has numbered the coyote, bobcat, badger
been purchased. By executive order of and weasel and a host of smaller mamPresident Hoover, public doonain in mals and rodents, ranging from the
the area has been set aside for wild yellow-bellied and his squeak friend
life purposes under the administration the pika, to the pack and kangaroo
of the Biological Survey. The sanctuary rats and the diminutive sagebrush
receives its name from the late Charles chipmunk.
Sheldon, noted sportsman, conservaThe coyote, as elsewhere in Nevada,
tionist, author and naturalist.
·
is classed as a killer, his good qualities
In the 47-odd square miles of the far outweighed by his reprehensible
refuge in which mountains fan out into traits. On the antelope range, coyotes
lava-strewn tablelands cut by huge are the pronghorns' worst natural
cliffs of volcanic rim-rock, there are enemies. In spring, fawns become a
several strategic springs which provide part of their varied diet; fully grown
water for several thousands of antelope animals are stalked and killed by them
even in the driest of drouth seasons, during summer, and on the winter
of which the year 1931 was a notable ranges they take heavy toll from the
example throughout this area.

scouts saw the herds of antelope which
winter east of his line of march, he
failed to mention them in his diary.
North of the Sheldon Refuge a few
miles is the scene of an almost forgotten Indian battle of 1886 in which a
combined force of soldiers and ranchers
wiped out, in a canyon mouth near the
Oregon border, more than 100 Indians-men, women and children. South lies
Massacre Lake where, 30 years before
Red Men erased the members of an
emigrant train in the California gold
rush days.
Even since 1910 and for years
previously it was customary each fall
for hunting expeditions of both whites
and Indians to enter this northern
Nevada antelope country and shoot
hundreds of animals for winter meat.
Wagonload after wagonload of antelope
meat was taken out each year by these
parties, many of the members of which
are living today.
While these practices were not
considered wasteful at the time of great
abundance of the antelope, they
aided in the depletion of the
The Sheldon Refuge also
stock
until at present only the
encompasses favorite lambing
most careful fostering can ingrounds of the pronghorns,
sure antelope survival for future
where, among the flinty rocks
generations.
and low sage, each year in
May the does "cache" their
Sensitive, shy · and highnewly born lambs while they
strung, antelope are extremely
wander far off for feed or
susceptible to changes in enwater, returning twice daily to
vironment and most attempts
feed the youngsters.
to transfer them to national
parks or similar game preserves
Need for freedom from mohave so far met with failure.
lestation at this season is paraDue to man's inability to promount. A band of sheep, for inpagate the pronghorn, greatest
stance, driven acrnss the mesas
hope for their preservation lies
where the kids lie hidden, sends
in rigid conservation measures
the gangling young fleeing in
on their native ranges.
terror, to be lost and starve or
fall prey to coyotes or other
Despite closed hunting seapredatory animals. The refuge
sons in most western states
performs the important funcwhere antelope still range, it is
tion of protecting this large
doubtful whether there has been
ANTELOPE LAMBS .
REARED
lambing range and insures a BOTTLE-FEEDING
any general increase in number.
FROM BABYHOOD BY MRS. GREENWALT
maximum lamb "crop" each
In fact, records of the Biological
AT REFUGE RANCH
spring, with does undisturbed.
Survey kept over a long period
While the plains area of the Shel- herds when caught in the deep snow. show the range of the animals to be
don reserve gives sanctuary to the
The region now dedicated to the shrinking in some localities at a rate
antelope, the higher juniper-clad hills welfare of antelope, sage grouse, deer alarming to conservationists, but in
are a haven for mule deer. At the and other forms of wild animal and other places gratifying increases are
Shrinkage, then, may be
refuge headquarters, where water was bird life, once was the hunting ground recorded.
pumped by hand into small troughs of large numbers of Indians. Traces accounted for in part by other ways
twice each night during the drouth of of these early hunters still are left in than the sportsman's rifle. Most prob1931, sixty-one mule deer were counted the form of "blinds" of rock behind ably the "squeeze" of civilization is
between dusk and midnight as they which they lay in wait for antelope to the most potent factor.
fearlessly came to drink 25 feet from come within bowshot range, while
Favorite antelope feeding grounds
the house, while automobile headlamps many of the lava walls bear their become ranches; necessary waterholes
bathed them in light.
picturesque p e t r o g 1 y p h s or "rock on their semi-arid ranges are monopolized by livestock, and they must comThe great sage grouse, better known writings."
as sagehen, also • find the Sheldon
Somewhere near the borders of pete for forage with cattle, sheep and
sanctuary to their liking and each the Sheldon Refuge, General John C. horses. Predatory animals and disease
waterhole in spring and summer has Fremont led his expedition of some also locally take heavy toll.
It is in offsetting some of these
its flocks of this fast vanishing species. forty men in 1846 as he crossed the
So tame do these birds become when Oregon line and, heading south, jour- disadvantageous factors in northwestern
unmolested that a person may walk neyed through High Rock Canyon and Nevada that the Sheldon ~efuge may
among them without their taking wing. a few days later discovered and named prove its greatest worth.
During the 1931 drouth, one spring
On several occasions during hot Pyramid Lake. He saw little of the
summer days, old hens would bring wild life of the region except a "few alone on the refuge supplied water for
their broods to the porch of the head- miserable Indians," since it was then more than a thousand antelope. Fencquarters house and seriously impede winter, the weather cold and horse ing the water to prevent livestock from
Continued on Page Twenty
traffic in and out of the kitchen door. feed scarce. If either he or any of his
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"Three Fishers
Went Trailing--"
Hiking over deer trails, bear trails, ranger trails and trailless
ranges, this strenuous trio of anglers founct varied sport
and adventure in lofty Sierra creeks and lakes.

THE "THREE MUST-GET-THEIRS"'

By W. F. "BILL" SMITH

TARTING FROM RENO by car at an
mosquitos drove us from the creek, and
early hour on July First, equipped '
after a big feed of rainbow trout, fried to
for hiking and imbued with the BARN E Y LAK E , visited by the au- a crisp in bacon grease, we were ready to
ambition of pioneers, our party,
call it a day and turn in.
self-styled the "Three Must-Get-Theirs," thor and his companions, is picin
the
illustration
on
the
tured
Bright and early we were up in the
headed south through Carson City and
over the Bridgeport highway that follows cover of this number. This beauti- morning, the mosquitos serving as an
up the tortuous canyon of the West ful lake, visited by fe w sportsmen alarm clock that permitted no "forty
Walker River, passing Topaz Lake.
because of its distance fr om roads, winks" after daylight. A speedily devoured
breakfast, and we were on our way to
A half mile beyond Fales Hot Springs, is said to provide wonderful sport higher elevations, toiling upward in rough
f or the angler.
seventeen miles this side of Bridgeport,
country, until at 10 o'clock we had a comour car turned to the right off the highmanding view, taking in the Sonora Pass,
way, taking an old road that leads to an abandoned Leavitt Meadows and a vast area of mountain country.
molybdenite mine far up the West Walker. This road, little
Following the ridge to the south and west, we apbetter than a trail, was negotiated with difficulty and only proached a broad, flat space which. upon our arrival, turned
by detouring around many impass~ble spots. Finally, how- out to be Anna Lake, the very ·lake of our search and to
ever, we "made the grade" to the point where we planned which we had been directed by our ranger friend. Greatly
to leave our car and start out on our fishing expedition. to our disappointment, however, the lake was still completely
Here we learned the wisdom of checking up on supplies covered with ice and snow. Fram this lake, at an elevation
before leaving town. Upon arranging our packs and dividing of over 10,000 feet, we had an unobstructed view of Eagle
our supplies, we discovered that the grocer who had filled Peak at the southwest, rising 11.825 feet above sea level,
our order had provided a single loaf of rye bread in place of and of other peaks and buttes nearly as high.
the six loaves of white bread we had ordered. However,
At the lake's outlet we fished in the clear, icy water
there was no thought of turning back for anything so trivial and took a number of fine eastern brook trout. Deciding
as bread-it was just too bad and we'd have to make the to make our camp for the night at a lower elevation, where
best of it, but on the next -trip. we decided, we'll take bread. the temperature was les"s frigid, we descended the steep
mountain, followed for a time our first
Determined to keep our packs at
the minimum of weight, we brought + ·- ·•- 11•- ••- •1- 1111-1111- 1111-1111- 111- 111- ••-•+ day's trail, and made camp that evening at the foot of Flatiron Ridge. near
small quantities of bacon, coffee. beans,
r
r the head of Molybdenite Creek.
dried fruit, salt and pepper, all in compact bundles. After an hour spent in
After an early getaway on the fo!apportioning and adjusting our packs,
lowing morning, we reached Buckeye
we struck off in a southwesterly direcCreek about noon and after hiking up
0 U should have heard him
tion for the East Fork of the West
the rocky gulch for several hours, we
speak
of
what
he
loved;
of
Walker, a four-mile hike over country
came upon a sheepherder, encamped
the tent pitched beside the talkthat was not too rough.
'
and preparing to bake bread. As we
=
ing
water; of the stars overhead • were completely out of this important
Our first objective was a group of
small lakes that had been described to f at night; of the blest return of f staple, we needed no pressing invitation
: morning, the peep of day over ·r to remain and help with the baking.
us by a forest ranger and we had secured a map of the Mono National
the moors, the awakening of birds : We also helped ourselves liberally, and
Forest to guide us. The territory selecI among the birches; how he ab- I that camp-made bread was a treat.
ted for our adventure is directly west j horred the long winter shut in j
That evening we spent with the
of Bridgeport, north of the center of j cities; and with ,what delight, at f sheepherder, sitting about the campfire
Yosemite Park and in Mono county,
and telling fish stories. Our host, who
near the Tuolumne border. We were j the return of the spring, he once f rarely saw a human being in the
j
m
ore
pitched
his
cam
p
in
f
near the highest ridge of the Sierra
made the most of our
the living out-of-doors.
j mountains,
1·1mge, surrounded by peaks that range j
company and would have talked until
from 10,000 to 12,500 feet in elevation.
morning. He told us of other well- ROBERT Louis STEVENSON
stocked lakes southward, near Yosemite
Upon reaching the east fork, which
has its source in Anna Lake, we found + •- •11- 111- 1 1 - 11- 111- 111- ••- ··- ··-··-··-·+ Park boundary, pointing out their location in the higher range.
a ranger trail and made good time up
the canyon for nine miles, where we came upon an inviting
About noon the following day we reached the first of
tract of meadow and decided to pitch camp. Here the creek these lakes, Peeler Lake, lying at the north base of Crow
looked like "good fishing," so we speedily rigged our rods Peak. Here we took some Dolly Varden and cutthroat trout
and within fifteen minutes had plenty of trout for a meal. of fair size and after a few hours of alternate angling and
That was as much fishing as anyone wanted, as swarms of resting we were again on our way, climbing still higher in
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the mountains, and hard hiking it
was in this rough, broken country.
At this stage, a "game" leg was
causing Joe such acute pain that Doc
and I considered using a tow-rope to
LUCK - good, bad or fisherman's-haul. him up the steep pitches, but
is an inseparable and accepted accomafter three or four hours of gruelling ' paniment of any angling expedition.
work, we came to another small lak~
The angler may pursue and court Lady
that the sheepherder h ad called SumLuck, or he may be pursued by hard
mit Lake. Here we camped for the
luck, tough luck or putrid luck. Fishnight and a cold night it was, but we
erman's luck, with any attendant bodily
were thankful that it was too cold for discomforts, he accepts without an audthe mosquitos to be active, or perhaps ible murmur. But when punk luck,
we were too cold to feel them.
rotten luck and fisherman's luck combine against him, it "ain't so good."
In the morning, we fished only for
a short time, since we already h ad as Ask "Rudy" Nenzel.
many trout as we cared to pack, and
Proving that the sportsman who is
having been so long on an exclusive
wise to his roads and fishing waters
fish diet we were getting "fed-up" on can get action in quick time and with
fish.
small effort in this Sierra playground,
Starting down the mountain, we three Reno fishing "bugs," Rudolph
headed for Twin Lakes, above Bridge- Nenzel, Herbert Hamlin and Alvaro
port, a nd coming to upper Robinson Evans, left home early one recent
Creek, we follow ed its course downward morning over the P urdy highway,
until we sighted one of the most beauturned west at the Junction to Becktiful of all the smaller lakes of this with, took the road thence northwest
lake-dotted region.
This is Barney that runs to Genesse and in a couple
Lake, about five miles from Upper of hours were on their fishing grounds,
Twin Lake.
where the road crosses Clover Creek
This little lake appeared to be in Plumas county.
chock-full of rainbow and cutthroat
To their surprise and delight, fishing
trout. We could see them in the clear was good in spite of high, cloudy water.
water. swimming about in schools, and All three found ample room to fish in
it made no difference what bait or flies one big pool and within a few hours the
we used-they just took anything, and three creels held good catches of raintook it on the run. We concluded that
bow running from a quarter to a half
any dub angler could get the limit here. pound in weight, taken with eggs and
Leaving Barney Lake hurriedly t o worms.
avoid a t hreatened storm, we started
Everything was "jake"-promise of
back in t h e direction of our parkt<d fine sport, plenty of good grub and
car and at sundown we were out of many small snow-banks in which to
the steep mountains and in Buckeye keep fish overnight and cool the ginMeadows, where we made camp for the ger ale. They would, it was decided,
night. In t h e morning, Joe decided eat the small fish and save the big
to try for eastern brook trout in :auck- ones for the folks at home. Of course,
eye Creek, as we wanted some fresh
the bigger trout make more impressive
fish, just out of water and still kicking gifts, and any angler will select the
when dropped into the frying pan.
little fellows for cMnp fare.
Fish that we had packed for our
As strikes became less frequent,
return were now well dried. We would Nenzel sought another pool up-stream
spread them out at night and before
and no sooner had his bait settled than
the sun could reach them in the morna charge of piscatorial "monite" deing they were rolled in burlap, care tonated and a big, glistening rainbow
being taken to prevent one fish touchwas creating new water and air curing another when wrapped. as this rents in that sector.
causes them t o become soft and t o
In and out of the water, up-stream,
spoil.
down and across-well, even if that
While Joe was casting down-stream big fellow did get away finally, there
below camp, he m et with the most remains Rudy's estimate to convince
exciting adventure of t he trip. Roundhis auditors that it must have weighed
ing a point of rock, he came face to not a gram under four pounds.
face with a mother beiµ- and h er cub,
High water made the banks muddy
only a few yards distant. Joe's first
and slippery and the angler's position
impulse was to throw his creel of fish
was not favorable for landing his catch.
to Mrs. Bear and "beat it" for camp, Maneuvering the big trout up to the
but Lady Bruin proved to be more
bank, Nenzel had raised his rod verfrightened than h e and, accompanied tically when-everything happened in
by her scrambling cub, she ma de off at a flash.
top speed. Angling, however, had lost
Flop! went the fish; snap! went the
its attraction for Joe on that creek for
rod-tip, and in a panic at the fear of
that day,
losing such a prize, Nenzel put some
A long hike was ahead of us next two hundred pounds of brawn behind
day and we were off before sun-up a yank that landed his trout well up
after a breakfast consisting of coffee-- on the steep bank and free from the
black. In fact, cofee w~ the only thing hook.
Continued on Page 23
Seeing at a glance that a few of those

Trio Of Sportsmen Demonstrate That
"It's A Great Life If You Don't Weaken"
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galvanic flops would certainly return
the fish to its element, Rudy launched
himself like a football tackle to head
off the catastrophe, but as his wading
boots skidded on the slick mud, his
sizeable anatomy proceeded to describe
parabolic contortions that landed him
in the creek up to his neck, his rod
broken off short at the handle, his
boots and sleeves full of black mud and
his fish safely back in deep water.
Some sportsmen might have considered this sufficient adventure for
one day, but to Nenzel, as the day advanced, it proved to be only incident
number one.
After rinsing off his
coating of mud he made his way to
camp, stripped and sat in the warm
car until his clothing dried, whereupon,
equipped with another rod, he joined
Hamlin and Evans at another and
larger pool and proceeded to make
further inroads on the fish supply.
Here the mud was no less slippery
and incident number two wasn't long
delayed. This time, however, it was
near tragedy rather than comedy that
marked the adventure.
Slipping on the steep bank, Nenzel
dropped into a swirling eddy of water
more than twice his depth beside the
vertical bank. In his heavy rubber
boots, he must have gone to the bottom
like a plumb-bob but for a quick grab
at the bank with one arm that enabled him to hold on precariously until
Hamlin, running to his aid and seizing
his rod, helped him to a safe footing.
Had his arm slipped from the bank or
had his rod parted at the ferrules,
there could have been small chance of
his escape from drowning.
As he fell, Nenzel's line snapped back
and the hook imbedded itself above the
barb in his finger, under a heavy ring.
The finger, upon extracting the hook,
began to swell badly and it was necessary to remove the ring with the aid of
a small file that fortunately was found
in the car.
Demonstrating that it takes more
than an icy ducking or two to faze a
real sportsman, the three anglers were
back on the stream at an early hour
next morning, but the perverse fish
refused to take any interest in their
fattest worms or juiciest spawn.
The night had been cold and the
stream had fallen slightly. but while
the water was clearer, the ~~portment
of the fish appeared to conf;rm the
assertion of old-timers that tro • . will
not bite freely in receeding waters.
With a light catch for their second
day's efforts, a few over a dozen, bul
with a t otal of sixty-seven trout for the
trip; having sighted a number of deer
in groups of two to eight ; newly invig-·
orated by their exercise in the open,
the returning fishermen agreed without a dissenting vote that their outing,
in spite of Nenzel's misadventures,
lacked nothing as a sporting success.
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VETERAN OF NEVADA RANGES

Old-time cowpuncher, in graphic recital, tells of primitive methods used in wholesale slaughter
on the open desert - No limit, but no waste - How cowboys killed time in idle winter days
PEAKING OF ANTELOPE recalls a hunt of my vaqupro
days, when we went out after meat and when bag
limits were unknown. Antelope were becoming scarce
even then and so wild were t he remaining herds that
few hunters were able to get within rifle range of them on
the great desert stretches where they had found refuge.

S

There were three of us-Jack Lowry, an Indian, now
living in Reno, widely known as a trailer of game animals
and bad men; "Montana Frank," a lanky buckeroo, six feet
two and a half-inches in elevation, and myself, then a cowhand with no distinguishing marks worthy of mention.
It must have been the winter of 1899-1900, for it was
shortly before I rode on the Squaw Valley and Kelly Creek
ranches for the editor of Outdoor ·west. That winter, we

sunny side. sleepy with his rabbit-lined stomach, you'll find
your cat. We got a lot of them in that way, time after time.
And talk about coyotes! There was money in those
pests. We'd kill and skin a "big-jaw" cow, drag the hide on
horseback a mile or so up one side of the river and down
the other, stake it down in a patch of open meadow, flesh
side' up, and sprinkle it with strychnine. Next morning, just
go and get your dogs. The pelts had no commercial value
at that time-it took a world war to make them fashionable
-but the scalps brought a
50-cent state bounty and we
cashed lots of four-bit pieces
at Swede Anderson's store
at White Rock some fifteen

miles away from the ranch.
We had hunted, trapped
and loafed until the middle
of January when one night,
telling yarns by the light of a sagebrush fire
in the bunkhouse, Frank told one of an antewere riding for the "YP" outfit, owned by Garat brothers,
in northern Elko county, Nevada, in the big rim-rock
country where Bull Run Creek empties into Owyhee River.
You see, the fall rodeo was over, we had gathered and
shipped the beef steers, and no work remained for the
vaquero unless he wanted to hire out to feed cattle. We
couldn't do that on horseback and in those days a "puncher··
scorned to work afoot. Nothing doing, even for Jim Boyle,
big, fat, always good-natured cow foreman , rated one of the
best cow men in the state. Cattle feeding was strictly "out."
Back at the ranch after loading the beef, "Johnnie"
Garat informed us we were out of a job but urged us to stay
on and make ourselves at home until time for the spring
riding to begin. Suited us fine - plenty of good grub. no
hard work, over a hundred miles to the railroad-we stayed.
In the weeks that followed, Jack and I trapped a number
of beaver and otter, both plentiful then in the Owyhee
River, and amused ourselves by running coyotes on horseback and hunting bobcats, with which the rim-rocks were
fairly alive. In a single day, Jack and I shot fourteen.
Getting these cats was easy. After a light flurry of snow,
you follow the first rabbit trail you see until you find where
the rabbit has bt!en pounced upon aI).d eaten by a cat. Then
take the cat's trail to the nearest rim-rock and on tne
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The next day we spent in preparation. You see, I had
just come from the Indian reservation. where I had put in
five years in the government service, and in the Indian
Creek field I had twenty-five head of Indian ponies, all
saddle-broke and some of them very good horses, considering
that they had been taught to speak only Piute or Shoshone.
Montana Frank, long since departed to celestial rodeo
grounds, was, as I have noted, tall and then some. wore a
No. 6'h hat of the "five-gallon" model, black in the Montana
style of the period ; long, sharp nose, little, sandy moustache,
exceedingly small high-heeled boots and, with all due
respect to his ashes, the most helpless human a-straddle
a horse that you could find, but as happy as a skunk in a
chicken coop. Jack Lowry was ·what you'd call dependable--a bully rider, crack shot, a wizard with a rope, and knew
more about animals than another animal.
Bright and early next morning meant just that, as
4 a. m. came at the same time every day, work or play, for
Charlie Wong. twenty years cook and retainer of the Garat
outfit. By seven, we had saddled up, diamond-hitched our
light packs of bedding and grub and were on our way with
two saddle-horses apiece and three pack animals that were
also good saddle-horses, heading for the Owyhee desert.

Seven

That stretch of wilderness. once a
fine winter range for cattle but now
"sheeped out," lies in northwestern
Elko county, west of the Western Shot5hone Indian Reservation, north of the
Snowstorm Mountains, east of the
Calico range and south of the Juniper
Mountains and Louse Canyon, in
southern Oregon and Idaho. It is about
75 miles across in any direction and
has few springs.
Jogging along until about four in
the afternoon, we came finally to a dry
canyon and a point known to range
riders as Bull Camp. Here we made a
dry camp-no tent, but plenty of warm
bedding and grub, such as it wasflour, jerky, beans, salt pork, coffee
and sugar.
Built a big fire, for it was plenty
cold; smoked a few, did a lot of loud
guessing about what antelope might do
-all but Jack, who didn't guess and
who spoke in that low, velvety voice
only when he had something to say.
A-horseback, he could whoop 'er up
with the noisiest of 'em. Frank, always
laughing when in the saddle, couldn't
call it a day without singing and in his
pla:ntive falsetto emitted "The Dying
Cowboy: "
O, bury me not on the lone prairee
Where the wild coyote will howl
o'er me;
In a narrow grave just six by three
O, 1b ury me not on the lone prairee !
That dirge always seems to draw
coyotes to keep you awake, but it waS"
easier to go to bed than to rustle firewood by pulling up sagebrush by the
roots.
Hobbling all the horses but one, we
had staked him out with a rawh:de
reata for a picket rope to make sure
we'd not be left afoot, but when morning came. our picketed horse had disappeared and the hobbled horses stood
quietly near ca.mp. Some hungry coyote, attracted by the flavor of the beef
tallow with which it was greased, had
chewed through the rawhide rope and
that coyote or another had sneaked a
big hunk of bacon, in a barley sack,
from under my pillow.
After finding our "rango" pony and
breakfasting on salt pork and coffee,
we saddled up and started on our
search for antelope, keeping a sharp
lookout as we had seen a band of about
twenty in the distance the evening
before.
Must tell you about our "shooting
irons."
Montana Frank was armed
with an old Sharps buffalo gun that
came across the plains with the pioneers, but it was some gun if weight
counts for anything. It required a good
pack horse to carry it. had a bore as
big as the hole in a doughnut and the
front sight had been knocked over to
one side, but Frank didn't know that,
and anyway, he didn't shoot at an
antelope on the trip.
Indian Jack had a more up-to-date
gun, a .303 Savage, and he sure could
Continued on Page 19
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OUTLOOK FOR FINE FISHING
IN LAKES HIGH ABOVE TAHOE
fOR THE ANGLER whose enthusiasm
moves him to take long or difficult
hikes to isolated and little - fished
waters, small lakes and streams in
the region west of Lake Tahoe and
high above the level of that lake hold
possibilities for some of the best of
sport. A trip to Eagle Lake by Mr. and
Mrs. L. M. Engel of Reno, expert photographers and in'Veterate week-end
explorers and anglers, provided evidence to convince them that with the
opening of the season on these waters
fishing will be the best in years.
Near the excellent camp grounds

While descending, at a point where
the trail is covered by fifteen feet of
snow, Mrs. Engle slipped and was carried down the steep declivity over the
course of a snow-slide that had broken
off large trees and only saved herself
after a drop of two or three hundred
yards by cutting deep into the hard
snow with the short oar she was carrying. Her descent was stopped withm
a few feet of a high bank from which
she would have fallen into a deep pool
full of mush ice through which one
can sink easily but cannot rise.
Four other small lakes, including

(

(
VIEW ACROSS CREST OF EAGLE FALLS, WITH LAKE TAHOE AND EMERALD
BAY IN DISTANCE, 500 FEET BELOW
·

maintained by the Forest Service on the
Tahoe highway, 500 feet above Emerald
Bay, the trail to Eagle and other small
lakes of this section leaves the- highway near the point where it crosses
Eagle Creek, just above the scenic falls.
Below the highway, Eagle Creek descends in two precipitous falls, each of
more than sixty feet and reached only
with great difficulty because of the
steepness of the mountain.
Climbing to an elevation of 2000 feet
above Lake Tahoe, the point was
reached where Eagle Creek, flowing a
large volume of water, has its source
in Eaele Lake, the latter about a half
mile across and surrounded by steep,
rocky peaks. Another stream from the
two Belma Lakes, over 1000 feet higher,
unites with Eagle Creek. Deep snow
still blocks the trail to the Belma lakes
and in many places covers deeply the
trail to Eagle Lake.
Having visited these lakes before at
this season, the exploring couple, carrying their inflatable rubber boat, were
surprised to find Eagle Lake almost
completely ice-covered, so they were
unable to visit the farther shore.

the Belmas, are reached by the trail
above Eagle Lake and all these as well
as the outlet streams are well stocked.
Rainbow, eastern brook and lochleven
trout are plentiful in the lakes, ranging from ten to sixteen inches in size.
and are taken chiefly with spinners,
although they will often rise to a fly
near evening.
Several streams in this section, including Eagle Creek, Trout Creek and
the Upper Truckee, as well as Round
Lake, in which the latter stream has its
source, offer excellent fishing and with
the high waters prevailing should be
better this season than for years past.
On the upper lakes, however, the surface probably will not be clear of ice
before the lattJer part of June.
VIOLATORS P AY FINES

Arrests for violation of the fishing
laws in Washoe county, Nevada, had
reached a total of twenty-three late in
May, with a total of ~560 in fines assessed. In several cases, the arrested
persons were released without penalty.
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FISHING WATERS AFFORD FINE
NEVADA ASKS
SPORT IN CALIFORNIA, NEVADA 3 DAYS WEEK
By SIERRA RAMBLER
DUCK SEASON
WITH THE SPRING runoff over Charity and Faith Valleys; Blue Lakes,
for practically all sections of the
western fishing streams and the water
settling to a normal flow, fishing conditions as a whole are greatly improved.
Although early fishing in most of
the western streams has been exceptionally good this year in comparison
with other years, even better fishing
should be had as the season advances.
Up to the present time, bad weather
has discouraged many fishermen from
venturing to the more remote and
favorite streams. Many of the mountain roads in these sections are still
blocked with drifts of snow and where
the snow has disappeared the ground
still is wet and muddy, requiring skid
chains and careful driving.
In Mt. Lassen Park, Lake Almanor
and nearby districts, roads are now
fairly dry and in good condition. Early
season fishing, as Outdoor West has
shown in its canvas, has not ·b een as
good as might have been, due to the
bad weather and high water. At the
opening of the season on Butt Creek
and the Feather River, the water was
high and muddy, with few real catches
made. Fish were taken at these spots
in limited numbers, however.
Some fishermen reported making
good catches, ·b ut as a rule .the fishing
was fair only and the fish were taken
on worms and spawn.
Grubs also
were used and some fair catches were
made with them. Fresh spawn, as a
rule, took the best catches of fish.
On the opening day, the streams entering Lake Almanor proved a disappointment. With many fishermen up
over Memorial day and the week-end,
high hopes for good catches were expressed, but the weather ·t urned bad
and dampened the ardor of the most
enthusiastic angler. Rain and snow,
with high wind, spoiled the fishing in
this locality as well as in many other
sections.
Werner Creek, the north branch of
the Feather River, Mill Creek, Battle
Creek, Deer Creek and many others
of the creeks in the Mt. Lassen district which were reported high with
poor fishing, are now back to a normal flow of water and there's good
fishing and good catches are being
made. Fish are now taking a fly, but
not too readily, and few hatches of
bugs have appeared, no doubt due to
the cold weather. Good catches are
now ·b eing made in Lake Almanor and
the sport here is getting better.
Feather River waters are receding
and clearing. Early fishing was fair
and now good catches of fish are being
taken and some fair catches reported
with fly. Two or three weeks should
see these waters prime for really good
fly fishing. Many fish are taken on
small spinners in this section.
Markleeville, Woodfords, Hope Valley,
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Wolf Creek, Pleasant Valley, Silver
Lake and East Carson River :
Waters still are high but fairly clear
as a whole and good catches are being
taken in these waters.
Roads still
are wet and rough and there is snow
in the higher regions. Silver and Blue
Lakes are still blocked by snow requiring a three mile walk to Blue and ten
miles to Silver Lake.
On the upper East Carson, fishing

IN A LETTER directed to the chief of
the U. s. Biological Survey, in connection with the fixing of the 1932
open season on migratory waterfowl in
Nevada, the State Fish and Game
Commission has suggested a maximum
period of ninety days, between September 16 and December 15, within
which period the commission may select a sixty-day shooting period.
Under this plan shooting would be
permitted only on Wednesdays, Saturdays and Sundays and on holidays,
of which only two, Admission day and
Thanksgiving day, fall witnin this
By E. E. ROBERTS
period. If the suggested bag limit of
Mayor of Reno
ten birds is universally adopted, Nevada would adhere to this rule, but
C7 fl )HAT kind of a day
otherwise would ask •for a fifteen-bird
UlJ do you like to be out?
limit.
___ :____ M ost any old day will do ,
In the event that a thirty-day open
' If the ,weather is right
season is decided upon, Nevada would
And the birds will take flight
prefer the period from October 1 to
And I get just a duck or two.
October 30, inclusive.
The letter
pointed out that last year few hunters
With what kind of a pal
in northern Nevada had any shooting
do you like to be out?
at all, because when the season opened,
M ost any old pal will do,
on November 15, nearly all waters
were frozen over, and after this date
I f I'm feeling just right
hunters in Nevada rarely have any
And can stay until night
shooting.
And can get a dttck or two .
Shooting three days a week, it was
stated, is not an experiment in NeWith what kind of a dog
vada as this system was adopted five
do you like to be out?
years ago with highly satisfactory re, M ost any old dog will do,
sults, e;:;pecially to the ducks. Last
If he'll scam per about
year, with a short open season, the
And bring the birds out
ducks were kept continuously in flight
And I get just a duck or two .
from the time they left their breedin~
grounds until they reached their feedAnd ,w hat kind of drink
ing grounds, with no rest and little or
do you like to take out?
no feed. Northern ducks shot in this
M ost any old drink will do,
area were in poor condition and alIf it's got the right kick
most unfit for eating.
And will do its work quick
As for baited grounds, it was said,
And I get a good shot or two.
any ruling would make little difference
in the state, as gun club members
is reported good with many limit never shoot over planted ponds. The
catches. .The lower Carson is still commission expressed itself as being
heartily in favor of prohibiting the use
high and muddy.
of live decoys and still more concerned
Pleasant Valley and Hope Valley in barring automatic guns.
have produced some good catches of
fish, but as a rule, all fish taken have
for all-round fishing and was well
been small.
West Carson River still is high and stocked with rainbow, silver and blackmuddy, but clearing fast. Early sea- spotted .t rout. Until this stream is
son fishing was very poor and few restocked and a normal flow of water
fish were taken on this stream. Horse- assured throughout the year, little fish·shoe Bend and Young',s Crossing ing can be expected here.
should produce good fly fishing at a
The West Walker River, in contrast
later date.
Fish taken ·t here have to the East Walker, has had good
been small.
fishing and plenty of water. Early
East and West Walker Rivers, Topaz fishing has been good and many limit
catches have been made. Fish taken
Lake and Walker Lake:
On the East Walker River in Nevada, here are, as a rule, large of size, from
the fishing has been poor. Last fall one to ten pounds. These large fish
found this river and smaller creeks are of the black-spotted variety but
dry, with a big loss of fish, This re- many rainbow and cutthroat also are
gion formerly was one of the finest
Continued on Page 18
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Unique Bird Refuge in Nevada Is Planned
M ost important of all T-V estern migratory bird sanctuaries may be developed on a tract possessing rare natural advantages in its
topography , stable water suppl y, isolation and quality of land.
wells along the east and west limbs
THE PURPOSE of creating a off excepting those near the bottom.
migratory bird refuge that may well
This 12-inch well has continued of the sincline where indications point
take rank as the most important in the throughout the eighteen-year period to strong artesian pressure at depths
west, if not in the entire country, an undiminished flow estimated to be of not more than 200 or 300 feet.
W. S. Elliott, well known sportsman of •b etween one and two second feet even
Drilled at points slightly above the
Ely, has recommended to the Biological in dry seasons. Well No. 7 at the south highest elevation that can be reached
Survey at Washington the withdrawal end and approximately fifteen miles by the lake level, these wells will flow
of six contiguous townships of land from No. 1 has maintained its original to the lake through sloughs approxiin Railroad Valley, northeastern Nye artesian flow.
mately a mile apart. These sloughs,
county, Nevada, south of the ElyIn all these wells and in springs on largely self-made by the flow of water,
Tonopah highway. This area is de- the east limb of the sincline the water will create an area bf marsh from one
picted on the outline map appearing has a uniform temperature of 60 de- to three miles wide, especially along
on the opposite page.
grees F . while on the west are hot the east shore of the lake where the
The petition met with a prompt re- springs, apparently forming a section ground is a deep loam in which there
sponse from Washington and Mr. Carey of the hot spring belt that is known can be no lack of natural food._
H. Bennett of the department of land to extend far to the north and south.
According to estimates set forth in
acquisition appraisals of the Biological Both the Locke ranch at the west and the reports, this plan will create some
Survey was dispatched to Nevada and the Blue Eagle ranch at the east, fifty miles of sloughs which, with the
since May 13 has been engaged in thirteen miles apart, are set in rich lake itself, having a water area of 25,making a survey of the territory in meadow and pasture land, well adapted 000 to 30,000 acres, will provide resting,
question. The final survey will involve for the growth of grass and tules.
breeding and nesting grounds for many
analysis of the waters on the project
With the withdrawal of the six town- thousands of aquatic and migratory
to ascertain the content of alkali or ships designated, a total in excess of birds. It is pointed out that wild ducks
other mineral substances affecting the 138,000 acres, it is the purpose to enlist alight and rest on open water, but they
growth of aquatic plants.
federal aid in drilling twenty or more seek .t heir food and nesting places in
Outstanding features that combine
sloughs and along tule-grown banks.
to render this tract the most desirable
Small hummocks and dunes that
of any known to conservationists for
are scattered thickly over the flat lake
this use are an unfailing supply of
bed will be surrounded by water under
artesian water of suitabl~ temperature,
this plan, but not of sufficient depth
soil adapted to the growth of natural
to cover them. These partly submerged
food, topography favorable to nesting
hillocks, with their thick growth of
and rearing young and distance from
sedge-grass and tules, will make ideal
centers of population.
COMMUNICATION from the sec- nesting grounds, thus providing a
Embracing a large natural drainage
retary of the Alturas Chamber of refuge and breeding area that may be
basin, the area in question covers the Commerce, Lucille Hoy, to Uutdoor extended to cover more than 100 square
axis of a sincline extending many miles West says that the fishing season has miles.
north and south, with springs on all opened with promise of excellent sport
Estimates of the cost involved in
sides and a strong artesian flow ob- on many waters of that section and drilling the proposed wells, excavating
tainable at shallower depths following that business men and visitors are de- the short diversion ditches and conthe upward inclines of the east and voting every spare moment to the en- structing a few short dirt dikes between
west limbs of the sincline.
joyment of the sport.
dunes to extend the marsh area, are
Occupying the center of the basin
Those who have had time for longer around $30,000. This total is in sharp
is an elongated lake bed covering an trips report big catches of trout at contrast with the million or more it
area of about thirty square miles, Clear Lake, about two hours drive has been proposed to expend on the
marking the lowest depression in the from Alturas and one of the most Malheur Lake refuge project in southsincline and to which flow both the beautiful small lakes in northern Cali- ern Oregon, which seems likely to be
surface and subterranean waters of fornia. Fishing here is good either in abandoned for the present, however,
the surrounding territory.
the lake or in the stream that feeds because of the failure of the water
Reports accompanying the applica- the lake. Many enjoy camping near supply.
tion to the Department of the Interior this lake which ~ is in the heart of the
All of the land designated in the
Railroad Valley application is unapfor the withdrawal of this land, sub- best fishing dis, ·.ict.
'
mitted early in May by Mr. Elliott,
Principal strea1 }S and lakes of Mo- propriated public domain. The reports
state that a large part of the lake bed doc county, the po: nts from which they state that owing to the contour of the
was located by prospectors in 1914 upon are reached, and t.'}e species of trout basin, none of the water can be diverted
the advice of geologists who declared most plentiful inclurle Clear Lake, near for irrigation or any other purpose and
the subterranean waters to contain Likely, native brook trout; Blue Lake, with its unvarying and unfailing arpotash in commercial quantity. Several near Likely, rainbow and native; Lily tesian flow, the project is assured a
wells were drilled to depths ranging Lake, near Pine Creek, rainbow; Cave stable water level.
from 200 to 1200 feet, but the content Lake, from Pine Creek, rainbow; Pit
Towns nearest to this area are Ely,
of potash, then in demand for war River, Alturas, Canb~ or Lookout, black sixty miles to the northeast, and Tonuses, proved to be negligible and the bass and catfish; !"arker Creek, Al- opah, 120 miles west.
The isolated
field was abandoned . ..
turas, eastern brook; Pine Creek, Al- position of ·t his land, it was stated, will
Drilled in the flat lake bed q,nd near turas, eastern brook ; Ash Creek, Adin, render easy the effective protection of
the axis of the sincline, all three wells eastern brook; Rt,sh Creek, Adin, game, while the wild fowl making it
produced a satisfactory flow of water. eastern brook; Big S'11ge Reservoir, Al- their habitat cannot cftuse damage to
Well No. 1 at the north end, drilled turas, steelhead and · lochleven ; Power any crops. The propc'.,ed refuge is on
to a depth of 1290 feet, developed ~·2 Plant Reservoir, Alturas, rainbow and the direct line of migratory flight between the north anrl south.
water strata, all of which were cased eastern brook.
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Youth ful anglers tell how they set marks for their elders to match by taking big, gamy trout in Carson River, T opaz Lake
and Pyramid Lake, thus graduating in the exacting school of sportsmanship.
By BOB DUCKER, Carson City
OPENING DAY of fishing on
the Carson River, my dad, a friend
of mine, Dewey, and I, left at five
o'clock in the morning on a fishing
expedition. The fishing on -the main
Carson was terrible, so we decided to
try the west fork of that river in Carson Valley. My dad hooked the first
trout, a German brown weighing two
pounds.
I don't know how it happened, but I
hooked a big fellow that didn't seem
to bite hard, although one that put up
a terrific battle. I finally landed him,
and was I proud and happy!
The
poor old fish got caught and didn't even
get the worm because he was hooked
too hard and too quickly.
No more had I got my line in the
water again than I hooked another
antagonist to battle with. This baby
fought for his dear life, but didn't
fight hard enough. Dewey, sitting right
beside me and fishing too when I
landed these two whales. didn't even
get a bite.
The first fish I caught tipped the
scales at four pounds and was twenty
inches long. The other weighed three
pounds and was nineteen inches in
length. Both of these fish were German brown trout. They were caught
in a big hole, both in the same place.
right near the edge of a riffle.
The fishing conditions weren't so
very good since .J. cold wind was blowing. I didn't see and haven't heard of
Continued on Page 29
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By HENRY DUCKER. Reno
By RICHARD JAMESON, Reno
HEN DAD called me early Sunday
EARLY SATURDAY evening, we left
Reno en route to Topaz Lake on a
morning and asked if I wanted to
trip that proved to be one of our best go to Pyramid Lake for a fishing trip,
in a long time. Our way led south over I was sure glad and excited, because I
the Carson highway, through Gardner- had never been on a fishing trip there
ville and . along the Bridgeport high- before. After getting the trolling outway, at the base of the snow-capped fits together, we started from Reno
Sierra range and through the beauti- about seven o'clock.
ful Washoe and Carson Valleys. My
Reaching Sutcliffe's point about 8:30,
companion was "Pal" Les Leonard of we rented the last motor boat that
Reno.
the Indians had left. I had never been
trolling before and my dad showed me
It was a glorious evening; the clouds
thitt had overcast the sky all day had how to let the line out and he let me
blown away at sunset and a brilliant hold it while he ran the motor. We
half moon made the lake a striking tried a spinner, but never got a bite
picture as we topped -the hill where it all morning. and came back to shore
is first sighted.
about eleven o'clock. Gee! I was sure
Topaz is an artificial lake in the hungry.
After eating lunch, we started out
lower canyon of the West Walker River,
surrounded 'by steep mountains. On again and this time changed from the
the west, a ridge of ,;he Sierra rises spinner to the red and white "darea sheer thousand feet from the shore. · devil." After trolling for some time, I
The Nevada - California line cuts felt a jerk on my line and started to
through the lake, the larger part of pull it in, while dad stopped the motor
which lies in Douglas county, Nevada. and got the net. I thought I had lost
The lake was alive with a million re- my fish until suddenly he · jumped
flected moonbeams, rippling in the clear out of the water. I then took in
the loose line and brought him alongnight breeze.
Following our usual course, we missed side the boat.
Dad soon got him into the net and
our turn-off from the highway a couple
of times before finally arriving ait the we put him in a box for holding fish.
beach. Here we made camp and pro- It was the larg~st fish I had e.v er
ceeded to make ready for the morrow's caught and I was surely excited.
sport. So full of excitement and enAs dad sarted the motor again, I got
thusiasm were we, however. that we my line untangled and started trolling
got little sleep and were up long before again while we turned around and went
the sun.
over the same spot. It wasn't long
Continued on Page 29
Continued on Page 29
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purposes, and costing the federal government
not a dollar, while the expense of developing
an adequate water supply will be negligible.
Sportsmen should bend every effort to secure
the immediate withdrawal of this land, and then
should bring to bear every influence available
to expedite the completion of the project. Here,
indeed, is a conservation measure of the greatest conceivable moment to hunters and conservationists.
LONGER SEASON IS W ARRAfNTED
Disadvantages of a short open season on
migratory waterfowl having been made plainly
apparent by past experience, it seems highly
probable that the heads of the Biological Survey
will give favorable consideration to the request
of the Nevada Game Commission for a season in
Nevada this year of ninety days, from which
the commission may select a sixty-day period in
which shooting shall be limited to three days in
each week and to holidays. At most, and including two holidays, this would permit shooting
during the 1932 season on less than thirty days.
Last year's thirty-day shooting season in
Nevada proved disastrous to the ducks and in
every way deplorable from the sportsman's
viewpoint. The hunters were out in hordes every
day, with the result that the ducks were !~ept
constantly on the wing without opportunity to
rest or feed. In consequence there was serious
impairment of sport and loss in food quality of
most of the ducks bagged;. A decision in favor
of the longer season, with its vitally essential
rest periods for the ducks, would seem well
warranted, both in the interest of good sport
and in behalf of the ducks.
FISH SCREENS -

NO AND YES

What action, if any, can the people expect
in connection with the installation of fish screens
in canals and ditches diverting water from
stocked streams? State commissions appear to
differ widely in their experience, in their opinions, and in their dispositon to enforce this
provision of the law - vital beyond any other
affecting the conservation of fish.
In Colorado, the commissoner has been un-

able to find an effective fish screen, but appears
to have made some effort to d.o so, and as an
alternative, has caused fallen pine trees to be
anchored in ditches near the intakes, with a
considerable degree of success.
In Nevada, the commission, until recently,
has had no screen presented for its scrutiny
that has seemed to warrant an official endorsement and therefore the fis h screen has remained
a dim possibility of t he misty future, while the
po,wer canals and irrigation ditches have continued to take their toll of game fish.
In California, the commission through deputies and fish wardens, keeps a close check on
ditches and, excepting in the case of some large
canals, has been prompt and thorough in enforcing the screening law. If its official reports
are to be credited, these screens, said to be of
several designs, have proved to be effective in
keeping fish from the ditches.
Sportsmen a nd conservationists, no doubt,
would be interested in the answer.
ORGANIZING WILL DO IT
"If Nevada would develop, exploit and capitalize its wild game and outdoor sports resources, the state could rea lize millions annually
from this source." This reminder comes to
Outdo'Or West from Clarence D. Van Duzer,
former Congressman from Nevada and in late
years a publicist and organizer of the Izaak
Walton League in New Jersey. Having absorbed
his sportsmanship an d love of wild life in
Nevada, the state of his birth, "Van" speaks
with authority on this subject. Perhaps Nevada
needs only a capable organizer to carry out
this suggestion.
TRY A DIVING SUIT!
Have a care, a nglers! No good swimmer is
a good enough swimmer to swim in his wading
boots. It has been tried ! This warning is
prompted by two recent very close calls from
drowning. Keep out of s.wift water, where, if
you should slip, you may be carried into a deep
hole - there is the great danger. Boots full
of water-believe it or not-are like so much
lead.

MACKINAW TROUT A MENACE TO LAKE TAHOE FISH
F ISHING IN LAKE TAHOE is declared by many anglers to have
suffered serious injury by the introduction some years ago of Mackinaw trout,
which are regarded by some as voracious cannibals. A large Mackinaw
taken south of Glendale recently by
W. M. Furlong of Carson City ·was
found to contain six fish, three trout
and three chubs, from six to nine
inches in length, and other accounts
indicate that these fish feed on their
own kind as well as on their own
spawn.
The Mackinaw is said to have been
planted in Lake Tahoe and in Donner

io.u'rfeeti

Lake some ten or fifteen years ago and
anglers familiar with these waters declare that the decline in the quality of
fishing in both lakes dates from the
time of their introduction, both lakes
having formerly been faimous for their
fishing.
The silver trout, formerly taken in
large numbers in Lake Tahoe and
ranging in weight up to thirty pounds
or more, the native brown-speckled
trout, the black-spotted lake trout and
the steelhead, with which the lake
has been stocked, are taken now in
relatively small numbers. Some good
fishing groimcls for tll~ !!'lrger species

are said to be in "blue" water in the
stretch extending two or three miles
south of Glenbrook and near Emerald
Bay.
Live minnows are used chiefly at
Tahoe in fishing for Mackinaw trout,
either near the surface or at considerable depth. Those taken in recent seasons are said to have ranged in weight
from eight to fifteen pounds, or a few
pounds heavier than the silver trout,
although the laitter in former years
ran much larger in size. Several years
ago, a Mackinaw trout was taken that
weighed 23 pounds and in former years
anglers !)ere ,t ook many . large fish.
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EDIT0 RIAL--'
A POLICY AND A PURPOSE
With this number in hand, readers will
not fail to realize that the policy and purposes of Outdoor West are epitomized1 in
the single word service. In the extent of
its service to sportsmen and to lovers of
outdoor recreation will be found the measure of usefulness of thiS' publication, but in
order that the interests of sportsmen may
be most fully served, they must realize that
this magazine is theirs to use; theirs to
express their desires, grievances and suggestions for the betterment of sport; theirs
to employ as a medium to organize and
unify their own efforts in their own
interests.
In the cordial reception given by sportsmen and others to Outdoor West, the publ'isher finds ample proof that his longcherished plan for a magazine of this type
is fully justified, the field for service wider
than he could have forseen, extending
throughout northern California, Oregon
and Nevada as a beginning.
At this time, with the fishing season at
its height, the angler naturally commands
the spotlight of interest, but shortly the
hunter will come in for his share of attention in the columns of Outdoor West.
Sportsmen, whatever their favorite line of
sport, are urged to make use of these
columns to further their own and every
other kind of sport. Tell Outdoor West
your experiences, your needs and your
opi'Ilions - ~~hey will be' interesting to
other readers and will aid in establishing
valuable contacts between lovers of sport.

RESPITE FOR THE ANTELOPE
Impressive, to say the least, as an example of
what can be accomplished by properly directed
effort in game conservation, is the present status
of the Sheldon Antelone Refuge in northwestern
Washoe county, Nevada.
Of all our game animals, possibly excepting
the mountain goat and: bighorn sheep, the antelope is least amenable to restraint or confinement and will not renroduce its kind in captivity
or in parks or fenced inclosures. A few small
bands still exist in a wild state in the northwest
and still smaller bands are carefully preserved
in national parks, but without the Sheldon
refuge the fate of the species would have been
sealed; its extinction certain within a few years.
The Sierra Sportsman, June, 1932

Pert and Pertinent Comment

If this refuge shall fail to perpetuate the
species, if we are destined ne_ver aga~n to .hunt
the fleet antelope in his native habitat, if all
other remaining bands are decimated, still there
will remain this large herd, safe under government protection, as a nucleus of new, wi~e
ranging bands and a stock source from wh~ch
specimens and small numbers may be ~upphed
to zoological exhibits and to parks, private or
national.
Thus our children's children will know the
beautiful pronghorn and may learn to credit its
survival to the laborious effort of one man,
backed by the generosity of a group of nature
lovers who have made their deepest concern the
preservation of our increasingly imperiled wild
life.

GOOD SENSE PREVAILS
The obnoxious cent-a-shell tax proposal appears to have been relegated permane_ntly .to
oblivion by decision of the Senate wild hfe
committee and the dollar federal license for
migratory bird hunters ad,o pted in its stead.
This action has seemed to Outdoor West to be
inevitable in view of the universal storm of protest that was aroused among hunters throughout
the nation by the penny tax plan.
However, if only sixty per cent of the licei;i.se
fund is to be devoted to waterfowl preservation
and the remaining forty is to be diverted to administrative or other channels, the measure falls
short of being a satisfactory solution of t_he
waterfowl restoration problem. Another mstance, perhaps, of the im~otency of ~p~rtsmen
to influence a measure vital to their mterest
because of the lack of organization.
RALLY, DUCK HUNTERS!
In nearly all efforts to enlist fe~eral aid a.nd
backing for the development of migratory b.ird
refuges, a primary obstacle h.as been the high
cost of suitable land. In some instances, notably
in the case of the Upper Mississippi River W:ild
Life and Fish Refuge, the government, actmg
through the Denartment of the Interior, has
expended large -sums to acquire title to such
lands.
Reports indicate that the lowest price for
which the government has been able to purchase
land for refuge purposes has been from $6 to
$10 per acre, and this was said to be barren or
desert land worthless for any other purpose but
convertible' to the required use by the introduction of sufficient water.
The proposed migratory bird refuge in Railroad Valley central Nevada, presents no such
obstacle to favorable and prompt action by the
department since this great tract is all unappropriated gov'ernment land, requiring only to be
withdrawn from entry, having no value for other
Thirteen

WETTEST OF WET FLIES USED
FOR FAMOUS ALMANOR TROUT

By v. A. HART,
FISHING in Lake Almanor
starts, usually, in late ,July, although
last year, with the water very low, I
took a limit on flies on the second day
of the season-May 2. Just when good
fly fishing will start this year will depend largely on water conditions, so
at this time, one can only hazard a
guess as to when it will begin.
Low water in the lake last year made
for excellent fly fishing during the
entire season, and when the trout are
hitting a fly, bait fishing is never good.
As a consequence, we had the poorest
bait fishing last year that we have had
since 1924, a dry year similar to 1931.
It is this lake fly fishing that makes
the best of anglers wonder if they
know anything at all about the game.
Each year, many "doubting Thomases"
are convinced and finally adopt our
fishing methods after experimenting
with their own for a few days.
Nowhere, in a fishing experience
that has extended over all of North
America, have I witnessed fishing with
fly as it is practiced here on Lake
Almanor. To understand why fly fishing in this lake differs so widely from
that elsewhere, one must have a
thorough understanding of lake conditions.
It must be realized that Lake Almanor is an artificial lake and that in this
lake are large springs, most of which
were surrounded by ponds when all
this section was known as the Big
Meadows. From these ponds, with their
strong flow, channels were cut down by
the water to hard gravel bottoms, these
channels ·eventually finding their way
to the North Fork of the Feather River.
These springs and channels, now
under lake water from a few feet ~o
many feet in depth, are still running
cold, clear water that, because of its
lower temperature, remains near the
bottom and in this cold water the
larger trout congregate when the main
body of water becomes warmer. At
the surface and for a few feet down,
the lake water may become relatively
warm and even somewhat di sc olor ~d
and cloudy, if heavy winds have been
prevalent, but at the bottom, near the
springs and in the clean channels, the
water is always icy-cold and clear.
If the lake angler is alffibitious to take
some of the big Alamanor rainbow,
this is the water in which to work his
wet fly, and this is the manner in
which he is likely to have best results:
The first requisite for a successful
fly fisherman here is knowledge of your
lake bottom. Knowing the spring holes
and channels, one anchors his boat
thirty to forty feet from the part of
the channel he wishes to fish. Uusally,
two anchors are used in order to keep
the boat from drifting. The wind
should be at one'.s back..-if poosible. .as

FLY
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Lake Almanor
an aid in getting out a long line,
almost a necessity in this game.
During these preparations the leader
-nine-foot tapered, strong to fine, with
a single No. 6 wet fly attached-has
been soaking in the lake. Even the
first cast should be an easy one, but

the leader must be well soaked before
the cast.
For the five and three-quarter ounce
rod, nine and a half feet in length, we
use a Halford G . C. G. line backed up
with forty to fifty yards of Italian silk.
Plenty of backing is a necessity and
then there are times when one has not
enough. As these lines are easily
ruined by stepping on them, we usually
carry a strip or carpet or canvas in
the bottom of the boat to protect them.
Reels are largely ornamental as we
Continued on Page 19

Test Fish Screen
In Nevada Canals
ESTS of a fish screen, similar in
T design
to one that has been exhibited in a Reno store window, have been
made lately on Galena Creek, south
of Reno, and the screen has been
moved for a final test at the intake of
the asylum ditch, near Idlewild park
on the Truckee River.
The expense of these tests is shared
by the state Fish and Game Commission and the Washoe county board of
comm1ss10ners. H. P . Brown, county
game warden, states that if the tests
prove satisfactory, the screen may be
adopted by the state commission and
installed in a number of ditches that
are known to bave caused a heavy loss
, . _ ---- . .. .. . , ...... ~ of trout, .· ....

Churchill Hunters
Report Thousands
Of Ducks Nesting
By R. J. KOLSTRUP
HUNTING CONDITIONS generally
in Churchill county appear to be
very favorable for the coming season.
There has been some doubt as to
whether drainage would replenish the
lakes and sloughs that were entirely
dry last season. The unusual snow
fall, however, caused a sufficient runoff to fill them to a great extent and it
is hoped that the drainage will do the
rest.
This has been the first winter in
twenty years to see the local hills
carrying such quantities of snow and in
former years the water from melting
snow has nearly all soaked into the
ground before it could reach the lakes.
The large number of ducks now nesting in the valley has more than justified the action of Churchill county
game enthusiasts in closing the season
last year, since every lake and marsh
seems to be alive with water fowl.
Sportsmen of this section also are
looking forward to some excellent
pheasant and quail hunting this fall
as the birds are more plentiful than
they have been for a number of years.
Last winter the Greenhead Club of
Fallon furnished several tons of grain
for feeding these birds and during
February when there was a heavy sleet
that froze immediately and covered
all natural food, a special patrol was
engaged to see that food was obtained by all the coveys that were accessible. Important aid in this work
was also given by farmers in the valley.

New Deer Tags Save
Trouble To Hunters
COMPLAINT of many deer
THE
hunters in California that the use
of cardboard deer tags has caused
much trouble and in some instances
unnecessary arrests will be •a lmost entirely obviated when the 1932 deer season opens. Instead of the old-style
tag, a metal, self-locking tag will be
issued to the deer hunters. To this tag
will be fastened the regular cardboard
form to be mailed to the fish and game
division.
When the hunter kills his buck, he
affixes the seal on ·t he horns of the
dead animal and when he gets into
ca.mp he fills out the data on the
printed form and mails it.
The metal tags have been pronounced
"fool proof" and the buyer can take
the word of the directions furnished
with the tags that they will work. They
will find there is no need for practicing
on them, for if once snapped, the hunter will be forced to obtain another one.
Trout are said to be taking fly in
the .lower _l;ltanislaus ..__

Success Of Antelope Refuge Plan Is
Fine Trout Taken
Reward Of Prolonged Labor Of Love From Many Creeks
By R . L. RICHIE
In Lassen County
ACK OF THE BRIEF HISTORY of land within this area seit aside by

B the

Charles Sheldon Wild Life presidential proclamation for use as
Refuge in the extreme northwest corner an antelope refuge.
of Nevada, home of the last remaining
In June, 1929, President Hoover islarge herds of American pronghorn sued the proclamation in the form deantelope, is a story of persistent and sired. The refuge was named after
enduring effort to which, in the end, the late Charles Sheldon, a naturalist
may be credited the saving from com- of wide renown long connected with
plete extinction of one of our finest the National Parks department of the
and rarest game animals.
Biological Survey.
In 1915, the existence of scattered
Under a cooperative agreement bebands of antelope in the vicinity of the tween the purchasers of this land and
present refuge was brought to the the government, the Sheldon refuge is
attention of E. R. Sans of Reno, district administered by Mr. Sans on behalf of
director of .t he United States Biological the Biological Survey and all expense
Survey.
The animals were ranging of operation and maintenance is paid
over a wide area, their numbers fast ·by the National Association of Audubon
becoming depleted by hunters and by Societies.
The keeper or warden,
bands of sheep that ranged through the Ernest J. Greenwalt, former newspaperdistrict during the antelopes' lambing man, nature student and author of
season.
the leading article on the antelope
After repeated efforts to interest refuge in this issue, has been in direct
conservationists in a plan to establish charge of the refuge for the past two
a preserve in this area, Mr. Sans suc- years . .
ceeded in enlisting the backing of a
All sheep are kept off .t he refuge for
group of California men to purchase reasons explained in Mr. Greenwalt's
certain key tracts for this purpose, but article, but a limited number of cattle
he was unable to persuade the owners are permitted to range on the land
of essential ranch land to sell and his under certain restrictions. The purbackers finally abandoned the project. chasers succeeded finally in securing
Acting for the Biological Survey, in all of the land in the area desired with
the spring of 1926, Mr. Sans captured the exception of about 400 acres in
a number of young antelope and forty scattered 40-acre tracts that are priof these, all babies, were raised on milk vately owned. The Audubon Society,
to the age of four months on a neigh- holding title, pays taxes on the land
boring ranch and at Mr. Sans' home in and the refuge eventually will be made
Reno. The greatest care was exercised a federal sanctuary.
in their rearing and only three were
Improvements on the refuge include
lost.
fencing, building construction and deSubsequently, twelve of the antelope velopment of springs, ·the •Auduibon
were sent to the Bison Range reserve Society having expended over $20,000
in Montana, twelve to Niobrara, i,e- for purchase, improvements and mainbraska, twelve to the Grand Canyon tenance. In addition to the herds of
National Park in Arizona and one male antelope, estimated at 1500 to 2000
to the Wind Caves National Park in head, some 200 black-tail deer and
Wyoming. Three more were obtained large numbers of sagehen find a sancfrom the range for the public park at tuary in this refuge.
Thus has been brought about the
Reno.
salvation from extinction of one of
Two years later, in 1928, after unre- America's finest game ainmals, one
mitting effort to enlist aid in the that not long since seemed doomed
protection of the antelope, Mr. Sans shortly to follow the bison and wild
succeeded in interesting officials of the pigeon into the company of extinct
National Association of Audubon So- species. The result has justified for
cities and Dr. T . Gilbert Pearson, Mr. Sans the years of devoted labor
naturalist and president of the associa- that he gave to bring this notable
tion, came to Nevada. At his instance, project to fruition.
a new option was secured on the Last
Chance ranch of the Hapgood brothers,
DEER RUN OVER WIDE AREA
six miles south of the Oregon boundary
in Waslioe county, Nevada. Dr. PearA total of 682 deer were killed in
son, on behalf of the Audubon Society, Nevada during the 1931 open season,
put up $10,000, the Boone and Crockett according to the number of deer tags
Club of New York contributed a like reported back to the office of the state
sum, and the option was exercised.
Fish and Game Commission. These
Other small holdings were purchased deer were distributed among the varin the six-by-eight mile area desired ious counties as follows : White Pine
for the refuge and ithe proponents of 144; Humboldt 124; Washoe 122; Elko
the project then went before the De- 83; Nye 78; Lander 58; Lincoln 33;
partment of the Interior with an Eureka 15; Pershing 8; Churchill 7:
application to have the government Douglas 5; Mineral 3; Ormsby 2.
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By IVOR B. CLARK
PERHAPS a few of the high lights
on fishing conditions in the Lassen
county section since the opening of the
season May 1 may interest sportsmen.
May First is always a red-letter day
in the lives of many of the residents of
any fishing community ar_d this is
particularly true of those ir, this section who enjoy the sport. However,
many a dissatisfied angler returned
home that evening with everything but
fish. Due to the extreme cold prevailing, very few limits were taken either
out of the lakes or the streams in the
vicinity, although some fine fish were
caught.
Annually, a local drug store offers a
$20 Shakespeare rod to the 1:erson
catching the largest fish and putting
it on display in the store window. The
rod was won this year by D. C. Webster, local fisherman, who was lucky
enough to catch a splendid five and
one-half pound trout out of Eagle Lake.
Many others had some fine fish, one
lochleven from Willow Creek weighing
four and one-half pounds, and a young
boy caught one that weighed about five
pounds in Susan River. Limit catches.
however, were very few. The writer
was lucky enough to catch five nice
fellows in Willow Creek on salmon eggs
the largest weighing just two pounds.
Due to the high water in Willow
Creek since the water was turned in
for irrigating the Standish section, it
has been impossible to get any fish, but
just as soon as it is turned off to cut
the first crop of hay, fishing will no
doubt improve considerably for a time.
Susan River is still running a little
too much water for really good fishing.
The lake fishing has not been so good
except in Crater Lake, a small laKc
situated on top of a mountain about 35
miles northwest of Susanville, where
several limits have been taken.
Because this lake is so inaccessible,
the fishing is usually very good. There
is no trail leading up to the lake; you
Just take a line where you think the
lake ought to be and try and se>,? if it
is there. Sometimes you do not hit it
at all and again you can walk right
on it. Being about two miles or two
and a half from where you leave the
car. you want the fish to bite when
you get there.
However, it is a splendid little lake
and a splendid sight as you come to it
at the edge of the bowl and look down
at what was once, no doubt, a crater
within this gem of the mountains.
AS the poet has said: "Hope springs
eternal in the human breast." That applies particularly to fishermen and we
feel that we are going to get many fine
catches yet this season.
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Plumas Sportsmen
Plans For "Three Flag" Highway Bring
Prospect Of Expanding Sports Area Seek Anglers' Aid
By WILLIAM M. DAVID
In Securing Data
Manager, Nevada State Automobile Association
THE BIRTH of the Three Flags High1 way Association in Reno a short
time ago has much of interest for the
sports lover. This route, reaching from
Banff on the north to Lower Ca11forn1a in the south, will make accessible one of the greatest sports areas in
the country.
While the length of this highway is
considerable, it can be said that a larp;e
portion of it is already completed and
the major portion of the association's
activities will be in devising ways and
means for the completion of the remaining links. Already some of thei:e
are embraced within the programs C'f
the different states, while others will
require an energetic campaign to bring
them into the state system, but the
advantages of this wonderful highway
should make an appeal to the state
authorities so that this can be accomplished before very long.
The violent controversies which foi. merly surrounded the location of a
particular system have now for the
most part been eliminated. The man
who gives himself over to the study
of any highway system must know that
travel will not confine itself to any one
route and that the more highways that
are built. the more there are that will
be traveled.
The pioneer spirit is
strong within many of us, and we are
not at all averse to giving a secondary
route a trial, even though it should
not be in the same state of perfection
as other and more popular routes.
The volume of travel has much to do
with the selection of routes for improvement, and in the Three Flags
route we can see a strong demand on
the part of many who love the mountains and who will rejoice when this
route is brought to completion. It has
many features to recommend it.
For many years there has been a

Good Results With
Pennsylvania Eggs

.

Out of 500,000 eggs of eastern brook
trout delivered from Pennsylvania to
the Smith Creek state hatchery in
Lander county, Nevada, early this year,
the pick-off of dead eggs was only 127
eggs, it was stated at the office of the
commission.
The cost of importing and eyeing
these eggs was said to have been considerably less than that of taking 650,000 eggs last year in Lake Marlette,
which has been used for this purpose
by agreement with the owners. Lake
Marlette, high in the mountains east
of Lake Tahoe, is considered an ideal
breeding place for eastern brook trout
and is liberally stocked with that
species.
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strong moveme.nt for a military road
east of the Sierra, and this route follows along the course presented in a
bill to Congress by the late Congressman Raker. The same idea lies back
of a military road away from the coast
as that which conceived the idea of the
naval ammunition depot at Hawthorne.
The lessons of war have demonstrated
the weakness of a position which may
be attacked readily from the sea, and
the military observers are looking for
the protection which can be afforded
by high ranges of mountains. Topographical features which obtain along
the greater portion of this proposed
highway lend themselves admirably to
such plans, and it can be hoped that
before long the federal government will
assist in the great work of building
such a highway in this country.
For the sportsman, the route has
much to recommend it. A large number of the lakes and streams of the
west are within easy reach of this proposed highway. The wooded areas a.-e
today the favorite haunts of the game
animals of the country.
To the man or woman who enjoys
natural scenery, no other route ca.n
yield a greater measure of enjoyment.
Not alone are there lakes, streams and
mountains, but some of the most fertile valleys of the west lie along the
route.
The benefits which will come to all
when this route finally is brought to a
higher standard can not be over estimated. Adjacent to it lies an empir<:i
not to be excelled by similar extent
of country. Better roads mean a fuller
development, and in the years to come
when this great region is 11nked together by an adequate system of highways it is not unreasonable to believe
that it will progress in a commercial
way on a scale comparable to the communities which have benefited through
the early completion of their road systems.
The Three Flags Highway is officered
by men interested in making a success
of the plan which has been enthusiastically endorsed by the citizens of
Washington, Oregon. Nevada, California and Lower California. The meeting in Reno was an enthusiastic one,
and the proceedings were marked by a
sincerity of purpose that augured well
for the ultimate success of the plan
formulated by the chamber of commerce at Lancaster, California.
Mr. G. W. Dow of Lone Pine was
selected as president. Mr. Dow is no
stranger to highway promotional work
and he will bring to the Three Flags
Highway Association the same pertinacity that has marked his success in
the business world of the district in
which he is a leader.

ITH THE PURPOSE of obtaining
Wdata
as a basis for a campaign to
improve fishing conditions, the Plumas
County Fish and Game Committee,
of which V. A. Hart of Almanor Inn is
chairman and with headquarters at
Greenville, has sent out the following
statement, directed to all anglers within
its territory :
The Fish and Game Committee of
Plumas county needs your help in
determining the true fishing conditions in this and adjoining counties.
The Fish and Game Commission
of this state claim that they have
a "well established and reasonably
effective" method of trout propagation.
We claim that their
methods can be greatly improved
by the planting of three to six
inch fingerlings instead of the one
to one and one-half inch trout
that they are now planting.
We further claim that we are
getting very poor results for the
sportsmen's money as it is now
being expended. We wish to check
up on the results now being obtained by the present methods by
making a survey of all streams and
lakes in this and adjoining counties
by you fishermen.
This is a way in which you can
do real work for yourselves in the
betterment of your fishing conditions. To do this, each time that
you go fishing, write us a letter
telling of the time, the place (portion of stream or lake), the number
and sizes of the trout taken and the
general fishing conditions. Be sure
and write, whether you catch anything or not. Give your address.
Address your reports to the Plumas County Fish and Game Committee of Greenville.

Game Refuge Sought
For Truckee Valley
OBJECT of establishing
WaITHgameTHEreserve
for upland birds in
the valley near Reno, the Washoe
county warden, H. P. Brown, has requested the State Fish and Game Commission to make ,a pplication to Governor Balzar to set aside a tract south
of the town in which hunting would
be prohibited.
Boundaries of this tract would extend
from the Huffaker school to the Steamboa;t ditch, thence to the old Wheeler
ranch, to the Hash ranch house on the
Carson highway, and back to the school
house. This area, it was said, would
make a most desirable preserve for the
propagation of pheasants and· quail.

Seventeen

FISHING WATERS
AFFORDING SPORT
Continued from Page 9
taken. Eastern brook are to be had
in t he smaller creeks and in the upper
reaches of the main river.
Good catches have been taken near
Coleville, as well as up West Walker
canyon. Many parties have visited
Pickle and Leavit t Meadows and reported good catches of fish, but roads
into the latter section are bad. Many
parties have been st uck in the mud
t here for hours and care should be
taken in driving until the roads have
dried out.
· ~1 ~I I
The Sonora Pass road and Tioga
Pass are still blocked by snow but
should be open within two weeks.
Fishing in and around the Bridgeport section is good, though water is
still high and lakes in this region are
still blocked by small drifts of snow,
but should be open shortly. This region
always provides good fishing and many
par ties h ave planned to invade this
section as soon as the roads are passable. Weather in this region has been
uncer tain with flurries of snow and
rain. Fish are all taken on bait as a
rule.
Topaz Lake, lying on the NevadaCalifornia line near Coleville, California, and about sixty-five miles from
Reno, is one of the lakes that up to a
recent time had been rarely visited and
still is little known to sportS1men. This
beautiful lake, nestling in sage-clad
hills crowned with juniper and mahogony, is a delight to all lake fishermen , who never turn away from this
lake empty-handed.
Accommodations can now be had and
boats can be hired at several places
along the lake.
The fish in this lake range from one
to fifteen pounds in weight and are
gamy fighters, giving the angler all the
thrills he desires in this form of fishing.
Rainbow, black-spot ted, silver
and cutthroat are caught here at all
times in season.
Trolling by boat with light tackle is
the favorite method of taking these
fish , although a few are caught from
the shore. The lake shores are hard to
fish from and at only a few places will
casting get good results.
Small spinners with attractors, plugs
and minnows take the greatest number of trout. All varieties of artificial
trout lures prove successful as a rule
and no trouble should be had in taking
a good mess with them. This lake furnishes real sport and will delight
anglers who like this form of fishing.
Walker Lake, near Hawthorne, Nevada, where the U. S. Naval ammunition depot is located, is another
large lake where large trout are taken.
At the north end of the lake, in the
sloughs and near the outlet of the
Walker River, bass and perch are
caught ' in ITT.eat numbet~ anq .f~rnish

4 ig4tt:eti .

great sport for the bait caster and fly
fisherman. Good catches are the rule
at all times. Boats may be procured at
several points on the lake.
Pyramid Lake fishing has been good
when weather permitted and many nice
fish have been brought in from there.
With the weather so uncertain, many
anglers are waiting until later to do
their fishing. Windy weather has kept
the lake too rough for boats to venture
out, but those who have been fortunate
in going out there when the lake was
calm have caught plenty of fish.
The trout are all of the black-spotted
species and grow to enormous size.
The largest one taken weighed fortythree pounds, said to be a world's
record. Regular lake tackle is used,
all fishing being done from a boat. A
great variety of artificial lures are
used and all seem to get results.
Rainbow spinners in the large sizes,
four and five, are the best known. Artificial minnows, plugs and a host of
others are also used with great success.
Good accommodations can be had,
whether for a week-end trip or longer.
Boats may be rented from the Indians
and permits may be secured from resorts at the lake or at the Indian
reservation.
A trip to this lake is an experience
never to be forgotten. The scenery is
fantastic and weird and the exact opposite to that of other western lakes.
Fishermen from all over the country
return year after year to fish this lake
and are high in their praise for the
trout they have taken there.
Truckee River and tributaries, Lake
Tahoe and tributary streams, Yuba
River, Upper American River and high
Sierra lakes:
The Truckee River, best known of all
Sierra mountain streams and the
favorite for years of all the older fishermen, has given the angler the best
early season fishing that it has for
years.
During the later part of last summer, the Truckee was closed to fishing
because of the scarcity of water. The
river was practically dry and large
pools of half-stagnant water were to
be found all along its length, with the
lower portions of the stream in Nevada dry.
Little fishing, therefore, was expected
this year, but contrary to all expectations, the river has produced some
wonderful early bait fishing. Numerous
limits of fish were taken and the number of large trout has been remarkable.
Lochleven and rainbow have been
taken ranging from five to nine pounds
and although fish have been caught
in former years of similar weight, they
have been few in number. This has
caused much debate and conjecture
among fishermen.
There also is a
plentiful supply of smaller fish.
Good catches have been made in the
Little Truckee and in Prosser Creek,
but high up as a rule, and the fish are
of medium size. Bo.th .creeks . are . still

Novel Fish Screen
Found Effective In
Colorado Streams
R EPLYING to a request by Outdoor
West for information in connection
with . fish screens, Roland G. Parvin,
game and fish commissioner of Colorado, says that if there is an effective
screen for screening canals and ditches,
his department does not know of it.
He continues :
"We have tried practically ever ything
that has ever been advertised but without success. We have even tried electricity, but that is out of the question
on account of expense.
"We have more success with ·a very
simple method we employ in many
case&-that is, anchoring a pine tree in
front of an irrigation ditch. The tree
does not stop the flow of water and the
fish do not like going through. It is
really the best thing we have ever
found ."
fairly high but clear and showers may
muddy them at any time. Some light
catches are made with fly. Mosquitos
are plentiful. Fishing in Juniper Creek
is fair and Squaw Creek has produced fair catches.
Fishing at Lake Tahoe has been fair
and is improving, although bad weather
has kept fishermen from venturing on
the Jake. Some good catches of silver
trout and a number of mackinaw have
been taken at different points, but as
a rule the fishing has .b een fair and
should improve rapidly.
The higher creeks and lakes sur rounding Tahoe have not as yet been
fished to any great extent. The lakes
at the higher elevations in this district
are still covered with ice and are opening slowly. The creeks are high but
clear and some good fishing should be
found when they are more accessible
as there is still plenty of snow on the
surrounding mountains.
Many parties have returned from the
upper Yuba River and report few fish
caught there. Fishing on the lower
portions has been better.
Fishing on both branches of the
American River will be better when
the river falls to normal. Snow in large
quantities still remains near the headwaters and roads are wet and muddy.
French, Fordyce, Bowman and Webber Lakes are still blocked by snow.
One party going to Webber Lake reports a good catch of fish, but the
roads are very bad. The road to Independence Lake is now open but few
fishermen have gone there although
there should be some good early fishing there. Stormy weather has prevailed in this section but the roads
should dry and be in fair condition in
two weeks. All the lakes and streams
in this section are favorites with fishermen and many fine catches are made
during the summer season.
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WHEN ANTELOPE WERE MERELY .MEAT
Continued from Page 8
use it. Mine was an ancient .40-82
Winchester, almost as heavy as Frank's
cannon, but it would shoot where you
told it to and when t hose slugs hit. no
investigation was needed to determine
the cause of death. Also, I had an
old wpoden-handled, single-action .44
Colt six-shooter that somehow got
mixed in with my bedding when I left
the reservation.
With that arsenal, mounted on our
best horses, we started up a rocky trail
a nd over the rim to an elevated tableland. The sun was just beginning to
warm us up as we reached the top and
we rode forward slowly, rolling an occasional Bull Durham and looking for
signs.
Jack and I were riding side by side,
with Frank in the rear. when Jack
suddenly pulled up, glanced all around.
sniffed audibly several times, and announced : "I smell antelope."
"Bunk," said I, "If you'd sometimes
wash your -" But he cut me short and
insisted he wasn't fooling.
With nothing in sight, we rode slowly
forward over an inch or less of scattered snow, and within 300 yards we
came on a big bunch of tracks. I believed them tracks of sheep and Jack
had the laugh on me, for we knew well
there could be no sheep in this section
in mid-winter.
Marking the direction of the trac!r.s.
Jack dismounted and climbed a sugarloaf hill at our left, rising some 200
feet above the flat. Creeping without
noise to the top, Indian-like, he peeked
beyond.
There in a cove on the south slope,
grazing in the sun, were about 250
antelope, their white rumps gleaming
and the wide tan and white neck
stripes plain in their thick winter coats.
We had the advantage of being downwind from the herd. From his look-out
point, Jack, a strategist in his hunting.
studied the surrounding area and selected the way by which he thought we
might get in close for some shortrange shooting.
Slipping back silently, Jack broke
the news to us and outlined his plan to
drop down a quarter of a mile, well out
of sight of the antelope, and to come
up a little box canyon to a point within
200 yards of the lower edge of the herd.
On we rode at a fast walk or slow
trot, hearts beating with the excitement of anticipation and nervously
fingering our guns - any old hunter
knows the feeling of such moments. In
a few minutes we were out of the draw,
in plain sight of the herd.
No sooner were we out in the open
when the antelope started to mill and
bunch, so well planned was the surprise.
Following Jack's instructions. we put
spurs to our horses and "bunched"
with the antelope.
Then the fireworks started, Jack with
his Savage and I with my old .44 sixgun, firing at close range, just like
those old pictures of Buffalo Bill and
his ·war-painted Indians racing along-
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side of speeding buffalo.
We were treating the antelope to the
same medicine, riding at top speed
with the panic-stricken herd, shooting
at times not more than a few feet. We
stayed with the band for a few hundred
yards, but they soon outran us and at
Jack's shout, I dismounted and joined
him in shooting from the ground. We
kept up our barrage until our magazines were empty and Jack, his rifle
cracking every few seconds. had twice
reloaded.
When the smoke cleared, we found
that we had bagged fourteen antelope.
Montana Frank, stricken with bur.k
fever, had neglected to fire a shot or
even to dismount. "I was so busy

WETTEST OF WET
FLIES-ALMAN OR
Continued on Page 15
use them only to carry the line to and
from fishing.
We now strip from the reel as much
line as we shall use in the cast, coiling
it loosely in the bottom of the boat and
keeping our feet planted in the same
place to avoid ruined lines and lost
fish. We now cast sixty to ninety feet,
the farther the better, and sit down,
giving the fly tim e to sink to within
one or two feet of the bottom before
starting to take in line.
While retrieving the line slowly, it
is given an occasional little "hop"
with the fingers or rod and this little
"hop," the speed at which the fly
is retrieved and the depth at which
the fly travels, are the points that
make for success. Only experience and
practice can make one proficient in
all of these points and the combination
of all is essential to success.
Sometimes the big rainbows will
strike just as the fly starts, perhaps
having watched it sink after the cast,
and again they will hit as the fly nears
the surface, apparently having followed it for some distance. A regular,
uniform speed is essential and in this
dead water, the angler retrieving his
fly with an erratic change of pace will
fail to get strikes, while plenty of fish
will be taken by the one who follows
approved methods.
The best fly fishing time on the lake
starts, usually, about 9 a. m . and is
over by noon. Last year, I had some of
the fastest big trout fishing of my experience when I hooked one on the
second and another on the fourth cast.
The first rainbow weighed nine and a
half pounds and the second an even
nine pounds. It required nearly twenty
minutes each to land them.
With me in the boat was a gentleman
who apparently was in bad form, as he
hooked five, every one of which took
a fly and part of the leader. He said
something that I have heard many
times and that I hope to hear many
times more. It'$ very relieving.
0

watchin' you fellers," he explained,
"that I plum forgot to shoot."
While Jack and Frank were bleeding
the animals killed, I jumped on my
Indian pony and took out after the
herd, which was soon out of sight.
Stopping to roll a cigarette and rest my
horse. I was about to turn back to camp
when my pony gave a signal snort,
looking off to the right, and about a
mile away I could see through the
brush those white tails bobbing up
and down.
Sure enough, as Jack had forseen,
the antelope were circling back, and
with my horse fresh from his brief rest,
I was able to head the bunch back near
where we had first struck their trail.
Jack had seen the maneuver, had hidden in some big brush. and as the
band raced by, he dropped two more,
making sixteen antelope for the day's
work. We let the herd go at thatand it went.
Bringing up our pack horses, we
packed the lot into camp and spent a
good part of the next day in cleaning
and preparing the carcasses for packing home and in cooking certain choice
parts. Later that day we rode up near
the scene of our hunt and jumped up
a band of a hundred or more antelope
but did no shooting. We cornered and
"rim-rocked" a small bunch, however,
when Jack roped a big buck which we
ear-marked and turned loose.
Cleaned and dressed, the sixteen antelope were loaded without difficulty on
our pack animals the next day, and
with our supply of fine meat we made
our leisurely way back to the ranch,
after an uneventful trip.
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LAST STAND OF THE PRONGHORN More Steelhead In
Continued from Page Four
from his long strides, while the outlines
Lake Tahoe Urged
monopolizing this particular spring of the speeding legs are lost in a fuzzy
doubled the number of pronghorns blur. Riders have tried so often to
By Fish Authority
which had watered there previously and break an antelope line by racing their
changed completely their watering horse through, and failed, that it has
TIMELY SUGGESTION, and one
habits. Instead of approaching the become an axiom in the antelope counwaterholes at early morning or late try than "an antelope line will bend A that merits endorsement of sportsevening as was their former custom,
they came in at all hours of the day,
with the largest concentration at midday.
The lowest wire of the fence, 26
Inches from the ground, was no barrier
to them. Whether walking or running
at top speed, the antelope neatly
ducked just enough to miss the wire.
This ability of the animals to outwit
even a barbed wire fence has brought
heaps of anathema on their heads from
ranchmen, but in dry years when much
of the available water Is surrowided
by wire, this fence ducking ability
has saved many antelope lives.
While the pronghorn is an accomplished broad-jumper and remarkably
sure-footed among the rocks, his highjump record may be measured In Inches
Instead of feet.
One of the reputed modes of antelope capture by Indians is said to have
been for the Red Men to drive them
into sagebrush corrals less than three
feet high and although the animals
easily could see above the ·b arrier, It
occurred to none to make the slight
leap up and over to freedom. Instead
they milled terror-stricken inside, circling the brush until dispatched.
Contrast this picture with that of
a yowig buck at a waterhole, which, to
escape the jealous plunge of an older
buck who objected to its proximity to
his harem, suddenly leaped sideways
across the pool. The distance across
the water was 17 feet and the jumper
n ever wet his feet.
At another time, a doe, playing
the strange antelope "game" of beating
an automobile across the road ahead,
was confronted by a gully as it raced in
front of the car. Rather than slowing
up for the obstruction, she put on more
speed, took off on the gully's edge, and
sailed 27 feet to the other edge, never
missing a step or halting her pace.
Yet, some weeks later, when a
handsome buck essayed the same stunt
at the same gully, he landed badly and
his missed footing sent him rolling end
over end. Rather chastened, he scrambled to his feet, paused for a moment
to watch the passing car, and trotted
off.
One of the sights of a lifetime is a
large band of antelope obeying the
impulse to cross in front of moving
objects. The leader may cross far
ahead of the car. But other antelope,
following in single file , necessarily
must swing wide or break the line.
But an antelope line, once in
motion, rarely breaks. The rear animals speed up until the hindmost one
may be flattened almost to the ground

Twenty

but never break."
Prior to the days of the automobile,
top speed of antelope was estimated
variously from 25 to 50 miles per
hour. Since rubber tires have invaded
even the isolated, rocky antelope terrain, speedometers have clocked their
flying hoofs as high as 37 miles per
hour, with the probability they may
force a few ·m ore from those delicate
legs, ·b ut not many.
Most observers are agreed that the
pronghorn is capable of these high
speeds for only short distances and
that it is possible on good running
ground for a good saddle-horse-and it
must be a good one-to run one down.
On the rocky plateaus, however, the
antelope's favorite habitat, the antelope is supreme. Only an airplane can
overtake him there.
Last year, a vaquero whose ambition for years had been to toss his
rope over the horns of a buck, succeeded. In the melee which followed,
in which the buck plunged and twisted
and 150 pounds of hell was caught on
one end of the rope, the rider's horse
became fractious and the vaquero lost
his lariat.
For two weeks thereafter, dusty
trails on the range bore the imprint
of the dragging rawhide. Your guess
as to whether the antelope fma.Ily
shook the loop loose, wore out th~ cope
or became entangled in the brush, an
easy prey for coyotes, Is as good as
anyone's.
Although life histories of almost all
the larger American game animals have
been studied rather exhaustively, that
of the pronghorn antelope still remains
one around which fact and fiction are
intermingled.
Many are prone to attribute to the
species a too highly organized family
life, with selected leaders, sentinels
and lookouts; a highly developed sense
of communication through the "flashes"
of their white rump patches or "flags"
or "chrysanthemums," as the hind
clump of long, erectile white hairs is
called; or a military precision on their
migration treks. Constant observation
often falls to bear out these contentions, or marks them as isolated, haphazard instances, not true traits of the
species.
Without the addition of fiction, the
pronghorn's family life holds much of
interest to the wild life observer. Their
curiosity is well known. A strange
object on the landscape may attract a
band and start them on a tour of suspicious investigation. The early Red
Men were wont to lie on their backs
and slowly wave their legs back and

men who frequent the Lake Tahoe region, is put forward by "Woodsman,"
contributor of outdoor sports articles
to The San Francisco Chronicle.
This well-known writer, one of the
foremost authorities on western fish
and angling, covers most of the fishing
waters of the coast and Sierra districts in the seasons for various kinds
of fishing.
In a plea for the improvement of
fishing conditions in Lake Tahoe, he
says :
"If the entire output of some one of
the fish hatcheries of the Fish and
Game Commission were devoted to the
restocking of Lake Tahoe, it would be
a very worthwhile work.
"Instead of planting one or two
hundred thousand steelhead in the lake
each year, along with the customary
number of cutthroat, it would be an
easy process to put in four or five million young steelhead.
"Then, in a few years, while the
deepllne fishermen are waiting for the
return of the great run of native black
spotted, there would be a liberal · supply of scrappy steelhead for the fly
fishermen. But that cannot be done by
planting a few thousand fish in the
lake each year and waiting for natural
reproduction alone."
forth to lure the pronghorns into bowshot range.
Boundary posts newly placed on
the Sheldon Refuge were the cause of
many antelope circlings before the animals became accustomed to them.
Handkerchiefs tied to the end of a fishing pole brought not the slightest sign
of curiosity from several bands-only
an instant show of fear. Once, however,
the blade of a shovel was stuck above
the sage and a score of antelope that
caught sight of the slowly swaying
tool advanced to less than a hundred
yards before the breeze brought them
a whiff of human scent and they fled.
It seems well established that older
does at times act as "nursemaids" for
other absent mothers on the lambing
grounds, also that old bucks take a
considerable part in "educating" the
young.
In spring, while breeding does are
congregated on one part of the range,
it is not an uncommon sight to see one
of the old sires with several yearlings
in his entourage, steering-not leading
-them where he wants them to go.
He enforces discipline with his horns,
plunging mercilessly against any obstreperous youngster that has its own
opinion as to the direction to take.
It is during the rutting season,

OUTDOOR WEST-

when the bucks collect their harems-one buck has been seen to have as many
as seventeen wives-that the powerful
males show their mastery. It is no time
for weaklings.
Might reigns at the wooing and the
mightiest gets the most maidens! Does
have to be chased, often for miles,
before they consent to become harem
members, and rival bucks attempt to
steal the brides once they have been
rounded up.
Bridal theft is no great crime in
antelope circles.
The bride doesn't
object, even if the first husband does.
The kidnaper, if caught, must run or
fight. More often he runs, but battles
do take place frequently.
These fights rarely are seen. Heads
down, the antagonists drive at each
other with powerful lunges, each parrying the other's blows with the outthrusting prongs on their horns. Again,
with heads and horns pressed together,
they thrust against each other for many
minutes at a time as each seeks the
advantage in position. To present the
rear to an opponent is to lose the battle.
Caught in such a position, the loser
loses no time in moving off the landscape, and the winner sees that he goes
-usually from a vantage point a few
inches behind.
Swirls of dust kicked up in the
distance often tell of battles between
bucks, as do the broken prongs found
on the annually discarded horns and
gashes in the sides of beaten males.
Very old bucks, no longer able to
hold their own in competition with the
younger males, retire by themselves
and, because of their solitary habits,
are termed "bachelors."
Until the
approach of winter sends them to join
the herds again, they are found high
on the sides of open hills or occupying
the open park-like spaces among the
scattered junipers.
Both male and female antelope
have horns, sometimes 18 inches in
length on the males, but rarely more
than five or six on the adult females.
Fawns at birth have the bony bumps
on the skull which mark the horn
sheath and in six weeks time the horn
nubs themselves have begun to appear.
Scientifically, the American pronghorn is unique in that it is the only
hollow-horned ruminant that sheds its
horns annually. For many years there
were differences of opinion among
antelope observers as to whether or not
horn shedding actually ever took place.
Antelope never were seen without horns
-how, then, asked the skeptics, could
they shed them?
Comparatively recently, this question was answered when it was revealed
that each fall a new horn grows on the
bony sheath below the old one and
pushes the old horn off. On the Sheldon Refuge, many of the discarded
horns are found and on the same day,
bucks have been seen with a complete
set of old horns, others with one new
and one old, and with two new horns.
Unlike many other horn-shedding
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animals, antelope appear to make no
effort to hasten the process. Sometimes a buck may be seen nonchalantly
feeding while one of his horns hangs
grotesquely by a few hairs over one eye.
Long ago, antelope passed from
the stage of economic impqrtance. In
a bygone age, they gave their lives by
thousands to feed the construction
crews of transcontinental railways,
every early day trapper and explorer
shot them for camp meat; from the

HATCHERIES OF
NEVADA READY
TO ALLOT FISH
STATE HATCHERIES in Nevada have
been equipped to supply an increasingly large number of fingerling trout
and the addition of a large rearing pond
as an extension .o the Verdi hatchery
will provide a very substantial fish
capacity.
J . P. Morrill, superintendent of state
hatcheries, reported to the commission
at its meeting on May 2 that the Verdi
hatchery then contained approximately
1,400,000 eggs and fish, including a
number of black spotted trout fingerlings, reared from eggs taken from the
trout at Pyramid Lake. A large number of these and other species of trout
have been allotted to various streams
in the state and will be liberated when
they have reached a suitable size.
Costs of rearing and planting game
fish will be less in future than in the
past, it was stated, since it has been
found not practicable or good economy
to carry fish through the winter. The
hatcheries had a highly successful
winter hatch and water conditions were
said to be favorable for operations
during the current year.
It is the purpose of the commission
to avoid planting fry when too small
and fish released this year will be from
three to five inches in length.
At the Smith Creek hatchery in
Lander county, a number of fish were
held through the winter because of the
dry season, which had rendered many
of the smaller streams unsuitable for
planting. This hatchery is now equipped with 24 troughs with a capacity
to rear 250,000 trout to a size of three
or four inches.
Eastern brook trout are reared with
success at this hatchery, the cold running water remaining at about 50 degrees. Large numbers of trout are to
be distributed this season from the
Verdi hatchery.
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Platte to the Sacramento Valley they
furnished food on the overland trails
and every pioneer and rancher stocked
its meat for winter use.
Emigrants rested their teams along
the Big Bend of the Truckee and replenished the larder with antelope
from the river's meadows where Reno
now stands.
Their numbers were legion then.
Some statistical game historians estimated there were ten times more antelope than buffalo in pioneer days and
the buffalo were well above the 50,000,000 mark. In little more than a human
generation, the numbers have dwindled
until less than 50,000 are estimated
to exist in the nation.
Mammalogists interestr:!d in tthe
antelope as a fast vanishing species
predict their extinction in another generation. They declare the parent stock
already has ebbed too far to insure
perpetuation of the species.
Sponsors of the Charles Sheldon
Wild Life Refuge believe that extinction
may be delayed under proper protective
policies, and if the coming generation
may see a herd of antelope streaming
single file-a tan and white ribbon undulating up and down across the distant rimrock-tomorrow's results will
have been well worth today's efforts.
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WEMETT'S
SALVE ii
POSITIVELY REMOVES
CORNS, CALLOUSES, WARTS f

First application takes out the soreness. :

PRICE 50c
I
At All Drug Stores
Or by Mall
•
Wemett's Laboratories
1612 San Pedro St.
•
Los Angeles, Calif
j
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Throughout the year . . .
Anglers, Hunters, Vacationists will find . . .
Highest -Class Cuisine
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Monarch Cafe

.i

For many years one of Reno's
most favored Restaurants
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A Specialty
LUNCHES' for SPORTSMEN
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MEALS AT ALL HOURS
Day and Night
Best of Food at Moderate Prices
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The Monarch Cafe
1 l
225 N. Virginia St.
! 1 Phone 4253 Reno, Nev. f
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Long

May They
Rule
Being A Fe.w Random
Comments On The New
Football Rules.
By DON THOMPSON
Sports Announcer, KPO
In another five months, college boys declares the ball dead whenever any
will start taking tickets at the various part of the player carrying the ball,
stadia in the country and your favorite other than the hands or feet, touches
microphone anathema will commence the ground. This rule appears to put
his slogan of "He's away, he's away, he a premium on poor tackling. Why
lost five yards."
make a clean driving tackle when any
Why bring that up now? As far as bump that will throw a man off his
the colleges in the west are concerned, feet will stop the play?
they've started preparing for it already.
Even the much-booed affectionate or
From Pullman, Washington to Los necktie tackle will be just as effective
Angeles, spring practice has been the ' under this rule as the dive at the knees.
order of the afternoons for would-be It is likely to take away one of the
pigskin artists, while old and new thriils of the game, for everyone has
coaches have been trying to get a line seen a broken field runner hit to the
on their material for fall and to see ground, roll over, come up on his feet,
what, if any, effect the new rules will and still make 20 yards or more.
have on the great American game of
Had this rule been in effect last year,
football.
Ernie Caddel's great run in the StanThe rules committee burst forth early ford-Dartmouth game in Boston would
this year with five new rules and one have been only a few yards instead of
clarification of an old one. That's a touchdown, while in the Stanfordto be expected, in this land where we USC lackadaisical fracas last year,
have more rules than we can use for Gaius Shaver would have been downed
everything and where most of them for a loss instead of another Trojan
depend upon the discretion of the en- score. Its chief reason for being drafted
forcement officers.
was the prevention of piling on, but
Such is the case in football, for the many western coaches suspect that it
first thing that stands out after a will do little to stop that.
This rule also is designed to keep the
trial of the new regulations is that the
referee and umpire and the field judge, smaller backs from getting hurt, but
to a lesser degree, will have more re- check back in your memories and see
sponsibility and power than ever before. how many really small men get hurt ;
One swallow makes .neither a sum- nine times out of ten it's the big
mer nor an inebriate, but it will at behemoth who tackles them that hears
least give an indication of what may the birdies and feels the trainer jab
be coming after. The spring practice his sore spot with an exploratory finger
of one particular school does not rep- and ask: "Does it hurt?" In any event,
resent the results achieved from all few college football players are going to
spring practices, but it does give a fair take chances on a man making yardage
line on these same rules.
just because he fell down.
For instance, the small University of
It has been rumored that officials
San Francisco took on a new coach this have missed plays ere now. Witness
year in the person of Spud Lewis, for- also the few players who stop to remer Stanford man and more recently member not to run with a fumbled
from Dick Hanley's staff at North- ball-and that rule has been in effect
western. Lewis, knowing that the War- two years. But if this new rule be only
ner system needs much practice both moderately enforced, it will have a
when first taught and afterward, has distinct tendency to cut down on thrillbeen having spring training for nearly ing plays, which is the very thing the
two months. The second month has average spectator most desires.
seen an average of a real game a week,
The rule permitting a kicking-off
with officials and all the rest. And the team to punt or drop kick if it wishes.
results have shown that, from the spec- and requiring the receiving team to
tator's viewpoint. the new rules will have at least five men on its own fortymake little change in the game, with five yard line, was designed to prevent
possibly one exception.
the flying wedge. A loud cry went up
That one exception is the rule that that it would cause a great change and
T wenty-two

Charge Proper Fee
Is Evaded By Many
License Applicants
IT IS ALLEGED by some sportsmen
that Nevada fishing and hunting
licenses are obtained by many persons
under a misrepresentation of their
status as citizens or residents. It is
pointed out that, despite "legal residence" provision of the Nevada divorce
laws, the fish and game laws are
specific in their requirement of six
months actual residence in the state to
entitle one to a resident citizen's
license.
It is held that many persons, including "six weeks" period divorce seekers, non-residents and even aliens, are
enaibled to evade the residence provision
and obtain licenses at the lowest rates
by reason of the failure of those authorized to sell licenses to make a record
of the resident addresses of licensees.
Section 56 of the Nevada Fish and
Game Laws says : "Every person applying for and procuring a license, as herein provided, shall give to the county
clerk his name and resident address,
which information shall be. by the clerk
or board, entered in a book kept for
that purpose • • • ."
Lassen National Park will benefit
this year by improvements for which
Congress has appropriated considerable
sums.
It has been estimated that one-half
the trout in streams of Nye county,
Nevada, were lost because of last year's
drouth.
During the past winter, the water
level of Lake Almanor is said to have
raised twelve feet.
many confidently expected to see all
games opened by punts hereafter.
Judging from spring practices, punts
in place of kick-offs will be the exception rather than the rule. For the
punt to be of any advantage, it must
travel at least 50 yards and go high
in the air. Fewer squads than might
be expected have first-string men who
can furnish that article consistently.
Those that do, of course, will use it,
but the writer predicts that the majority will be kicking off as usual.
However, the rule affords possibilities
for wide-awake teams. Southern Methodist, for instance, came to the coast
last year and played volley-ball with
the pigskin for about a minute before
one man got tired and put the ball to
earth, and it was booted away. Add . :::>
that performance the possibility of
one man suddenly punting instead of
throwing it on to his neighbor, and receiving teams will get only a short nap
before the kick-off. The public gets
its money's worth then. and announcers
go crazier than ever!
As for the five men on the line of

OUTDOOR .WEST-

scrimmage, they just have to be in
bet ter condition, that's all ; they turn
and sprint back to form a wedge just
as they always have, but don't have as
much time in which to form fours to
the right.
Considerable controversy has raged
around the rule which restricts players
from striking opponents on the knees,
face or head with the hand, wrist, forearm or elbow. Tsck, tsck! They've ha d
umpires a long time and the best answer to that rule is the fact that the
committee suddenly changed the penalty for its infraction from disqualification to 15 yards. Most coaches favor
t he rule. however, for it will curtail
the efforts of those smart boys with
a touch of yellow who think it clever to
chop a rabbit punch on a center's neck
or bring the heel of the hand from
down by the shoelaces flush against the
offensive lineman's "Cyrano de Bergerac."
Pop Warner, to refer again to him,
told the writer last month that he favored the rule, and with a twinkle in
his eye he added that most of the
squawk against it seemed to be coming
from places where the rough and ready
boys who shave with blowtorches, and
who think it great sport to twist ankles,
hold forth.
Of course, ninety out of a hundred
spectators miss the inside play in the
line anyhow, and the radio announcers.
while they often see it, are too busy
following the ball to devote time to
verbally editorializing about something
which is the umpire's business.
The rule making illegal the flying
block or tackle is more or less a direct
outcome of t he death of a young West
Point cadet last year. It has gaine<i
much publicity, but for a long time
there has been a rule in the book
against flying tackles-not enforced. As
a matter of fact, the better coaches of
blocking train t heir men NOT to leave
their feet, for the simple reason that if
a blocker does so he can not control the
direction in which he wants to take his
man.
Little change will be noticed h ere by
t he spectator, for it takes a sharp eye
to tell whether or not a man leaves his
feet, if that eye is in the stands.
Neither will John Q . Public's enjoyment of the game be much affected by
the a lteration of the rules t o permit
of substitutes being put in and taken
out. and vice versa, by quarters instea d
of halves. This rule, however, will be
a distinct help to the players.
Suppose a valuable player is slightly
injured in the first quarter; the coach
might deem it wise to play him anyhow, under the old rules, for if taken
out he couldn't re-enter the game until
t he second half. Under the new regulation, he may be fixed up and reenter in the next quarter.
Also, this rule gives a fairer break to
the small schools with few substitutes ;
last year, for instance. Gonzaga, in one
of its appearances in California, found
only the trainer on the bench when .the
final whistle blew.
The Sierra Sportsntan, lime, 1932

"THREE FISHERS
Nevada Commission
WENT TRAILING"
Holds Reno Session
Continued from Page 6
we had left in the way of provisions,
excepting fish, and of fish we had had
a surfeit. Over the ridge separating
Buckeye and Molybdenite Canyons we
climbed, coming finally to Molybdenite
Creek and the ranger trail that brought
us tO our car just at dusk, having
covered a distance of fully twenty miles
this day.
After jolting over the rough mountain road and reaching the highway,
we decided to go on to Bridgeport in
search of some real food to eat. Each
i:nember declared him.self ravenous for
a big. juicy steak-anything but fish!
Arriving in Bridgeport at 10 o'clock,
just as the restaurant was about to
close, we succeeded in persuading the
proprietress to save the lives of three
starving men, and how we did eat!
And so, after having spent a week
in strenuous hiking, traversing about
fifty miles of the roughest mountain
country, seeing such wild game as deer,
bear and grouse. in territory where one
can travel days without sight of a man,
the thoroughly tired but well contented
"Three Must-Get-Theirs," armed with
evidence to substantiate their fish
stories, came again to their home town.

A MEETING of the Nevada Fish and

Game Commission was held at the
offices of the commission in Reno on
May 2, attended ·by all the members.
Reports were received from J . P. Morrill, superintendent of hatcheries, and
a n umber of applications for the distribution of trout to streams in the
state were acted upon.
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JOE HIRSCH
at

HIRSCHDALE
ON
THE
TRUCKEE
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Carries an assortment of
Trout Flies
that DO CATCH TROUT
TRUCKEE HIGHWAY
1-

The sixth rule is of no import to the
cash customer, being merely a clarification of the code ~·egarding equipment whereby all unyielding substances
are barred unless covered by at least
three-eights of an inch of felt, foam
rubber or other soft padding.
And· so football is still football. The
fans will miss the tumbling acts of the
broken field runners who now are down
as soon as the body or knees touch
the ground. And the coaches up in the
rain, snow and mud, naturally are not
going crazy about this little jest of the
committee, for the rules make no exceptions for slips.
Your favorite team may punt instead
of kick off, but the ball still will travel
by air on the opening whistle and hard,
fast charging still will be a first requisite of a good lineman. One last
word in that connection; Wallace
Wade, when at Alabama, turned out
some teams that ranked with the best,
and he taught his linemen not to use
their hands at all on defense!
Spring practice is over for . most
schools. But five months hence, referees again will be calling : "Are you
ready, Captain?" and the sweetest
music the football fan knows, the opening whistle. again will blow throughout
the land.
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Record your catch with a
camera.
Good tackle and skill get
the fish, and a camera gets
the proof and preserves it.
We have the finest line of
cameras for the sportsman
obtainable anywhere. Let
us show you some .o'f the
latest.
Play safe - and bring us
your films for developing
and printing.

H ERE'S THE BAIT

Nevada Photo
Service

t h at Catch es Fis h
For bass and other game fish . Adjutt•
able' fins for depth; true life like action;
trail of air bubbles. Where there are
fish , · Drake's Sea-Bat gets them. No
DRAKE'S other bait like it. $1.25 pootpaid. (No
etampe). Circular on r equ eet. Mfd. by

SEA•
BAT 900 S. 20~!!! F..D~~ukee;Wia
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Don't Forget That

t
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253-255 Sierra St.
Reno
Nevada
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DOGS AND KENNELS
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Feed And Care Of Dogs - - Rover Tells It

j

"hooey;' about puppies shouldn't have
meat because it causes distemper and
how sugar causes worms and how dogs
couldn't digest starchy things like
bread or potatoes. If he was a dog, he
would know better than that.
Why, so far as meat is concerned,
I've had meat ever since I was a little
puppy-long before you and I even
knew each other-and don't you remember when I got distemper our veterinarian told us it was a good thing
I had been fed on meat and milk or I
might not have pulled through?
And the roundworms, I didn't get
them from eating sugar. I never told
you where I got them because I-well,
I just didn't like to say, but the truth
is, I got them from my mother. She
had them and she should have been
wormed before I was born but she was
not and so I got them from her.
I didn't get the tapeworms from her
though. I must have gotten them
from that lousy hound down the street.
I knew he had tapeworms because I
saw a piece of one
on him one day. I
stayed away from
him because I did
not want to get
them, but I must
h a v e picked u p
some of his lice
somewhere. I knew
I could get tapeworms from eating
rabbits, but I never
suspected I could
get them from lice.

Translated by DR. W. H. HILTS, Reno
OW I I had the devil's own time people. That will be news to lots of
getting this duck for you. Those people, but us dogs have known that
tules are sure thick, but I got him. for a long time. We like variety in our
anyway. Believe me, my mind was all diet just the same as people do.
made up to get him for you-or else !
Canned food is good part of the time,
How many does that make us now- but we don't like it any more than
nine, ain't it?
you would. If you ask me, I'll take
And t here's more coming, too. Maybe table scraps for mine. They've got
you can't hear 'em but I can. They'll everything in them and that's what we
be along pretty soon, and-say, Boss. need. Of course, if there ain't any table
while we're waiting for them, do you scraps left, canned food will do. I sup-mind if I tell you what I've been think- pose you'd better put some vegetables
ing about lately?
in it, though.
Carrots or asparagus. peas or onions,
You already know I'm: mighty proud
to be your dog. I'm lucky to have a or tomato juice will do. I'll admit I'm
Boss like you because you always do not so crazy for vegetables but they've
what you think is best for me. But got vitamins in them and we need
sometimes I'm afraid you just don't vitamins just the same as people.
understand how us
dogs f e e 1 about
some things, especially a;bout our food
and our care.
You know how
"human" our actions are, -b ut do
you know that our
appetites and our
exercise r e q u i r ements are just as
"human?" Most
people pay too
much attention to
Who do you suppose ever started
our food and not
enough to our exerthat crazy notion
A LITTER OF LLEWELLYN SETTEIR PUPPIES
ll!bout sugar not beelse.
Everybody knows we would rather
Of course, I need raw meat once or ing good for dogs and causing worms?
run or chase or hunt than eat, but I twice a week. Pot roast of beef with In the first place, sugar is good for
guess people just forget that. We do just a little suet is fine. Lamb is good, dogs if it is used right. It should be
those things not only because we like too, but park isn't so good. I'm not so fed as dessert after we have eaten our
them, but to keep in condition. Maybe crazy about that store hamburger. It's regular meal, or it can be put on our
house dogs don't mind it so much. but too fat and besides, small chunks of cereal in the morning.
The only dogs that sugar hurts are
for a hunting dog like me it's pretty meat are better for me than ground
tough to lie around in a little yard until meat. The chunks stay in my stomach the ones that get too much of it or that
I'm fat and soft and then be taken on longer and digest better. And another get candy between meals and don't
a long hunt without any preliminary kind of meat that's good for me, but eat their regular meals. And as for
sugar causing worms, anyone who
work-out.
I don't often get, is canned salmon.
Everybody knows race horses have to
Then I need bones. too, but I swal- knows anything at all about worms
be "worked up to it," but I guess they lowed a piece of bone with a sharp knows that they come from worm eggs
don't think about us dogs needing it, point on it the other day and it sure and nothing else.
Lots of people don't believe in worm
too. We need exercise like any other did raise the devil with me. I believe
animal and when we get plenty of I'd rather have bone meal sprinkled on eggs because they never saw them. If
fresh air and exercise it ain't so much my food. It's just as good and it never you had a microscope, you could see
trouble to feed us right. Believe it or hurts me like the sharp bones. If you them easy and if you knew your stuff,
not, when we get plenty of exercise we want to give me bones to gnaw on to you could tell roundworm eggs from
can eat anything you can eat.
keep my teeth clean, be sure they are tapeworm eggs and hookworm eggs just
The veterinarians at the Mayo Hos- bones that won't splinter. A big knuckle as easy as a farmer can tell a chicken
pital at Rochester-what's that-you bone of beef will do.
egg from a turkey egg.
didn't know they had veterinarians at
Speaking of feeding dogs reminds me
After all is said and done, when it
Mayo's?-well, they have. They've got of that fellow that went hunting with comes to feeding dogs, of course you·v~
lots of dogs, too. Those famous doctors us last week. He sure had a lot of got to use some good judgment with
know how much dogs are like people, so crazy notions. I felt like biting about your feeding. Dogs differ just as people
they study dogs to help them with their two bits worth of fresh meat out of- do and they can't all be fed alike.
maybe I'd better not talk about your
The best test of a dog that is well
work with people.
Well, as I was saying, the veterinar- friends that way-but anyway, I don't fed an·d cared for is one that is strong
ians at the Mayo clinic say that the like him.
and active, one that eats his meals with
food requirements of dogs are about
relish and one that is not too fat or
the same as the food requirements of
I heard him telling you lill that
Continued on Page 29
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FROM MANY SECTIONS
R EPORTS
throughout northern California relative to fishing conditions, received by
the California State Fish and Game
Commission, are summarized for Outdoor West as follows:
Officials of Siskiyou CQUnty, which
claims 128 streams and lakes filled with
various species of trout and in which
over 5,000,000 were planted last season
report good fishing in Jenny, Ball,
Beaver, Thompson, Elk and Grider
Creeks, as well as in many others.
Roads are in good shape.
From Auburn, Placer county, come
reports of fairly good fishing. The
1,500,000 trout planted under the direction of the Placer County Public
Anglers' Association are ready for the
rod and reel.
Bait and spoon are
recommended.
Iowa Divide, Forest
Hill and Shirt-Tail canyons, along the
North Fork of American River are
favorite spots for anglers.
In Plumas county, Bucks Lake offers
much promise.
Here lochleven and
rainbow running up to five pounds
abound. Other points where fishing is
rated good are at Blairsden, Grizzly
Creek, Sloat, Long Valley and near
Belden, QUt of Lake Almanor.
In Modoc county, good fishing was
reported on the opening days along
Ash, Canyon, Pine and Willow Creeks
and in Big Sage reservoir.
Nevada county reports indicated that
fishing would be best late in the month.
However, catches were fair on the opening days along Mosquito, Fly, Deer and
Canyon Creeks and the South Yuba
River.
In Lassen county the Feather River,
both north and south forks, were ready
for worms and salmon eggs.
Sierra county's forty miles of streams
were ready for anglers, while packers
got good catches on Sardine, Salmon
and Gold lakes, but bait fishing is
necessary.
In Shasta county, cold weather has
kept the trout from flies. Good reports
come from the Pit, McCloud and Sacramento rivers; also Battle, Clear,
Burney, Beegum and Rising Creeks.
Roads are all open and in good shape.
From Chico, Kennedy A. McDowell
of the Fish and Game Protective Association said Butte county was ready
to take care of the 5000 anglers expected in the section. Chico and Butte
Creeks and the North Fork of the
Feather River are favorite waters.
Rainbow, lochleven and steelhead all
abound in these waters.
Throughout Eldorado county, fishing
will be best late in the month, although
success may be expected on Rubicon
and Little Rubicon rivers and the South
Fork of the American River.
Amador county reports that fishing
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should be good in the Mokelumne
River and its tributaries. Roads are in
good shape.
In Tuolumne county, below the snow
line, fishing is fair to good. Good reports crone from the South Fork of the
Stanislaus and the North Fork of the
Tuolumne, which are easy to reach.
Calaveras county reports are good
for the Mokelumne River above Jackson, Sutter Creek near Volcano and
various tributaries of the Mokelumne
in the vicinity of West Point.
In Mariposa county, fishing is rereported good for Yosemite National
Park and some tributaries of the Merced River.

Black Bass Fishing
Is Gaining Favor
On Pacific Coast
BLACK BASS fishing appears to be
attracting a greater number of
anglers each season in those districts
of the far west where these game fish
have been planted.
Unfortun!lltely,
nearly all of these bass, at least in
California and Nevada, are of the
large-mouth variety and only in clear,
cold water do these fish retain their
native gameness. In such waters, however, they are among the gamiest of
all still-water fish.
Largely .because of the expense and
trouble incident to their propagation
and rearing, the small-mouth black
bass has been planted in relatively few
lakes or ponds in this region, •b ut the
California commission has lately undertaken some serious tests in this line
and if these fish can be planted successfully in small, cold lakes of the
Pacific slope, they will add in great
measure to the angling attractions of
these waters.
The small-mouth, while rarely attaining the size of his larger-mouth
cousin, is admittedly the gamest fish,
ounce for ounce, that inhabits fresh
water. He does not thrive in warm or
brackish water, but should do well in
many of the smaller lakes of higher
elevation in the Sierra country.
In the lakes of Canada and our
northern and northeastern states, his
preeminence as a fighter is never questioned and he has been transplanted
with marked success to many points
as far south as Pennsylvania and Ohio.
The angler who has taken this dynamic fighter with either fly, spoon or
bait will watch with keen interest the
experiments now being conducted by
California's fish culturists.
Although still running high, the
Merced River is said to be yielding
some big trout.

METHODS TOLD
HE BEST BAIT fishing in Lake
T Almanor
may be expected during
June this year and may continue well
into July because the water in the Jake
is higher than it has <
b een for some
years past. This bait fishing is one
form of sport that everyone can enjoy.
Minnows have proved to be the best
bait and as there is a large element of
luck in this form of fishing and little
skill, one angler has as good a chance
to land a big trout as another. It is
easy fishing-not at all strenuous-a
kind that can be enjoyed by persons
unable to undertake the long, hard
Later in the season, many fishermen
tramps entailed in stream fishing.
on the lake will be using spinners, a
form of angling that requires much
more skill than bait fishing.
The
successful spinner fishennan in Lake
Almanor takes his trout very close to
the bottom on a spinner that moves
very slowly, just turning over in lazy
fashion . Many forms of Jure have
been tried, but eventually all come
back to the plain No. 4 Wilson or
Colorado blade with any form of hook
attached.
Fly rods are used exclusively in this
form of angling so that when a big
one is hooked there is plenty of fun
landing him. Many will say that a
good fly rod would be ruined by using
it with a spinner, but such is not the
case with the manner in which they
are used here. The rod is held straight
with the line in one hand while the
line is held with the other. The hook
is set with a quick jerk of the line and
then the rod is brought into play.
It would, of course, be almost impossible to set a large hook with a
five-ounce rod and with 90 to 100 feet
of line out, so it must be done by
striking with the line. Some heavy
rigs are used at times, when when
sportsmen see what can be done with
a fly rod and without injury to the
rod they quickly adopt the lighter
tackle.
Some excellent fishing was reported
in certain streams in northern California that have their sources in
springs and that are not greatly affected by the run-off of melting snow.
An earlier open season on steelhead
in northern waters of California is being urged by some sportsmen, in the
belief that fewer spawners would be
taken.
In the opening days of the · season,
Butt Creek, south of Lake Almanor, i:;
said to have yielded some fine sport,
rainbow trout having been taken that
weighed from two to five pounds.

T wenty-five
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Pacific International Trapshooting Association Schedule for 1932 Season
Divisional and State Shoots
May 19-22-0regon State Shoot at
Corvallis, Ore. P.I.T.A. State Shoot.
May 27-30-Idaho State Shoot at
Boise, Idaho. P .I.T.A. State Shoot.
June 3-5- Utah State Shoot at Nephi,
utah. P.I.T.A. Shoot.
June 9-12-California State Shoot g,t
Del Monte, Calif. P.I.T .A. State Shoot.
June 16-19-Northern Handicap at
Portland, Ore. P. I. T . A. Divisional
Shoot.
June 23-26-Washington Statt.) Shoot
at Seattle, Wash. P .I .T .A. State Shoot.
June 30 - July 1-3-Nevada State
Shoot at Reno, Nevada. P .I.T.A. State
Shoot.
Club Shoots
Registered With P.I.T.~.
June 4-5- Seattle Times Shoot at
Seattle, Wash.
June 5-Union Pacific at Los Angeles.
June 5-Golden Gate Gun Club at
Alameda, Calif.
June 12-Medford Gun Club at Medford, Ore.
June 19- Union Pacific at Los
Angeles.
July 3-Stockton Blue Rock Cluh at
Stockton, Calif.
July 3-Union Pacific at Los Angeles.
July 10-Golden Gate Gun Club at
Alameda, Calif.
July 17- Reno Trapshooting Club at
Reno, Nevada.
July 24-Medford Gun Club at Medford, Ore.
Aug. 7- Union Pacific at Los Angeles.
Aug. 7-Golden Gate Gun Club at
Alameda, Calif.
Aug. 14-Reno Trapshooting Club at
Reno, Nevada.
Sept. 4-Union Pacific at Los Angeles.
Sept. 4-Reno Trapshooting Club at
Reno, Nevada.
Oct. 2- Union Pacific at Los Angeles.
Nov. 6-Union P acific at Los Angeles.
Foremost trapshooters of the entire
west will be present at the opening
shot of the Nevada State shoot at
R eno, registered with the P.I.T.A., to
begin with a practice day on Thursday,
June 30, and continue with registerP.d
shoots on July 1, 2 and 3. An attractive
T wenty -si:~

and well-balanced program has been
arranged by the directors of the Reno
Trapshooting Club, Inc., with $1800
a dded cash, several diamond medals
and $600 in trophies for winners of the
various events.
Inquiries for details and programs,
coming to the secretary of the club
from many points, indicate that this
will be one of the outstanding western
shoots of the year, if not the largest
under P .I.T.A. auspices.
Among the states sending representative delegations will be Oregon, its
squad of shooters headed by Frank M.
Troeh of Portland. premier trapshooter,
together with other st!llte champions.
Montana, among its star performers,
will send Ted Renfro, world champion
live bird shot, and a mean antagonist
at the clay targets.
Idaho is sending a delegation whose
members are always up in front and
insure keen competition. Utah has a
large list of shooters who have made
reservations in Reno for the shoot.
California shooters, from San Diego to
Eureka, presenting a formidable aggregation headed by 0. N. Ford of Del
Monte, will compete for the awards,
while expert guns are expected from

Arizona and from as far east as Kansas
City.
The Reno club's n e w s h o o t i n g
grounds, two miles southeast of the
town, have been equipped with five new
traps and trap houses with large target
capacity. Concrete walks and firing
line, with a skyline tha.t shooters declare to be perfect, add to the attractions of the new grounds.
Following is the program of the state
shoot:
Thursday, June 30, beginning 10 a. m.
Practice day. One hundred 16-yard
targets. Fifty handicap targets, 16 to 24
yards.
Friday, July 1-First registered day.
One hundred 16-yard targets, two divisions. Preliminary handicap, one hundred targets, 16 to 24· yards.
Saturday, July 2 - Nevada State
Championship Handicap, one hundred
targets, 16 to 24 yards. Nevada State
Doubles, fifty pairs.
Sunday, July 3 - Nevada State
Singles. two hundred targets, 16 yards.
Entries in the Nevada State Handicap event compete annually for the
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OUTDOOR WEST-

LICENSE BUYERS FIRST

Plant Lake Trout
Pyramid May Gain
In Humboldt River By Enlisting U. S.
APPLICATION has been made to the
Nevada commission by Humboldt
counity, Nevada, through )". J . Button.
chairman of the board of county commissioners, for an allotment of brook
trout for streams in that county, as
well as for a number of black-spotted
trout to be released in the Humboldt
River.
This river was at one time well
stocked with rainbow and cutthroat
trout, but these are believed to have
been almost exterminated by the introduction of carp.
It was indicat ed by members of the
commission that the allotment of Pyramid trout for planting in the Humboldt River would be made jointly with
an allotment to Lander county and
that the fish would be planted in the
most favorable section of the river
which was believed to be within Lande~
county.
J . S. Clark diamond medal, won last
by G. E. Wardwell of Alturas. The
P.I.T.A. awards a diamond medal to
the winners of each of the four principal Nevada contests.
With a successful three-day event,
the California State shoot at Del Monte
ended with many upsets and a new list
of state champions, who will be able to
show their wares again at Del Monte
on July 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, when the
second Pacific International Grand
Handicap gets under way.
At that time, state champions from
all the western states will assemble to
shoot for the many cash prizes and
trophies provided by the P.I.T.A. Only
one former state champion retained his
title, A. J . Stauber of Los Angeles, who
again won the doubles event with a
score of 94 out of fifty pairs.
Tony Prior of San Francisco won the
state handicap with a score of 96 from
the 23-yard mark, after a shoot-off
with 0 . N. Ford of Del Monte. 0 . N.
Ford won the state singles championship with a score of 195 out of 200, after
a gruelling race with A. J . Stauber.
A. D. La Motte of San Diego won the
Class B event with 194 out of 200. Class
C was won by V. J. La Motte of Oakland with 191. Class D event was won
by H. Toulmin with 177.
After the shoot, the election of officers for the California State Association was held and the following directors were elected: W. A. Magee of San
Francisco, president ; Paul Jensen of
San Francisco, secretary, with other directors, Dr. H. W. Armstrong of Los
Angeles; A. B. La Motte of San Diego;
0. N. Ford of Del Monte and W Sheppard of Sacramento.
Many points in California report an
abundance of young quail and doves.
especially in the valley sections.

The Sierra Sportsman, June, 193 2

Fisheries Bureau
SPORTSMEN and conservationists
whose interest has been directed in
the past to the preservation of the big
black-spotted trout in Pyramid Lake,
are awaiting with some anxiety the
outcome of this year's decision of
Nevada authorities, as a measure of
economy, to turn over the work of
taking trout eggs in this lake to the
United States Bureau of Fisheries.
Under this arrangement it was agr~d,
according to the Nevada commission,
that Nevada should retain fifteen per
cent of the "take" and that the remainder, as fingerlings or larger. should
be returned to Pyramid Lake.
The Bureau of Fisheries, having
taken over the equipment of the
Nevada division for this purpose, started taking eggs in February, completing
the work late in April. The number
of eggs taken is unknown, as the employes of the federal government are
not communicative, but it is believed
to be approximately 1,500,000 eggs.
It is said, however, that the "pick
off" was unsatisfactory, the number of
dead or unfertilized eggs having been
excessive, and that the number of fish
that will be available for distribution
in Nevada is problematical.
All of these eggs are at once transferred to the Verdi state hatchery
where they are "eyed up" in troughs
and the fry are held in rearing ponds
until of sufficient size to release. It is
the purpose of the commission to rear
these fish to as large a size as possible
before releasing them as the cost involved is not great and the loss by this
method is minimized.
Approximately 250,000 of the blackspotted trout are to be planted in
Walker Lake in Mineral county where
numbers already have been planted
with success. Smaller numbers will be
allotted for planting in the Humboldt
and Carson rivers and possibly in other
streams that have their sources or
outlets in lakes.

New Jersey chapters of the Izaak
Walton League fl.re urging legislation
to make unlawful the stocking by the
state Fish and Game Commission of
grounds and W/3.ters other than those
open to all licensed anglers and hunters. League officials declare they have
evidence that privately owned waters
and grounds t? which regularly licensed
persons were denied access have been
stocked extej1sively at the expense of
the state. '
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A lochleven trout weighing three
pounds two ounces was taken recently
near Sloat in the Feather River.
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Gunsmithing
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Remodeling

Louis Romano
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Spectacular Scenery in Piute
Indian Reservation
ALL OUT-OF-DOOR SPORTS
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104 KEYSTONE AVE.
RENO, NEVADA

World's Largest Trout

Prizes for smallest - largest Trout

Stock Making
Checking
Machine Rest Targeting
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One Hour from Reno by Motor
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THE SPORTSMEN'S FORUM
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An outlet for the emoti ons of the constructive critic, the sorehead an d the
wisecracker--BUT, readers will bear In mind that communications to this
department represent Individual opinion, whethe·r they be encomiums, kick s,
blurbs or plans for a sp ortsmen 's new Utopi a. Publication or rejection of any
communication does not signify endorsement or repudiation of any viewpoint,
Idea, plan or policy advanced by readers.
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Editor, Outdoor West:
Sir : It is an indisputable fact that
the breach between the farmer and the
sportsman is growing wider and wider.
This is not due to any action of the
true sportsman, but rather to acts of
the thoughtless youngster, the careless
hunter or the hoodlum. Many hunters
fail to realize that the farm is not
public domain, but the farmer's home
just as much as the house and lot are
t he private domicile of the city dweller.
Would you, in the city, care to have a
gang of trespassers tramping over your
lawns, shoot ing firearms promiscuously?
Decidedly not! But many hunters will
go upon a farm without askmg permission, t ramping down cror s, shooting
among stock, even in the farmers' very
back yards, and then become indignant
when asked to move.
Also, I have known cases of brown
leghorn hens having been shot for
pheasants and Muscovy duc!{S for wild
geese. Eit h er these hunters were not
sportsmen or they were bad.'y misinformed regarding their rights.
In one state. I am informed, there is
a law requiring persons who shoot on
any fartm to go to the house and obtain
permission to shoot, to leave his car
at the house, if he is driving one, and to
leave by the same way, permit ting the
farmer to inspect his bag if he wishes
to do so.
Something on this order can be
worked out, in my belier, and would be
the· means of bringing the farmer and
sportsman into closer harmony. Also,
I think this move should come from the
sportsmen instead of waiting until the
farm er is compelled to seel: such a
me asure for his protection .
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OUR OWN SPECIAL
SLEEPING
BAG
(The Best Yet Designed)
Alt kinds of Camp Equipment
TENTS
AWNINGS
Canvas Repair Work

Reno Tent and
Awning Co.
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Reno Tennis Club
Plans Tournament
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Let's get the sportsmen of the state
together on an adequate measure of
this kind and see that it is passed at
the next session of the legislature.
- R. J . Kolstrup, Fallon, Nevada.
Editor, Outdoor West:
Sir : Copy of Outdoor West is at hand.
Congratulations; it measures up with
some of the best in the east. You have
a big field. For five years I have been
devoting much time to conservation
work as state organizer in New Jersey
of the Izaak Walton League, fighting
for legislative protection for sportsmen
and delivering addresses before Chambers of Commerce and other civic organizations. If Nevada would specialize
in and develop her outdoor sports resources, it would be worth many millions annually. I am delighted with
your magazine, enclose my check for
subscription and shall be glad to send
you material that may be helpful.
-Clarence D. Van Duzer, Passaic,
New Jersey.

of the Reno Tennis Club
A CTIVITIES
this season will culmina,te in a
tournament, the finals in which will be
played on Labor Day, with semi-finals
scheduled for the days just preceding.
The state championships will be determined at this tournament, which
will be held on the club's courts at the
western end of California avenue.
Officers of the club are Harry Scheeline, president; Hoyt Martin, vice-president; Clark Weigand, secretary, and
Ziemer Hawkins, t reasurer. The club
has about thirty active members, with
prospects of an increase.
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i
and a unique
i
pleasure resort
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Don't Fail to Visit
i
Bowers Mansion i
on Reno-Carson Highway
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Hot Spring Baths
Swimming
Dancing
Luncheons

We are state agents forZeiss Binoculars, also gun
telescope sights, magnifiers and lenses.
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RENO SPORTING GOODS
Fishing Season Now Open
Are You Ready---?
All new stock, the best that
the market can produce.
Prices are much lower this
season. Truckee Special Rods
Allcock's Hooks, Weber
Flies
Rods-75c to $50
For your convenience, Nevada and California
Fishing and Hunting Licenses
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257 North Virginia Street, Reno, Nev. II
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we returned to the shore where
+·-··- · -··-··-··- · - · -··-··- · - · -·+ aniongel',Indian
''Big Ones" That
weighed the two fish, the
first one weighing seven pounds and
f
DOGS
AND
f
Didn't "Get Away"
the other seventeen pounds. The Indian told me that this was the biggest
Continued from Page 12
ii ._,._.,_,
KENNELS
I
fish caught in the lake this year. I
, _,,_.,_.,_,. _.,_.,_., _,,_,1 surely
felt proud at catching such big
-Bob Duckerany other heavy catches on that river
this season, but my dad frequently
makes fine catches on that stretch of
the river during fly season.
-Henry DuckerAfter a huge breakfast of ham and
eggs and coffee, liberally mixed with
ashes, we were off in our boat, which
we carry on a trailer. Pal Les was
rowing while I let out the trolling lines
with "daredevil" spoons, and the lucky
stiff had a fish on his line before mine
was half out-and then the fun began.
These are the native or black-spotted
trout, the same species as those that
inhabit Pyramid and Walker Lakes.
and how they do fight!
The first
fish that Les hooked was a six-pounder.
Les brought him to the gaff in fine
style, ·b ut I didn't do so well with the
gaffing.
Twice I missed him and finally managed to wrap the leader around the
gaff, and there we were in a fine mess.
After five minutes of awful suspense,
we finally landed the big silvery trout
and he was a beauty.
From then on, it was a succession of
strike after strike. These fish are spectacular fighters, leaping t wo or three
feet out of the water time after time,
unil they are thoroughly exhausted.
They appear to be much gamier than
the trout of the same family in the
larger lakes mentioned, probably because of the colder, constantly changing
water.
After eight or nine hours of alternate
rowing and reeling in, fighting these
big fish, we decided that we had enough
and rowed ashore. After taking some
pictures, we completely destroyed the
iemaining food and left for home just
at dusk, with a rare collection of blisters, back-aches and fish, tired but
happy.
- Richard Jamesonuntil I felt a big jerk and didn't know
whether it was a snag or a fish until
it started pulling and I almost went
over the side of the boat. Dad stopped
the motor and told me to keep pulling
+ 1 - 111- ••- ··- ··- ·•- 1111- 1111- 1tl- 11N- 111- 1111- 11+
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trout and could hardly wait to show
Continued from Page 24
too thin. The covering over the ribs it to my friends and to my mother.
should be smooth but the abdomen
SAVING GAME BIRDS
smaller than the chest-just like a wellconditioned prize fighter.
(I'm still
As a measure of protection to nestsaying that dogs and people ain't so ing birds during early harvesting, the
different.)
state commission of Iowa, through
When dogs get particular or finicky
deputy game wardens, has distributed
about what they eat, you can be sur:• to farmers 500 flushing rods, to be atthat they are not being fed right or . tached at one end to the hames and
they are sick. Cut down the feed or at the other to the end of the sicklelet them fast for a day. Then if they bar of the mowing machine. One farmstill don't eat, they are probably sick er reported finding twenty-two nests
and need proper treatment.
of game birds in a twenty-acre field.
Don't give me a lot of medicine un• - •11- ~• - 11M - 111 - 11n- 11n - 11u - 1111 - •n - 111 - 1111 - • +
less you are sure you know exactly +
.
r
what is wrong with me and that the
medicine you are using is the right
I
I
treat ment. Giving medicine is an art
Wherever
your
are
if
you
and a science and shouldn't be done
want to know what to use
by people who don't "savvy." You'd
and where to go-drop a 1
better not give me any medicine at
l
1
· line to
all than to give me the wrong stuff.
l
!
There comes more ducks, Boss. You
D. CABONA
knock 'em down and I'll drag 'em tn.
l
Truckee, California
!
If I miss any of them, you don't owe
me that new collar you promised me.
Fishing and Hunting
And when you get the collar. have
I
Licenses.
I
them put YOUR name on it instead
of mine.
j
(Res.-N on-Res.-Alien)
j

!

Fishern1en

i!

while he got the net.
It was hard to pull and I knew then
that I had a big fish. It seemed a long
time pulling in the line until my dad
could try to get him in the net, but
finally dad got him under the gills,
hauled him in and stowed him in the
box.
The first fish I had caught looked
small beside this one and I never before
saw such a big fish. I was anxious
to get home and show my catch to my
mother and to the boys around my
neighborhood.
After we had trolled a little while
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Complete Fly, Bait, Lake
Outfits made up and
j
Rented.
f
Fresh, Live and Prepared
Baits

I

The Sportshop,

!

D.CABONA

.!

Truckee, Calif.
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ARE YOU PREPARED WITH FIRST-AID TREATMENT
FOR

\
i

Poisonous

J
:

f
f

Ii SNAKE BITE'? f

l

If not you should have one of our (Dudley First Aid' Kits). f
It has been proven scientifically that incision and suction is
! positively the only First Aid Treatment which the public at .
I large can and should use. Hundreds of tests have been
j made upon animals with wonderful results. The Dudley I
: is used by various departments of the U. S. Government- j
l in San Antonio Hospitals and by Physicians.
·

I

I

I

Price $2.50 Postpaid
! Flack-Headrick Co.
San Antonio, Texas 1
f
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Twenty-nine

<0pen Seasons ,,, CJishing

~gulations

California fishing districts embracing Chute Camp dam, near the mouth of
nearly all of the state are open for Slab Creek, to the mouth of Silver
trout fishing from May until October Creek.
Taylor, Trout and Cold Creeks and
31. Exceptions, including a number of
tidewater districts and some Sierra all their tributaries. Upper Truckee
River below the ·b ridge on the Luther
streams and lakes, are noted below.
Pass highway to Lake Tahoe and all
. WATERS REOPENED
The following streams and lakes in tributaries to that portion. All these
California have been declared open for streams are tributaries to Lake Tahoe.
fishing after having been closed for
Humboldt County-All waters lying
one to three years. All are open until within the drainage area of Red Cap
Creek above its junction with the KlaOctober 31.
math River. Prairie Creek and tribuAlpine County-Meiss Lake.
taries from its source to its junction
Alpine and Eldorado Counties-All with Redwood Creek.
that portion of the upper Truckee River
Inyo County - Middle Cottonwood
from the Luther Pass Highway bridge Lake and streams connecting with
crossing at the head of Lake Valley lakes above and ·below.
to its head, and all tributaries of that
Mono and Inyo Counties-Middle Cotportion.
Eldorado County-Cup, Clyde or Em- tonwood Lake and streams connecting
erald, Round, Elbert and Dardarrelle with lakes above and below. Reverse
Creek and tributaries between June
lakes.
Lake and Rush Creek. That portion
Mendocino County-Cold Creek from of June Lake lying north of an east
its mouth up to the second concrete and west line drawn to close the north
bridge on the Ukiah-Lake Tahoe state one-third area of said lake.
highway.
Nevada County-Alder (a tributary
Mono County-Waters of the West of Prosser Creek) and all its tributaries.
Walker River above Topaz Lake and
Nevada and Pla.cer Counties-Donner
of Rush Creek between Silver and
Grant Lakes were closed until May 29 Creek from its junction with the
and now remain open until October 31. Truckee River to the outlet of Donner
Placer, Nevada, and Sierra Counties Lake and all tributaries of said stream.
P lac er C o u n t y-B la c kw o o d
All that portion of the Truckee River
from its source at the outlet gates of Creek (flowing into Lake Tahoe) and
the U. s. Reclamation Service at Lake its tributaries.
Tahoe to the California-Nevada state
Placer and Eldorado Counties--Mcline.
Plumas County-All of the waters of Kinney Creek (flowing into Lake
Lake Almanor, and all of the waters Tahoe) and its·tributaries.
of those streams and their tributaries
Plumas County-Hamilton branch of
flowing into said lake from the fol- Feather River from the iron bridge
lowing described limits to the lake : located three-fourths of a mile above
North Branch of North Fork of Feather the Red River hydro-electric plant to
River from Chester to Plattville state the mouth of said river and thence
highway crossing ; Mud Creek from the all of that portion of Lake Almanor
Chester to Westwood state highway within a radius of 300 feet of said
crossing; Butt Creek from the lower mouth.
end of the Lake Almanor tunnel to
Shasta County-Hazel and Shotgun
Butt Lake.
creeks and tributaries. Old Cow Creek
Santa Cruz County-All waters.
from the Pacific Gas and Electric ComTulare County-All that portion of · pany's hydro - electric plant to its
the Kern River from Horse Trail
Bridge to a point one mile downstream
from said bridge.
CIGARS -TOBACCOS
l
COOLING DRINKS
WATERS CLOSED TO FISHING
MAGAZINES
Following is a list, amended to date,
CANDIES
of California fishing waters that are
closed for all or part of the 1932 season by order of the State Fish and
Game Commission:
l A. G. SPALDING BROS.
Alpine County-East and West Carson rivers and all tributaries thereof
ATHLETIC GOODS
from the California-Nevada boundary 1
line to their headwaters; Winnemucca,
Scotts and Burnside lakes and tributaries all closed to May 30.
Eldorado County-Horseshoe, Wrights
SOUTHWORTH'S
Huckleberry Lake 21, Margaret, 4-Q l
MOKE
(four lakes), Bassi Calf Hole No. 1 and
HOP
l
Bassi Calf Hole No. 2 lakes, and all
tributaries to said lakes; Sales Creek
247 NORTH VIRGINIA ST.
and tributaries frron its junction with l
RENO, NEVADA
j
the South Fork of the American River
PHONE 4712
j
to· its head; that section of the South
Fork of the American River from the

source; Slate Creek above the junction
with the South Fork and all tributaries.
Shasta and Siskiyou Counties-Soda
Creek (flowing into the Sacramento
River) and its tributaries; Tate Creek
from the road crossing above its junction with the McCloud River to its
head and all tributaries of that portion.
Sierra County-All of Milton Creek
and its tributaries from its junction
with the South Fork of North Fork of
Yuba River to its head.
Sierra and Nevada Counties-Sage
Hen (a tributary of Little Truckee)
and all its tributaries.
Sierra and Plumas Counties - All
strea:ms flowing into Gold, Grass, Jamison, Smith, Long, Round and Rock
lakes for a distance of 2000 feet upstream from their mouths and all
streams flowing out of said lakes for
a distance of 2000 feet below said lakes
and all that portion of the above lakes
within a radius of 300 feet of their
inlet and outlet will be closed until
July 1, 1932, and will be closed after
September 30, 1932. All of these lakes
are located in the Mt. Elwell section
near Blairsden.
Siskiyou County-All that portion of
Shasta River from a point one-quarter
+
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Where You Hear Bigger
and Better Fish Stories.
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142 North Virginia Street
Reno, Nevada
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ODEN NOVEL TY WORKS
57 Lake St.,
Oden, Mich .
11 -
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F or Worms, .Grassh opper s
and Frogs a nd Rig h t N ow
Is the
time
for
use.
" Have ' em on your hi p,"
It's g r eat s p ort. P ack s ize,
9x6x21A,, is n on- sinkable.
Price $1 .00 a t your d ealer
or postpaid from

Il

ii
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3-WAY BAIT PACK i
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Famous
for its

Refreshing Soft Drinks
Breakfast

i

Lunch

J

Dinner
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Exclusive, Comfortabl€:

II

Club Room
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Dogs,
Hor ses , Birds, D ecoys
P elts, Furs, Rods, R eels, Boats,
Books, Fleld Glasses, Cameras,
Hunting 'l'rophi;is, Games, Gems,
A.ntiqu es, Indian Goods, Blankets,
Curios, Stamps, Coin s, Patents,
Pic tures, Radlos, Traps, Taxid ermy, Mu s ical Instruments--You
~ame
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Advertisements In thls department lOc
per word, cash with orde r, m1nimum $1~00
T e n p e r cent o ff for twelve months contract. Name and address must a ccompany order.
No res ponsibility Is ass um ed for the bona fid es or m e rits of
any adver t iser or article advertised. We
r eserve th e rig ht to r e j ect any advertising matte r offered.

Dogs
BEAUTIFUL R egister ed bull pups, $15.
.Bu lldogs, 501 Rockwood, Dallas, T exas.
WIRE-HAIR SCO TTIES-No be tter or
s m a rte r pe t s. "All th e breed ing th e r e
is. " A li tter of perfect puppies just
ready for adop ti on. P rices on app li ca ti on . Box 101, Outdoor W est.
A FINE FIELD DOG-A coyote-cat c hing
Russian, a tiny Chih uahua, a big Dane,
a Dachs or iv Pek in ese pet pup can b e
obtai n ed - any n eed or taste sulted by
11r veia in1ing- yo ur wants in t he c lass ified depar tment o f Outdoor W est.

Guns, Ammunition
F 0 R SALE - Winchester 54, 30.0,6,
Micromet er Sight. Rubbe r Pad . Sling.
Good Condition . Phone 8580. 254 Vassar St., Reno, N ev.
SPECIAL June price, $5.85 Winch ester
Model 60 - A. A rea l rifle at a bargain.
R eno Sporting Goods.
50 % MORE POWER with th ese shells .
Western Super X Cartridges, 25c, 30c
and 35c per box at Re n o Sporting Goods
ITHICA SINGLE Trap Gun . Practically
n ew, $75.00. 424 Moran St., Reno, Nev.
GET IN TOUCH with Al B r undidge,
Re n o, if you a r e inte r es t ed in used trap
g uns .

Miscellaneous
OUTING TRIPS arran ged by compete nt
gu ide . Can p lace you at best fishing
spots. Phon e Reno 7946.
•.rHE ! DEAL Sportman·s Lante rn, Colem a n made "Sportllte" Lantern. Special prl ce for Ju n e, $5.95. R e no Sporting Goods.
COMPETENT GUIDE with comple te
cam p ing eq ui pment, w lll take or accom pany par ties to best fishing points
north ern Callfornia, Nevada or Oregon .
Phone 7600, 910 H olcomb St., R e no,
Nevada.
LfST OR INQUIRE-You can buy anyth ing yov "Van t , sell anything you
don't want, vt" swap with the ot her f ellow to mutua l advantage by telling 'e m
thr ou gh th e classified columns of Outd oo r W es t.

Fishing Tackle
RENO AND TRUCKEE Special R ods.
Priced from $5.00 to $12.00. Ren o Sporting Goods.
EXPERIENCE I N ANGLING t each es the
value of good tackle . A r eally good
r od s h ou ld last a lifet ime, and glves
sat isfacti on far b eyon d its first cost.
Some r ead er m ay h ave just the rod
you n eed, on e that you can get for a
son g, or a swap. T ell your n eeds In
the classifi ed columns of Outdoor W est.
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mile above the diversion dam for the
Shasta power plant to the junction of
said Shasta River with the Klamath
River. All waters lying within the
drainage area of Horse Creek above its
junction with the Klamath River.
All waters within the drainage area
of Clear Creek above its junction with
the Klamath River; the North Fork of
the Sacramento River from the Trail
bridge crossing at the end of the road
to its head; the Middle Fork of the
Sacramento River from its junction
with the South Fork of the Sacramento
River to the outlet of Toad Lake and
all tributaries; the South Fork of the
Sacr8illlento River and its tributaries
from its junction with the Middle Fork
of the Sacramento River to Gumboot
Lake.
Sonoma and Mendocino Counties-All tidewater and water in the lagoon
at the mouth of the Gualala River and
flowing water of said river upstream
to the confluence of the Gualala River
and the North Fork of the Gualala
River and a~ marked with signs, said
waters to remain closed fram the 1st
day of May to the 31st day of October,
both dates inclusive.
Tehama County-South Battle Creek
from its junction with Panther Creek
near Lennondale to its head, and all
tributaries of that portion.
Tuolumne County-Phoenix Lake and
all tributaries (does not include Sullivan Creek.)
All waters lying within the drainage
area of Cherry Creek and the West
Fork of Cherry Creek above their confluence to remain closed from the first
day of May to the 14th day of July,
both dates inclusive.

Districts of Nevada
All fishing waters of Nevada, excepting a few minor streams that have
been closed by boards of county commissioners, are now open to fishing and
nearly all waters remain open until
October 1.
The commissioners of Washoe county
have closed, for the entire season, that
portion of the Truckee River between
Vista and a point five miles east,
marked by signs. The south bank of
the Truckee River in this section, however, is in Storey county.
Galena Creek, White Creek and
Thomas Creek, small streams having
their sources near Mount Rose, southwest of Reno, have been closed until
August 1 and will then be open until
September 15.
Open Season-Fishing Districts
Waters of the state of Nevada are
divided into seventeen fishing districts.
Opening and closing dates are included
in the open season for each district,
as follows:
District 'No. 1-All of Washoe county,
including the waters of Lake Tahoe in
Nevada and tributaries thereto, the
Truckee River in Nevada and the waters of Pyramid Lake-April 15 to October 1.
District No. 2-All waters of Churchill county-May 1 to October. 1.
District No. 3-All waters of Pershing county-May 1 to October 1.

WILD TURKEYS THRIVE
Reports from northern sections of
California indicate wild turkeys planted
during the past few years are responding to their new environment and are
multiplying where proper protection is
given them. On one large ranch where>
no trespassing is permitted, it is said
the turkeys have trebled each year
since their release.
District No. 4-All waters of Humboldt County, May 1 to Oct. 1.
District No. 5-All waters of Elko
county-May 1 to November 15. Some
minor streams in District 5 are closed
October 1. See exceptions below.
District No. 6-All waters of Eureka
county-May 1 to October 1.
District No. 7-All waters of Lander
county-April 1 to October 1, excepting
Humboldt river, fishing permitted only
on Saturdays and Sundays.
District No. 8-All waters of Storey
county-April 1 to October 1.
District No. 9-All waters of Ormsby
county-April 1 to October 1.
District No. 10-All waters of Douglas county-May 1 to October 1.
District No. 11-All waters of Lyon
county-April 1 to October 1.
District No. 12-All waters of Mineral
county-April 1 to October 1. (Includes
Walker Lake and Walker River. Indians may take and sell fish from
Walker Lake until December 15.)
District No. 13-All waters of White
Pine county-May 1 to October 1.
District No. 14-All waters of Lincoln
county- April 1 to October 1.
District No. 15-All waters of Nye
county-April 1 to October 1.
District No. 16-All waters of Esmeralda county-April 1 to October 1.
District No. 17-All waters of Clark
county-April 1 to October 1.
The State Fish and Game Commission is composed of five members from
separate divisions of the state, appointed by the governor and serving
at his pleasure, without compensation.
Members of the commission are Robert
L. Douglas, chairman, of Fallon; Mark
C. Bradshaw, vice-chairman, of Tonopah; E. J . Phillips, secretary, of Gardn erville; N. H. Getchell of Betty O'Neil,
and Howard S. Doyle of Reno.
Elko County Streams
By special ordinance the county commissioners of Elko county have established open seasons on waters of that
county as follows:
. Maggie Creek and tributaries, North
and South Forks of the Humboldt
River and tributaries, Mary's River and
tributaries, Willow Creek reservoir and
creeks emptying into it, Salmon River
and tributaries, Jarbidge River anc:
Bruneau River and their tributaries,
Goose Creek, Little Goose Creek, Jake's
Creek and the Humboldt River in Elko
county-open between June 15 and October 15, both dates included.
All waters of the following cr~eks
are closed to fishing for the year 1932:
Boulder Creek, Starr Creek, VanDuzer
Creek, Silver Creek, Overland Creek,
Ed Lutts Creek, and Robinson Lake.
On all other waters of Elko county
the open season is from May 1 to September 1, both dates included.

Thirty-one

Many Million Eggs
To Supply Fish In
California Waters
THE PROSPECTS for more
WITH
running' st~eams to plant fish this
year, the California Bureau of Fish
Culture was reported to be making
every effort to gather all trout spawn
possible. During March, the midst of
the trout spawn taking season, there
were gathered by the various egg taking
stations, 4,805,500 rainbow, steelhead
and cutthroat trout eggs.
With those previously gathered this
year there have been turned into the
hatcheries from these gathering stations 26,768,122 eggs, which, with another month to be accounted for, was
expected to bring the total well over
30,000,000 for the season.
In addition to this, there had 1b een
gathered 18,909,000 salmon eggs for the
state hatcheries.
It is estimated that some 20,000,000
trout are taken from the waters of
California annually and it has been
the policy of the commission to exert
every effort to keep well in advance of
this toll. The number of trout raised
under natural conditions is problematical and cannot be depended upon.
In the past few years, owing to the
drought, the number of streams where
fish planting could be done with a
measure of success dwindled so much
that it was becoming a serious problem.
However, the recent heavy winter has
assured water for many of these
streams that had dried up and they
will be stocked with fish where they
warrant such action when the fish
planting season starts in June .

BILL S~TH IN ALASKA

Writing from Seward. Alaska, to
Reno friends, W. F. Smith, author of
the "Three Fishers" story in this number, says that the Nevada license on
his Ford arouses great interest among
the natives of that far northern region.
He describes some wonderful fishing in
streams and lakes and tells of finding
fresh bear tracks of giant size, which
he followed-backward. "Bill," who is
widely known in Nevada, promises the
readers of Outdoor West a real story on
Alaskan fishing in an early number.
Secretary W. S. Keig of the Nevada
Fish and Game Commission, has received a letter from a Nebraska hunter asking if Nevada pays a bounty on
wild horses. It does not.
Many anglers from Coast points are
reported heading for Chester, at the
north end of Lake Almanor.
Visitors to streams in Yosemite National Park state that fishing will b~
excellent with the further run-off of
water.

State Hatcheries
Distribute Trout
In Nevada Waters
ALLOTMENTS of trout for stocking
purposes to eleven counties in Nevada have been made by the state fish
and game commission as follows:
Silver Trout : Douglas county 500.
Rainbow trout : Douglas county 50,000; Humboldt 50.000; North Lander
500 (eight to ten inches); South Lander 50,000; Lyon 25,000; Nye 30,000 ;
Ormsby 25 ,000; Washoe 100,000.
Eastern brook trout: Esmeralda ;:5,000; Eureka 25,000; Nye 20,000; Ormsby
25,000; Pershing 25,000.
Black-spotted (from Pyramid Lake) :
Mineral county, for planting in Walker
Lake, 250,000.
The total already allotted approximates three quarters of a million trout
and a larger number remain for allotment later in the season when the fish
are of larger size.
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Attention !
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I Do not let tire or battery j
: trouble spoil your fishing trip.
Let us check your car before
! you leave so you can spend all
j your time trying to land the
: big ones. Let us give you our
prices. a nd large trade-in allow- l
:i.nce on new tires and batteries.
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"Nevada's Largest and Best
Equipped Tire Store."
•
:.1
Phone 3563 - or drive in at
412 No. Virginia Street
Distributors-U. S . Tires,
National Batteries, Rims, Wheels,
Superbilt Tires
1
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Part of the central Sierra district extending from Donner Lake and Truckee north beyond Loyalton and from Reno west to the section embracing Weber, Independence and
Meadow Lakes. In this area are many fine
fishing streams, including the matchless
Truckee River and its tributaries, the Little
Truckee·, · Prosser, Hunter, Dog Valley and

Donner Creeks, together with streams draining
to the Feather River at the north and the Yuba
system at the west. Excellent roads lead to
nearly all the good fishing points in this spacious mountain playground of the sportsman.
Here the camper finds ideal spots to pitch his
tent beside any of the streams or lakes, and
the visitor _ who comes without camp equip-

ment can obtain excellent hotel or autocamp
accommodations at a large number of towns
and resorts scattered through this inviting territory. No similar expanse of country in the
west offers a greater variety or a superior
quality of sport for the angler, hiker or camper. This district, the habitat later in the season of large numbers of black-tail and mule
deer, attracts many hundreds of deer hunters
to its forest-clad mountains and grass-grown
canyons. In spite of high, mu d.dy water from
the heavy runoff of snow, anglers have taken
many fine trout in the Truckee River this season. That part of the Truckee lying in Nevada
was opened to fishing on April 15th ; that within the California boundary on May First. Nearly all other streams and all lakes in the area
covered by the map remained closed to fishing
until May 30th, but Sagehen, Alder and Donner Creeks are closed for the entire 1932 season by order of the California Fish and Game
Commission, in accordance with its practice of
alternating closed and open seasons on smaller
streams as a fish co nservatio n measure.

Jack Dempsey
Jim Jeffries

World's Premier
COWBOY CONTESTS
June 24-25-26

Jess Willard
Death Valley
Scotty
and others

RENO, NEVADA

Race Track
1 :30 P. M.
A Real WILD WEST Show With All the World's Champion Riders,
Ropers and Trick Riders, With PONY EXPRESS RACES Each Day
A Show Comparable With Cheyenne, Pendleton, Salinas & Calgary

-Nevada State Trap Shoot
4--Big Days in Reno-4

$1800 Added Money and $600 in Trophies
Five 14-Karat Diamond - Set Medals
New Grounds -

Five New Traps -- Shoot Is Registered With
International Trapshooting Association.

Pacifi~

Write For Program To RENO TRAPSHOOTING CLUB, Reno, Nev.
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SHELDON WILD LIFE REFUGE

The Secretary of Agriculture made formal acceptance under date of
~October

13, 1932, of the private lands purchased jointly by the Boone

and Crockett Club and the National Association of Audubon Societies.
The Retuge cons ists of approximately 33,000 acres .
of

pri~ate

Some 360 acres

holdings remain to be purchased as fast as pending difficul-

ties permit.

There is a balance of $3,000 in thejoint account of the

Club and Audubon Societies for this purpose .

During the summer a United

States Biological Survey crew spent six weeks in setting out 170 nine
foot tamarack posts, marking the outer boundary of the Refuge and the nine
included areas of private lands.

The Audubon Societies advises that the

Boone and Crockett Club and its manbers have contributed $1850 of the total of $6,890 covering the expenses of the Societies' warden for the four
years closing December 17, 1932 .
The extremely interesting reports of Warden E. J. Greenwalt indicate that there are fewer antelope, sage hen and rodents on the Refuse
this year than last.
ponsible.

The severe winter of 1931-32 is believed largely res-

The scarcity of ground-squirrels, gophers, jack rabbits, white

mice and porcupines has had the effect of increasing the coyote kill of
antelope and sheep lambs.

A total of 95 antelope carcasses have been coun-

ted on the Ret,'uge in three yea.rs .

Mr . Greenwalt observes: "I now am more

finrily convinced that the coyote is the antelope's greatest natural enemy
and that in the antelope country antelope meat forms no inconsiderable partion of the coyote food supply.

It is entirely possible, in my opinion,

that failure of the antelope herds to increase faster numerically in the
face of several surprisingly large lamb crops in recent years, may be laid
to the fangs of coyotes • •• IEelieve too ••• that coyotes not only are

'
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eliminating the weak and the aged from the bands,but are cutting deeply into
the ranks of the strong h eal thy adult members . "
The antelope in 1932 commenced returning to the range on March 31st ,
a month later than last year, and a month after the first thaw and the appearance of t he first marmot .

On May 8th the general shedding of coats was

in progress and a fortnight later the first fawns were dropped .

On June

30th the movement of antelope to the higher parts of the Re:t'uge began.

On

September 5th, signs of the rut were apparent, and this was still under way
on September 22nd .

Shedding of horns was unobserved until October 25th, a

fortnight later than last year .

The first snow of the 1932- 33 winter fell

on November 24th, but though bad weather seemed to be near, the antelope
were still on the range at the end of the month .

'I'he past year the bands

departed during a heavy snow storm on November 14th.
Repor ts of February 13 , 1932, remark on the severity of the past winter and tell of temperatures of 20 degrees below zero and of nearly fiftyfour consecutive days of snow.

Forty- five miles south of the Refuge, 200

antelope were seen wintering on a high table in sparse Juniper and browsing
on Juniper twigs and sage brush .

March 7th, the first blue bird arrives .

Reports of the early spring tell of the filling to the brim of lake beds
where water was reduced t o trtokles last year , the pro:t'usion of wild flowers
and abundance of feed, and the reports of later summer of the contrast of
the waving hay in the fenced areas about the spr ings with the parched and
dus ty cattle-tracked wastes without.

The Warden finds that the extreme dry-

ness of the recent years compared to those immediately preceding 1922 is at tested by two old junipers, the one with 210 and the other with 279 annual
rings .

While now and a killing frost were noted as late as June 7th, 1932 ,

extDemely hot weather and the reduction of lake areas to a half are observed
on June 30th .

An unusual Bight is recorded on June 1st. " ••• A score or

- 3-

more of antelope were moving ahead of me, a quarter of a mile off . Suddenly
two coyotes appeared from a dry wash and separated as they loped away in the
direction of the antelope ••• Two does ••• oeased
the coyote .

w~tching

There was action a plenty for several

with the does but a few feet from his rear.
round and snapped.

me and started for

min~tes .

The coyote fled

Overtaken the coyote spun a

The antelope swung wide and passed .

Then turning quick-

ly they resumed the chase ••• harrying the flanks of the coyote •• .Again the
coyote turned and stood its ground.

The

maneuve~

before the group passed from sight over the ridge.

was repeated a dozen times
The coyote was on the de-

tensive most of the time, but I could not see that the does touched him at
any stage of the cha$e ••• ff

On September 11th, Messrs . Greenwalt and

Sand~,

'

while driving across the Swan Lake flats, were afforded, by several small
bands of "beat the car playing" antelope, an opportunity to test the prong
horn's SIJ!eed under the most favorable conditions. "Does , fawns, and bucks
alike

appea~ed

to be able to attain thirty-five miles per hour without dif-

ficulty, but when the pace grew more than forty miles per hour, intense effort was apparent. The animals lost the smooth even glide so typical of
slightly lesser speed. One small group was paced at forty-five miles an
hour, but at this speed the line broke and the band swerved and scattered.

An old doe obviously had reached her maximum ••• " Eighty-four species of
birds, exclusive of

waterfowl~

have been observed on the Refuge .
Respectfully submitted by-Special Oonnnittee on the Sheldon Wild Life .

Childs Frick, Cha irman

E. Hubert Litchfield

Francis T. Colby

John C. Philips

Bayard Dominick

George D. Pratt

John

c.

Philips

Kermit Roosevelt
Ex officio Madison Grant

Dec. 19,1932 .

Executive Order
Charles Sheldon Wild Life

Refu~e

Nevada
It is hereby ordered that the following described area in Washoe County, Nev.,

be, and the same is hereby, reserved and set apart for the use of the Department of
Agriculture as a refuge and breeding ground for wild animals and birds, subject to
existing valid rights:
MOUNT DIABLO MERIDIAN

T. 45 N ., R.
T. 46 N., R.
'T. 45 N ., R.
'T. 46 N., R.

21
21
22
22

E., secs.
E., secs.
E ., secs.
E ., secs.

1 to 5, and secs. 8 to 17, inclusive;
20 to 29, and secs. 32 to 36, inclusive ;
4 to 9, inclusive, and secs. 16, 17, and 18;
19, 20, 21, and secs. 28 to 33, inclusive.

/.)-

LU'.,; .

I~-

a.r.:. '

('.)

.c.;

c

-<k:.::- .

It is unlawful within this reservation (a ) to hunt, trap, capture, willfully disturb,
or kill any wild animal or bird of any kind whatever, to take or destroy the nests or
eggs of any wild bird, to occupy or use any part of the reservation, or to enter thereon
for any purpose, except under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the
Secretary of Agriculture ; (b) to cut, burn, or destroy any timber, underbrush, grass,
or other natural growth; (c) willfully to leave fire or to suffer it to burn unattended
near any forest, timber, or other inflammable material; (d) after building a fire in or
near any forest, timber, or other inflammable material, to leave it without totally
extinguishing it; and (e) willfully to injure, molest, or destroy any property of the
United States.
W a.ming is given to all persons not to commit any of the acts herein enumerated,
under the penalties prescribed by sections 106, 107, and 145 of chapter 4, title 18,
United States Code, or by section 10 of the Migratory Bird Conservation Act of
February 18, 1929 (45 Stat. 1224).
This refuge shall be known as the Charles Sheldon Wild Life Refuge.
HERBERT HOOVER
HousE,
January 26, 1931.

'THE WHITE

[No. 5540]

,

,
'

JS:recuti"e

©r~er

NEVADA

Under and pursuant to the provisions of the act of Congress approved June
25, 1910 (36 Stat. 847), as amended by the act of August 24, 1912 (37 Stat. 497),
it is hereby ordered that the public lands within the following described area in
Nevada be, and they are hereby, temporarily withdrawn from settlement, location,
sale or entry, subject to prior valid claims, for classification as to their suitability
for game refuge purposes:
Mt. Diablo Meridian

In T. 45 N., R.
In T. 46 N., R.
In T. 45 N., R.
In T. 46 N., R.

21 E., Secs. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and Secs. 8 to 17,. inclusive;
21 E., Secs. 20 to 29, inclusive, and Secs. 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36;
22 E., Secs. 4 to 9, inclusive, and Secs. 16, 17, and 18;
22 E., Secs. 19, 20, 21 and Secs. 28 to 33, inclusive;
This order shall continue in full force and effect unless and until revoked by
the President or by act of Congress.

HERBERT HOOVER
THE WHITE HousE,
June 20, 1929
[No. 5141]

F bruary 3,193 2
erewith is a summary of the factors wh ich
have, or h ve had , a be r i ng on ant l ope mortality
in th general ante l p country during rec nt years.
The inform tion cont~ined include4 bot~ pers onal
observations and he rsay stat mente .
Invariably in questi on ing re sidents f the
vicinity on the use of firearms against the anlm ls ,
I receiv the qu lific ti on: 'Of course, this
happened e veral years ago . ''
Th ie u lified et t ment may be
means in some case s of "covering u p"
the trail of recent ff enses , nd in many inst n es
ay b t r ue .
Vh ile un uesti on bly there is less sh oting
of ante lope in the region th n in former ye re,
from the nu be r of hazy rumors which drif t to e , I
belie ve there still is consider ble ortality fro rn
gunfire on s o e parts of the nte lope r~nge .
TU AL AGEN I ES
1 . Drouth co ndi t l ns in summe r.
(a) Lack of w ter .
(b) Sc rcity of food .

2 . Unf

v r ple winters.
)

r ge over d w t h now.
onti nued old spells .
3 . Pred t ory anl le
(b)

(a. ) Coyotes .
(b) . Bobcats .

4 . Dise ~se

L) Diar rhoea or 'scours" in young .

t her unldent1 ied

(b )

5.

tse

0

es.

ld age .

6 . Acc i dents.

through falls , a tohi ng feet
in rock clefts, etc ., which make
ni ~ ls e sler prey for pr d t rs.
(b) Loss of life in deep udwher . mired
hen seeking wat .e r in drying lakes .

(a)

Injur~e

I lJ

ntel ope mort lity . .. 2.

!

AGE
1.

~ IES

I N WH I CH THE HUM N F

~ T OR

PLAYS

PART .

Firearms .
( ,Ii)
(b)

8hot by sheepherders for do~ meat and food .
Shot by home eteaders , ranchers ,tr ppers and
t er for f ood .
Vf ntonly shot for 1' port 11 or j uet " o try
ut the gun" .
~ ~nt o nly slain to eli~ n~te them as
co petitore for sheep r nge .
Shot whe n inv ding fenced ar s .
Shot by tra pers t o pr ov ide lure for
coyotes .
Shot for skins in order t o provide
materi a l s f or riding gloves and for
general utility "strings'' or thong .
Shot b~ deer hunte rs fr om cities who
"can t resist"temptation to shoot ,o r
who wish to acquire "
s&e of ho tms ...

( )
(a>
(e )
( f)
(g )
(h )

2. Traps

1 . Caught in tr pa placed f or coy otes or

bob ate. ( In some c see these entr~pped
animals are released unh rmed ; in othe rs
they are fre ed with a maimed foot ; and
in til l others , t hey are found de d in
the tr p .)

3 . Sh ep .

of antelo pe ranges .
ono polization of watering places .
3. Over-running of antelope lambing rounds
during f irst few weeks of fawns lives
when young often a re "c ac~ed" for hour s
by mot he rs .

1.

Overgra~ing

2.

4. ,.,'lttle,. horses .
1.

fonopol1za t1on of ~t erholes dur ing drouth
ee~a ons. · (At res tricted . tering
1 ces
both c ttle and horses show a tenden y to
drive ~ntel o pe from. the vicin.1,ty whe n
all at tempt to w ter in close pr oxi ~ ity,

2. Aid in overgr zing of antel~pe r nge .
(Forage damage n ot s o ppare nt as with
sheep,)
·

February 11 ,.1932
Following is s. revis ed list of the b1irds which
have be en obsarved on the ~harles Sheldon Wild Li fe
hefuge during 1930 and 1 931.
It does not include numerous soecies of waterfowl and shor e birds which inhabited the Swan Lake
re g ion pr io r to the drying of the lake in 1931,
s ince only a small por tion of t ha t water area li es
wi t hin the re~uge ( and mo st of the species were
total stranger s to me) .
The estimated number below refers only to the
approximate minimum noted in a s ing le day during
that per iod when the species was at its peak of
concentration .
The numbe r given, then , repreeents
orily a p::tr t of the tot8,l numbe r within the re fuge,
but ms.y serve to give an idea of the c omparati ve
abundance of the vari ous species.
All were sight observations and the records
also a re subject to the usual errors which may be
expected from an amateur . Indentif icat ion is
based on the descriptions and distributional
re cords given in Ral ph Hoffmann's 11 Birds of the
Pac ific States 11 ; Flore nee M Balley' s "Handbook of
Western Bi rds" and he r "Bi rds of New Mexico .''
Of the §9 families and 80 odd species
noted to d~te at the Sheldon Refuge , 35 of these
species were constant visitors to the Last Chance
bird pools during the drouth summer of 1931.
'lhe list is incomplete due to the
observer's inability as yet to identify several
membe rs of the Sparrow family, the Warbler family,
and othe! rs.

Herons (Ardeidae)
i.Great Blue Heron
2.Blttern

Ardea herod i as
( tre ganzai?)
Botaurus lentigi nosus
Ducks ,etc.,

3 . Te al ( Cinnamon'? )

Est. No .

Remarks

1

Migrant

1

Migrant

3

Migrant

(Anat.idae)

-------------------.,
Que r que dula
(cyanoptera?)

Vultures (Cathartidae)
4. Turkey Vulture

---------------------- 10

Cathartes aura
se Ptentrionalis

t

Summer
visitors

..
Antel ope mort lity ••. 3 •••

5. 'isce llane oue.
1 . Harassed by man on f vor ite ranges or
waterholes and driven to l ess fav orabl e loc tione by:
( ) 0h sing with ea dl ehorses .
(b) Firing guns to fr i ghten .
(c) Fenc ing w terholes with "sheept1gh t "re nee s.
2 . oped by c owpunchers .

3.

,~

1med

hen st mpeded agains t b rbed

ire.

4. Fawne captured and r ised as pet s which
later:

(ct) Die from neglect or l ack of

proper food .
(b) Succumb from rigors of too cloes
confinement.
(c ) St mpede g~inst fences or buildingi
and ~a im or k ill se lves .

5.

Poisoning by arsenic- sal t mixture.( Rumor:
entirely unsubstantiated .)

There probably are other c ~u ses which contribute to
antelope mor t al ity, but the bove r ~ present those hi ch
have come to my ~tten tion. I suspe ct th t br ckish ,
muddy wat er in many sect ions which forced the animals to
suck mud r ther th n to drink ~ may h ve lead directly or
in irectly to deaths during the 1931 drouth seas on.
In ~d jR.cent California areas , death of many ~ule deer was
trac ed to this source .
-000-

•

,
Birds ••• 2 ••
Hawks and Eagles (Acciptridae)

5. Sharp-shinned
Hawk
6. Cooper Hawk

-----------------------------Accipiter velox
Accipiter cooperi

3

Breeds?

2

Breeds?

7. Western Redtailed Hawk

Bute o borealis
calurus

25+

Breeds

8. Swains on Hawk

Buteo Swainsonl

10+

Breeds

9. American Roughlegged Hawk ???

2

Identity
uncertain

10. Ferrugi nous Rou~h
le gged Hawk ;IJ?

2

11. Golden Eagle

Aquila chrysaetoe

3+

12. Marsh Hawk

Circus hudsonius

o+

Summer
visitor

Falcons ( Falconidae)

---------------------

13. Prl!rie Fa.loon

Falcon Mexicanus

1

14. Duck Hawk

Falco peregrinus

1

15. Desert Sparrow

Cer~hnels

Hawk

phalaena

sparveria

5+

Breeds

Grouse (Te traonida•)
16. Sagehen

Oentrooer~ue

urophasianue 60+

Breeds

Plovers,• to. , ( Charadri1da•)

11. Killdeer

--------------------~------

Oxfeonue vociferus

s+

Breeds

Sandpipere,eto.(Scolopacidae)

18. Wilson Snipe

----------------------------~

Gallina.go del1cata

2

Migrant.

8+

Migrant.

Gulls,eto. (Laridae)
19. California Gull

--------------------

Larue Cal1forn1cua

Doves,etc.(Columbidae)
20. Northwest Mourning
Dove

Zenaidura macroura
marg1nella.

40+

Bree de.

Birds ... 3- - •
Owl• (Strigldae)
21. Pale Horned Owl

Bubo virginianus
occ1dentalia
Speotyto cun1oularia
hyp'bgaea

22. Burrowing Owl

4+

Breeds

2

Summer
visitor?

4

Breeds?

20+

Migrant

2

Summer
visitor?

l

Migrant

8+

Breeds

Goatsuoker1,etc.(Caprimulgldae)

------------------------------Phalaenopt1lus nuttalli

23.Nuttall Poorwill

nuttalli

24.Pacific Nighthawk
25. Hummingbird:

Chordeilee v1rgin1anua
heeperis
Hummingbirds (Troch1lidae)

------ stiiiu!a-{caIIIopif1

Woodpeckers (J1cidae)
26. Downy Woodpecker

Dryobatee pubeecene
lhomoru1?)
Colapte a cafer
collari1

27. Red-shafted
Flicker

Flycatchers (Tyrannidae)

28. Western Kingbird

Tyrannus verticalus

4+

Breeda?

29. Say Phoebe

Sayornie eayu1

2

Migrant?

30. We ate rn ? ??
Flycatcher
31. Gray Flycatcher

Empidona.x (ep?)

l

Migrant

20+

Breeds

Empidonax griaeus
Larks ( Alaudida•)
---------------~-~

32. Duaky Horned Lark

Otocoris alpeetrie
merrilli

l,OOOt

Breeds

750+

Breed•

Swallows (Hirundinidae)
33. Cliff Swallow
34. Barn Swallow

Petrochelidon
lunifrona lunifrone
Hirundo erythrogaetra

4

Migrant

. '1

)

Birds ••• 4 ...•
Magpiee,Crows, Jays (Corv.idae)

35 .. Black-billed
Magpie
36. Cre eted Jay

Pica pica
hudsonia
Cyanocitta stelleri
(frontal is)
Coryus corax
s · natu11

37. Raven
38. Western Crow

Corvus brachyryhchoe

39. Woodhouse Jay

Aphelocoma
woodhouse i

Titmice, Chickadees
(~ray

101-

Breeds

6 ...
20 +

Summer
vi1itor?
Breeds

2

Migrant

10 +

Summer
visitor?

(Paridae)

Baeolophus inornatus
(griseue?)

2

Winter
visitor

Penthestes atricapillus
( occidentalis?)

1

Migrant

6

~lgrant

1

Migrant

10+

Breeds

1

Migrant

50 +'

Breeds

Myadestes townsendi

50 +

Winter
visit or

48-. ( 011 ve- backed??)

Hylocichla ustulato
( Swainsoni?)

1

Mi grant

49 . Western Robin

Plane sticus migratori1.:1s
propinquus

50. Wes tern Bluebird

Sialia mexicanus
occidentalis

12 +

Breeds

51

Sialia currucoides

lOt

Mi gr ant

40. Titmouse

's)

41. Black-capped
Chickadee

Psaltriparus plumbeus
42. le ad-colored
Bushtit
N~tu~tqQ~§_t§!tt±~~~L
43.Red-breasted Nuthatch Sitta canadensis
Wrens (Troglodytidae)
~--------------------

44.Rock Wren

Salpinctes obsoletus

45.House Wren

Tr9glodytes ~e do n
~ parkmanl? J
Thrashers , Mockingbirds {Mimidae)

46.

Sage Thrasher

Oreoscoptes montanus
Thrushes (Turdidae)

47~

Townsend Solitai re

Thrush

Mountain Bluebird

Br eeds
Also W. V.

.'

I

I

t

)

Birds •.•. 5 ......
Warblers,etco
52.

udubon Warbler

53. Yellow-throat

(Sylviida )

Dendroica auduboni
auduboni

2

Migrant?

Ge othlypis ·t rict;as
( occidental is')

3

Migrant?

10 t

Summer
vi s itor?

50+

ne flock
De c.1 931.

Pipits (Motacillidae)

54. Pipit

Anthus. rube scens
Waxwings ( Bombycillio.ae)

55. Cedar Vaxwlngs

Bombyv illa cedrorum
Shrikes (Lanidae)

56. White-rumped

Lanius ludov,icianus
excub toride s

6+

Breeds?

57. Northe r n? Shr ike

Lanius (borealis?)

1

linte r
visitor

4+

Breeds?

10+

.[igrant

Shrike

Bl~ckbi rds ,e tc .

(Icteridae)

---------- -----------------

58. Nevada

~owbird

Molothrus ater
8.rtemisla

59. Yellow-he q,de d

Xo.nthoce >:Jhalus
xan :.hoc e pl'lalu s

60 . Re d- ':;

Agela us phoeniceus

6t

Migrant

Sturnella neglecta

12+

Breeds

Blackbird
~ed

B-ack lrd

61. West rn
Meadowlark

6i,. Bullo c k Or1ole

Icterus bullocki

63. Bre w r Blactc'r"' rr'l.

Euphagus cyanoceph~lus
Tanagers (Thraupidae)

64. Western Tanager

Piran~a

-------------------ud oviclana (suL~Ep?)

4

Su11me r
visitor?

50t

r ee ds

1

Migr ant

Birde •. , 6 • • •.

o

Grosbeaks,Sparrows,Finches,etc . (Fring illijae)

•

----------------------------------------------

65. Lazuli Bunting ·

P::tsserina amoena

30+

Migrant

66. English Sparrow

iasser dom8sticus

10 +

Migrant

67. Cassin Finch

Carpod acus c a ssini

lO t

6 8. House Finch

Carpodacus mexicanus

lO t

SumrJ.e r
visitor?
Breeds

1

H grant

.•

69 . Gray-crowned
rlosy Finch

Leucosticte tephrocotis
te phrocotls

70. Green-tailed
Towhee

Obe r holserla chlorura

71. Brown Towhee
72. Nevada Towhee

Pipilo cri s sqlis
( c arolae '? )
Pi p ilo m8.culatus
curtatus

73. Nevada Savannah
Spa rrow

Pasee rcu lus sandwichens is ne ve.da.nsis

lO f

1

Breeds

4

Summer
visitor?
Migrant

St

Breeds?

74 . Western Vesper
Sparrow

Pooecetes gramineu~
confinus

20 +

Breeds

75. Western Lark
SpF.L rrow

Choudestes grammacus
strigatus

10t

Sum111er
visitor?

76. Fox Sparfow
( Warner alley?)

Pas~erella )il iaca

1

Migrant

77, Ne vada Sage

Amphisglza.nevadensis
neva ensis

5t

Summe r
Visitor?

78 .. Junco

Junco hymenalis
( Shufeldti? )

6+

Migrant

1

Found dead

S:>e.rrow

fulva?

79. Weste rn Chi pping

Spizella passeri na
arizona

80. Bre wer Sparrow

Spizella breweri

81. Gambel Sparrow

Zenotrichia leucophrys

Sparrow

82~

Song Sparrow

n:e lospiza melodia
( fisherella.?)

100+

Breeds

25 t

Migrant

2

Migrant

1~ ·
THE CATTLE PROBLEM
Af3 IT AFFEC TS THE

SHELDON SANC TUARY

Since altoge t h er t oo many cattle and hor ses
r oam t h e Sheldon refuge in midsumme r fo r the
advancement of wild life ,

I have s ounded out the

I XL ranch empl yee s (dipl omatically I hope) as to
the a ttitude of the r a nch exe cutives on a curtail ment of c attle numbe r s ·.
I have e xplained that since the

g overn~t ,

I

t he Audubon Societies and

as s ocia~6S

have ac quired

SMrieYe~

all rights to range except the

7~ 40 - acre

IXL h oldings ,

it would appear that the ranch has little justification
for placing 800 cattle on the refuge.
Frakes, the IXL foreman, admits t hie
contention and r eplies in this vein, which I believe
i s also the attitude of his employers:
"We 11, doe en' t the IXL r anch feed large
feed l ar ge numbers of ant elope

0n

its range? Doesn't

the Catnip rese rvoir, the Catnip springs and the Swan
Lake res ervoir, all owned by the I XL, water hundrede
of t he same antelope which W«TaJc range the refuge?
How about t he 200 acres of me adow antelope destroyed
and ate up for us last summer.
anyhow?

when hay was scarce

Our cattle h ave ranp;ed the re for years, it

would co et us ple nty of money t o k eep them off.
i t f air. we sh ould

z...

Is

be kept off t h e mountain a fter

2--

all we've done for the antelope?"
The claim that antelope destroy valuable
meadow land ie not a new one.

Similiar reports

came from Hart Mountain last summer; William
Rinehart, sheepman at Bitner, 12 miles southeast
of the refuge, made the same claims; and the IXL
now follows suit.

I think that in each case the

damage is exaggerated

greatly and that where these

wails arise ) the owner either has a ranch to sell
fo r refuge purposes or seents the possibility of
reimbursement for io s ses.
From my observ ations at Hobble Spring s and
in the Last Chance meadows, but few of the antelope
ent er to feed.

Most are seeking water.

Such was the

case bo th a t t he I XL ranch and at Bitner where there
wa s water i ll t he meadows.

Less antelope than in the

t wo years previous entered

t he Last Chance meadows

last summer since water was absent.
'The conte ntion that the I XL ranch has
developed water supplies which care f or l a rge numbers
of antelope is unde n i able.

Continued free use of

t hat water by them is extremely i mport ant to the
Any molestat ion wh a tever

Sh eldon re f uge .

of the

ante lope on t he I XL range would h av e r epercus s i ons on
the sanctuar y .

In a me asure t h e r efuge ma st re l y on

the goo dwill of its ne i ghbors -- a f act I' m sure they
do not yet suspe ct.

Swan Lake Flat al one which abuts

the r e f uge on the east and which Mr. E . R. San r and I

3--saw more than 600 antelope in June, 1930, is owned
entirely by the IXL ranch as a reservoir site. The
great C1tnip Springs provide water for additional
hundre d s of animals during the summer.
this water is

1m~ed

Much or

behind a dam and released

for irriggtion of the meadows at the ranch, four
miles distant.

At certain seasons antelope water

along the entire course of this stream .
Despite

1" c.cY

~

lack of ownership of the

strategic springs on what is now refuge property,
the IXL ranch owners always have considere~the
Bald Mountain country as the fine st part of
c a ttle range.

Shaden

t~ld

~ 14e;,.-

me that for years the

IXL had the reputation of shipping the finest beef
each year from the Lakeview, Ore., shipping point.
All thesa beeves, he said, were fattene d on Bald
Mountain.
The main IXL ranch lies north of the
refuge, its Swan Lake and Catnip reservoirs east,
and a rumber of springs and waterholes south.

A

steep rim of lava makes a natural boundary on the
west for both the ranch

3.lld

the refuge.

The point I'm trying to make ls th1s -if the

(and

numbe~

of IXL cattle on the refuge are curtailed

they will h ave to be sooner or later) -- then the

refuge will be surrounded on its three open sides, a sort
of antelope island in a sea of cattle range. By thus
cutting the heart out of the IXL range, will not this

IXL
lead to

dish~rmony

much of

~he

with

the~neighbors

on whom so

Sheldon antelope welfare de pends?

That's the IXL problem as I see it.
the solution to others more

ve~ed

I leave

in diplomacy .

Here's another cattle problem:

IXL c attle are not the only ones run on the
Sheldon range and surrounding te rritory. Second
lars e st numbers of c a ttle "sh oved 11 into this
vicinity eac h spring are those of the Warner Valley
Land & Live s t ock Company of Adel, Ore gon.
ha~f

Then a

dozen cat tlemen of Surpri s e Valley, Cal i forn i a,

wh.o h ave le s s t h an 100 he ad e ach, swell the total
Jes s e Hapgood, from whom part

with t heir herds.

of the priva tely owned r fuge l and was purcha s ed,
resides of f the western border and sends ab out 50
h ead to t he mount ain.

All h ave a.one so for years.

And here is a little bovine p sychology
that enters t he situation .
know Bal d Mountain a s "home".
an yplace ·within many

These old r ange cows
Turn them loose

i l es of the refuge and they

he ad f or the Bald Mountain grass as unerringly as
a

a homing pi geon•

for 11ome .

The fact that sheop have been excluded
from the refuge also may tend to aggravate the cattle
probl em.

Cattlemen, in addition to those mentioned,

are c a sting envious eyes towa.rd a region

wh ich to

the m becomes a "cattle heaven" with the ban against

5--sheep .
The approximate 48 square miles i n the She ldon
r e fuge, of c ourse is only a hamdful of country compared
with t he s urroundi ng open range, but it is a ch oice
morsel a nd with fit s be tter f orage and ,in n or mal years,
abundant water, is c oveted by stockmen .

Pr act i cally

all t he surr ounding country has bee n overgrazed. for
ye ars .

The refuge

t errJt.o~y

but not in like proport·ion.

likewise

has suffered

Unfavorable forage

conditions, then, such as the 1931 drouth season, tend
to form a cattl e concentration within the Sheldon
limits.

I'M ceratin of this: . D.lring last summer

had there been less livestock there would have been
more antelope

0n

the refuge.

I do not wish to picture the present
situation as extremely critical. It isn't • .Antelope,
mule deer and sagehens have existed under adverse
conditions here for years and will dontinue to do so.
I do maintain, however, that optimum conditions for
the refuge do not prevail

and an aggravation of the.

cattle situation easily may hamper wild life development.
There is no question in my opinion that
the refuge contr•ls the situation •~rough the with~
drawal of the public domain and acquisition of the
principal springs.

A "mailed f 1st tt policy would

place the reponsibility of keeping cattle oft upon
the owners of the c a ttle, and

prob ~bly

would be

,
<)

•

6--effective as a control measure against the

Surprise

Valley and southern Oregon cattle which are driven
ol

in from a distance.

ti.t u • c.,1f/eme'1 __,.

None oWilJ1'1ghts in the area

and would have no legal complaints.
Even with the acquisition of the small IXL
blocks of land in the refuge, this ranching company
still would be in a position to act as a threat to
antelope advancement on the refuge, through its
ownership of strategic springs and land on three
sides.
A program

of harassment of antelope on

IXL lands might drive them to the refuge -- and
again it might not.

In justice to the IXL

company, let me state that it has not, and I do
not believe ever

~ill

as long as the present execut i ves

are 1n charge, permit anything radical against the
welfare of the wild life.

I don't believe that

such a thought ev r has occured to them.
But this is important:
is

The IXL c om:pany

n estate in the hands of the court, with provi s ions

in the will of the late owner, Sam Cressler, t hat it
is to be sold as soon as possible but
sacrifice."

11

not at a

Sale has been delayed from year to

year due t o inability of the executors to secure a
"reasonable pr ice ."

$8,000 (so I'm told.)

In 1930, the ranch c l eared
Due to dr outh and f a ilure

of the ranch hay crop, the 1931 cale of beef brought
hardly enough to buy hay for winter feeding.

rd
I

.,.,.

t

•
I

7--i

~ ontinued

depre s sed livestock conditions and

further losses (adm ir istrative costs are high) may
h a sten the sale date of the ranch.
Acquisition by another cattle company
probably would n ot change wild life conditions from
their present status.
Sale to a sheep outfit, however, might
prove extremely embarrassinG to the Sheldon Refuge.
-000-

a~

/,17~
While the attempted trip to Hawks Valley* in
Southwestern Harney county, Oregon, brought rio fir st
qnfe lo pe

hand~tnformation,

it did give me the opportunity to

get a long distance view of the country

and to

question Denver Shaden rather exhaustively

on his

antelope observations during his five years of riding
the antelope range s.
Shaden is 'Z(, a buckaroo employed by the IXL
ranch (Gres s ler Estate Company, owners), a former
temporary forest ranger, ex-dude wrangler, and a
craok horse-breaker.

He married l a st December and

s uddenly has discovered the inadequacy of a $60
monthly wage.

Just a s suddenly he has become an

s ntelope protectionist with the frankly stated desire
of securing permanent e mployment on the refuge, when
and if, the opp ortunity offers.
As a rider for the MC outfit (Warner Valley
Land and Livestock Company) Shaden said that three winters
ago he rode the Hawks Mountain country with a buckaroo
outfit, look ing for cattle.

At that time he said he s aw

many large bands of antelope in both Hawks Valley, southe as t
of Hawks Mountain, and Hawksie Wal ksie Valley, northwest of
the mountain (the directions are his.)
This re gion slopes gradually down to the north
from the Big Springs country of northern Humboldt county,
Nevada 7 and

t_<?P~
~r aph io ally

It was in the vicinity o

~ ~ · II~ l?jJ;../· ~

c

/Ir, tt

(

is a part of the same

region.

Big Springs that Ray Emerson

I

J

I

2 .......

re ported many a ntelope wi nt ering , i n hi s survey fo r
the Audubon Socie ties during the wint er of 1928-29 .
Sinc e 1928 Shaden has been a rider fo r the
I XL ranch , part

o~

his dut ies including the ridi ng

of the range east , north and south of the Sheldon
re f uge f or distances exce ding 20 mil e s from its
boundaries in these three directions .
I

He maintains he is certain most of the
Sheldon refuge antelope winter in the v i cinity of
Hawks 1 ount ain .

(1 . )

He dee lare s :
(1~ 31)

That last Decembe r

~h lle

rounding up IXL cattle he crossed ant elope trails
headi ng nor theast , while he was north east from Catnip
Mountain . ( The moun ain is about four miles east of
east borde r of refuge . )

In the two previous ye a r s

about the s ame time of year, he
s i mi liar trails .

s~id

he had seen

The s e trails, he sald , were broad,

the antelope evidently we r e s pread out and were t ak ing
thei r t i me .
( 2)

That he also actua lly h as seen the antelope

moving across this section in the general direct i on
of Hawks Mountai n afte r the fi r st big snowfall, and that
whe n dis t ur bed the i r pr ogress was northeast , even when
they had to circle wide l y to ge t the r e .

(3 )

I'hat in the spring the antelope appear

first in this same country north and east from the
Sheldon Refuge and the IXL ranch.

He fixes as February

3.---

27 the

f 1rst date he saw antelope in that section last

spring (1931) by the fact that a "new rider named Blake
went to work on that day and we rode that country
together."
There are other data which would seem to
support Shaden's contention that the Sheldon antelope,
at least in part, migrate to and from the northeast:
(1)
(March 3,1931)
the refuge.

The first antelop1 seen last spring
appeared in the northeast section of
There were no tracka and no animals

were seen in other parts of the refuge until later.
(2)

Last antelope seen

in the refuge in

the fall also were in the northeast and they ranged
over that area exclusively

prior to the big storm

of November 15 when they all disappeared.

(3)

The country north and east from the

refuge for ms a natural

outlet~

for them.

Northeast

from Catnip Mountain is a broad plateau, broken only
by gentle rolling hills and occasional canyon-like
breaks

n the Tertiary lavas, known iocally as "breaks."

Except for rare patches of mountai n mahogany, the
country is treeless.

The sage grows to heights of

five or six feet in sheltered spots of more fertile
soil, but the predominant sage is less than a foot
high and of s parse growth.

Antelope i n fall on the

r e f uge show a pronounced fondness for t hese open
sage-c overe d plateaus.

4- --

(4)

The valleys about Hawks Mountain

are

wide , flat and broad, and much lower in elevation than
even Guano Valley north of the refuge .

Hence less

snow would fall there and it disappe ars more rapidly .

(5)

There is a deart h of water in the

Hawks Mountain area in summer , with the result that
sheep , cattle and horses cannot range there at that
time .

As a result there is considerable forage left

for winte r.

I

base this statement partially on the

repor ts of Shaden and other riders and stockmen, a.nd
partially on the reports of two pros pector s (Bret z,
brothe r s) who came by auto t hrough that section last
summer .

One of these brothers to ld me he "never

s aw such fine feed" and "th ere

wasn 't a hors e , cow

or sheep in the country--and few j ac krabbits."
Shaden declared there .... are only three springs in
the country;

Sagehen , which we v isited, some 20
Hawks
miles west and a little south of iBlll: mountain; Big
Spr ings , al most south about 20 miles; and South
Corrals Spr ing

at the south foot of the mountain.

If Hawks and Hawksie Wa.lks ie valleys are
bar ren of man and beast in the summe r, such is not
the case in the wi nter--at least such is the information
from several 1nformers .
The latest informe r , Shaden , avers these
valleys are not only the wintering places of bands of
antelope and mustangs, but also the winter range fo r many

5--thousands of sheep.

These sheep, he said, all are

owned by Southern Oregon sheepmen, who operate from
the Lakeview, Ore., center.

All are of Irish

origin, he believes, with no Basques in the section.
Few, if any, he said , have large outfit& or land
hoEdings, and may be classed as nomadic, although
the prevailing sheep raising practice h as been in
vogue for years.

This consists of taking the
in the fall
sheep 11 to the aesertstt/when the owner has no hay to

feed them during winter; lambing late in March or
early April, and then moving slowly toward the high
mountains west, which they

e ch after chea i ng in

time for the entry date on the forest reserves. At
the close of the summer season on the reserves, the
bands are worked back gradually to the winter range.
This winter it is almost certain all the
sheep outfits are "wintering out."

Because of

depressed conditions, practically every sheepman is
h eavily mort gaged to the banks of Lakeview, and
requests for money to buy winter feed, has invariably
brought the bankers ' ultimatum "go to the deserts ."
Sagshen Spring. Shaden pointed out to me,
is a favorite sheep lambing range.
he said, is owned by the T.F ranch

The spring itself
(the old and famous

western "P" ranch which controls much of the Steans
Mountain range and which now is owned by Swift & Co.,
the meat packers) . The TP, however , no longer runs
cattle so far south , and the

w~te r

is leased or rented

,
6--to one or more sheep men.

Shaden told me that "at least

a dozen outfits lamb there

ea~h

spring . 11

If it is true that some of the Sheldon antelope
winter in the Sawks Mountain country, then it is
extremely probable these antelope have to "run the
gauntlet" as it were, through the lambing sheep flocks
in order to get on their
I

surn.~er

range .

The sheep

usually are on the lambing grounds a month or more
before lambs are d1·opped, which would place them , in
the Sagehen country at least , across the natural line
which the antelope would take in trekking to the
Sheldon reserve .
I think it is a generally correct statement ,
with rare exceptions , that sheepmen are hostile to
antelope.

Both sheep and antelope range the same

country at similiar seasons .

Shaden says it is s t ill

t he custom for sheepherders to shoot antelope for
d~

me a t, and from his own experl ence says " a fat doe

makes good eating in the winter time . n

He also

mentioned a rJ.mor that "Antelope got the hell shot
out of them on Hart Mountain last summer" and another
"tioeYC:

that he "had heard of antelope being poisoned/\. by an
arsenic-salt mixture".

I pre s sed him for details

of the latter , but he e i t her
tal king about them.

h~d

none or w3s chary of

I cannot verify these statements

and call attention to them only as the rankest sort
of hearsay evidence .

.''
7-Whether or not it is true that the antelope
are subjected to continued sniping attacks from man,
it see ms to me that the battle for the forage is the
greatest

d~nger

at present to them, one from which

eventually they will fail to survive the competition
unless continued efforts are made for their protection.
This also I believe to be true:

Except

for the Sheldon Refuge, portions of the IXL cattle
ranch, and there may be other cattle ranches (but I
know of none), there is no part of the antelope
summer or winter ranges in this northern Nevada and
southern Oregon antelope country, over which sheep
do not graze at some period of the year.

A similiar

s ituation prevails in this antelope region as in all
the weEtern public l and states-- the public domain
has been sadly overgrazed and THERE IS COMPETITION FOR
EVERY BL DE OF GRASS on the open ranges.
To protect adequately the remaining antelope,
s ome of this competition, a t least, should be removed.

I have cited this rather indefinite information
concerning an apparent migration of Sheldon Re fuge
antelope to the northeast, because of the belief@
hitherto that the entire migration was south from the
refuge in winter.
The sheep problem, I have discussed at
length because similiar conditions almost certainly

~'

t I 8--•

exist

whethe r the antelope wi nte r no r theast , east or south
of the refuge .
Concerning the migration problems, pe r sonally
1 think that

both contentions may be correc t and

it may be probable that the Sheldon Refuge and surr ound- .
ing country compri sing the summe r range , holds
antelope

which in spring migration come from several

directions, i . e., fDom the northeast , east , southeast
and south .

Definite date of movements a r e meagre .
In

ther words, the winte r ranges lies in

a great, broad arc of l and of low elev ation which
abuts the summe r range

of hi6he r plateaus.

As

,

snow comes

~

the antelope herds seek food on lowe r

levels and as it disappears, work beck to the highe r
elev a t i ons as the new grass arrives .
From the Sheldon Refuge , the distance
northeast to Hawks Mountain is between 30 and 50
miles; east to the Big Spr ings and Thousand Creek
country , from 40 to 50; south to the winter range
in the Little High Roc k country. from 40 to 50.
Thus the antelope in whi ch re f uge
autho~ities

are particularly interested are located

in winter wit~n an approximate r adius of 50 miles .
- 000 -

CHARLES SHELD ON
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Properties

LIFE REFUGE

A c~ui red

by

Nat ional Associ a tion of Audubon s ocieties

CHA.RU";S SHELDON

~-ILD

Descri ption of Properties in

LIFE REFUGE
ashoe County, Nevada ,

Acquired by National Association of
Audubon s ocieties

1 . From Olive M. Hapgood, Jesse A. Hapgood, True C. Hapgood

and Georgia C. Hapgood .
Deeds Nos . 51,558 and 51 , 559, May 22 , 1930 .

TOWNSHIP 45 NORTH , RANGE 21 EAST , M. D. B. & M:
SECTION 3 : Lot 1 of the NEt and lot 3 of the NW!
SECTION 5: NE! of the SE!
SECTION 12 :
.i of the NE!
TOWNSHIP 46 NORTH, RANGE 21 EAST , M. D. B. & M:
SECTION 35 : Ei of the NWl
S .i. of the NW.I.
of the S

l

f

Total 355 . 91 acres of land .

2 . From Olive M. Hapgood and Jesse A. Ha pgood .

Deed No . 51,558, May 22, 1930 .
TOWNSHIP 45 NORTH , RANGE 21 EAST , M. D. B.
SECT ION 2:
i of the S i
SECTION 3 : Lot 4 of the
i
of the
slil of the NE!
N2" of the SE
SEi of the sEf
SECTION JD: E2 of the NEi
.S
of the NE 4
SE 4

sf

& M:

NW!

1

Tptai 638 . 82 acres of land .

3 . From Louis Valerdi and Toribia P . Valerdi .
Deed No . 53 , 541, October 25 , 1930 .
TOWNSHIP 45 NORTH, RANGE 21 EAST , M. D. B. & M:
SECTION 1
of the
Lot
of the NE!;
2 of the sE ;
of the
SECTI ON 2
EE! of the NE1
4 ; SE4 of the N174
Lot 3 of the
SECT ION 4
Lot 3 of the NW4

SEJ

NEf;

NE1 2
NWl

swi

- 2TOWNSHIP 45 NORTH, RANGE 22 EAST, M".. D. B.
SECTION 6: Lots 3 - 4-5.

&

M:

TOWNSHIP
SECTION 26: sw.J. 1
SECT ION 33 : NW
SECTION 34 : SE1
SECTION 36 : Sf

46, NORTH , RANGE 21 EAST , M. D. B. & M:

TOWNSHIP
7: mi
Lot
SECTION 19: SEi

46 NORTH, RANGE 22 EAST , M. D. B.
of the SEi; NEi of the SW!
3 of the SW!
of the NW!; Lot 2 of the IBVi

SECTION

of
of
of
of

the swJ..
the SE 1
4 ; SE! of the SE! ; SEi of the S ·i
the SEi
the SE 4

& M:

E 2 of the SW!
SECTION ~O: wt of the NEi ; NEi of the NWi
SECTION 31; SE! of the S
Lot 4 of the Si.

*;

Above described premises containing 1226 . 72 acres , more or less ,
according to the United States Surveyor General ' s map .
4 . Fram Elmer Toney .

~uit

Cl aim deed .

TOWNSHIP 45, NORTH , RANGE 21 EAST, M. D. B. & M:
SECTION 12: Et of the NEi
TOWNSHIP 45 NORTH, RANGE 22 EAST , M. D. B. & M:
SECTION 7 : st of the mvt
Total 155 . 32 acres of land .

5 . From William E. Rinehart
Deed No .
October 20 , 1931 .
~' OWNSHIP

SECTION 1 :
SECT ION 2 :

NEl

45 NORTH , RANGE 21 EAST , M. D. B. & M:

NE±

of the
of the NW!
swf of the NEi
NEi o:f the SE 4

NW"·

Total 154 . 21 acres of land , more or less

Total acreage obtained to date , July 29, 1932 , - 2 , 530 . 98
Yet to be purchased :
Gressler Estate
Valerdi and Parman
Total

280
120

400

LOOA'r.I
1

tthern

i

48 square miles -

2575 .66f*rancher
HYSlOO

$0•720 acres ,

s.,

400,. and u.

Broken sagebtu

HY1

xtr&J:16 northweste

shoe County•

or

v:hioh ~. •
the balance.

juniper desert.

Hiatory.
L
ing of pri-..te i
da begun by
•
th Hapgood
prop&rty •
et. 24, 1927. u. s. lends
:tram · ntry Jun 20.
r. '•
19.29. Reaolutio s passed by Boone Cr.ockett Club a out
1930. and by • •
s.
r. is. 1930, to raise 10,000 each, ~
th prift.te lands within r tuge rea. and present the to U s.
• • ans utnorited to be in pure aes pr . 30, 195 •
etuge
formally est blished by
eeut1v
rd.e r o. 5540,. signed by Preai ent oove r J • 2.6 .,, i 9··1.

RISTO Yt

p

I

tel ope (1 t-e February to

iddle

ovember}

500.
S

CT

Yi

Ant elope

one.
ch houses, te ces, etc .
VIC s Full t• • Jun 20 , 1 92° , to ove
r 20, i c29,,
pril 1 5, 1 930 . at l60*monthly, plu
20
t hl y g soline
nee ,. General F\md, Gree
t' -.rdenship continuous.

· saion as

t, ye.,

puty County Gtune

e

liforni ;

i

Plot ot

rden.

da.
lif orni - ore ,on Rail

•

· ge.

"s

'errunning of Retug

out side ·etuge (

by cattle

d horses; wintering

rden ' s special report_ Jan. 1 1932 •

•

*Cut to $150,July 17, 1932.
** Formally accepted by Secretary of Agr i cul t ur e , Oct ober 13, 1932 .
Oct ober , 1932
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Subscription Price - $1.75 Per Year

Outdoor West,
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